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PREFACE. 

ConsipErine the number of Greek Grammars, already in market, 
some apology may appear necessary for the introduction of a new 
one. Without formally making a defence, it may be remarked, that 
subjects of deep interest, need to be viewed in as many different 

bearings as can readily be obtained. Grammar, whether considered 
as a branch of philological science, or a system of rules subservient 
to accuracy in speaking or writing any language, embraces a most 
interesting field of research, as wide and unlimited, as the progres- 
sive development of the human mind. <A work of such magnitude, 

requires a great variety of laborers, and even the humblest may be 
of some service. Even erroneous positions may be turned to good 
account, should they, by their refutation, contribute to the elucida- 
tion of principle. 
A desire of obtaining a more compendious and systematic view 

of grammatical principles, and more adapted to his own taste in 
order and arrangement, induced the author to undertake, and gov- 

erned him in the compilation of this ‘manual. In excellency of dis- 
cussion, and detail of observation, he never dreamed of equalling, 

much less of transcending, many who have gone before him. Num- 
bers of these embrace a large body of grammatical matter, excellent 
in itself, and of invaluable service to the more advanced student. 

The aim of the compiler of these sheets is something more humble, 
and more adapted to the exigencies of tyros in Greek literature— 
the condition of most of our youth when they bid adieu to the halls 
of their Alma Mater. 

In the construction of this little treatise, the author, with pleasure, 
takes this opportunity of acknowledging himself, frequently indebted 
to Professors Anthon, Bullion, Goodrich, ete. of our own country ; 

as well as to the following foreign gentlemen whom he here men- 
tions, to save further reference in the body of the work—viz. Mat- 
thiae, Thiersch, Buttmann, Messrs. De Port-Royal, Dunbar’s Greek 

Exercises, Jamieson’s Hermes Scythicus, Moor, Nielson ; and on 
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the Greek Metres, Hermann, Searle, Tate, Phillips and several 

anonymous authors. From these he has culled whatever might 

answer his purpose, but acknowledges particularly his indebtedness 
to Professors Anthon and Bullion, for the facilities afforded him, 

from their digested and compendized views of Matthiae, and 
Thiersch, as well as from their own judicious reflections. 

In the introductory observations, a table has been given, contain- 

ing some of the ancient oriental alphabets. ‘These have been copied 
from Scaliger on Eusebius’s Chronicon, Richardson’s Arabic and 
Persic Grammar, and Fry’s Pantographia. ‘The ‘object of introdac- 
ing these tables was to excite the curiosity of the young student, to 
show him the parentage of the Greek alphabet, and, perhaps, inspire 

him with a desire of acquiring a knowledge of some of those eastern 
languages, more nearly or remotely related to the original Hebrew, 
and whose alphabets are obviously so analogous to that of the 
Greeks. 

I have adopted Moor’s rules for contraction, somewhat modified, and 

so generalized, by incorporating, in the form of exceptions, with the 
third and sixth rules, the suggestion of the foot note in the first edition 
of his grammar, that they comprehend not only all the contractions 
of the third declension, of adjectives, verbs, and participles ; but also 

those of the first and second declensions. By drillmg a student 
thoroughly on these rules and the examples adduced, the necessity 
of a paradigm of contracted verbs in ao, sw, ow, is entirely super- 
seded. In place of such a paradigm, a table embracing all the pos- 
sible contractions in such verbs, is given, which serve as examples 
of the general rules, to which they are all severally referred. 
A modified scheme of Thiersch’s plan of the formation of the 

tenses, not one from another, but all from the root, has been adopted. 
This root is considered, as in most verbs, susceptible of several 
modifications. The unmodified radix, is denominated, the _first 
root, which forms the verbal base of the Present, Imperfect, 1 Fut. ; 

1 Aor. Active, Passive, and Middle; as also of the Perfect Active 

and Passive, and Paulo-Post Future.—The second root forms the 

base of the 2 Fut.; 2 Aor. Active, Passive, and Middle. The 

third root is the base of the Perfect and Pluperfect Middle. 

It is unhesitatingly believed that this mode of forming the Greek 
‘tenses is more natural, and consequently more philosophical, than 
the ordinary plan of forming them from edch other, by many sinuo- 
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sities, inversions, and reciprocal generations. One grammarian 
forms the Perfect Passive from its own Future ; another, with equal 
propriety, deduces the Future from its own Perfect, through the 
medium of the First Aorist Passive! By the method here adopted, 
they are all formed independently of each other, resting severally, 
each on its own proper base. The terminations being known, and 
the respective roots ascertained, the student has only to attend to the 
prefixes, if there be any, (which, in connection with the proper roots 
constitute the groundform of the tense) and annex the personal termi- 
nations ; paying strict attention to the laws of euphony. He will 
thus acquire a knowledge of roots and their appendages, form a dis- 
tinct conception of the radical base, and all its modifications and 

additions in passing through the numbers and persons, moods and 
tenses ; and not only recognize the external form, but become ac- 
quainted with the internal structure of the fabric, in all its different 

combinations. But here, with pleasure, I refer the reader to the 
preface to the edition of 1809, of Thiersch’s tables, as translated by 
Professor Patton. 
A synoptical view of the verbs in yt, presenting what seems in 

grammars generally, to be four conjugations, as really forming but 

one—except ddwus in the Subjunctive Present—will diminish labor, 
be less discouraging and tend greatly to the promotion of accuracy 
in committing the paradigms. 

The syntax is presented in a form, somewhat new. Under the 
running title of concord, the student will find every thing respecting 
the syntax of the Nominative. So likewise, under the title of govern- 

ment of the Genitive, Dative, and Accusative, every thing will be 

found belonging to the government of these cases respectively. 
Although it might have been thought preferable to have kept the 

government of the prepositions by themselves, as some of them 
govern two cases, and others three, and consequently had to be re- 
peated ; yet, this would have deranged the plan proposed, viz. the 
presenting to the student, under each case, its complete government 
by all the different parts of speech exercising any control over it. 
The derivation of the Greek prepositions from the Hebrew, may be 
considered by some, as fanciful ; by others, as pedantic. Be it so; 
such imputations I shall bear without a murmur. These derivations 
affect not the merits of the grammar ; and besides, their exposure, 

by such as may be competent to do it, may contribute something to 
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the interests of philology. In these etymologies I have generally 
agreed with Parkhurst and Jones. 

In the prosody, I have been as concise as the nature of the sub- 

ject, in my opinion, would admit. Here some liberties have been 
taken, which are liable to imputations similar to those above-men- 
tioned ; and like the: other, not at all affecting the merits of the sub- 

ject. They are ofa mere superficial nature, touching only names, 
or technical denominations, and may be rejected at once, by all who 
may feel so inclined, and the old names retained in their stead. 

The name tambotroch has been preferred to that of antispast, and the 
reasons have been there assigned. Instead of a name consisting of 
two terms or words, technically employed, both terms have been 
combined into one, under a Greek denomination of similar import. 

This combination’ is believed to be sufficiently euphonic, and the 

meaning obvious.- There seems to be a tendency in language to 

unite together words intimately connected, as Charlestown, West- 

chester, Pittsburgh, etc. and especially whén they are of a technical 
character, they become more convenient and wieldy, as tools or tn- 
struments for the purposes intended. 

The department of versification embraces the nine most usual 

sorts of Greek poetry, tambic, anapaestic, dactylic, etc. Examples 
under most of the species belonging to these several genera, taken 
from the ancient authors, have been furnished. 

Rules for the use of the accents usually presented in grammatical 
compends, have here been entirely omitted. For such omission, it 
is proper some reasons should be assigned. 

Believing as | do, that there is no hope of ever accurately ascer- 
taining the manner in which the ancient Greeks pronounced their 
language, I cannot conceive how the more delicate, evanescent tones, 

elevations and depressions of voice, could, by arbitrary visible marks, 
be arrested, and preserved, in their subtilty, so as to be appreciated 
by us. So wltra-refined was the modulation of their voice, and so 

exquisite the harmony of their composition, that they carried the 

poetic feet—the dactyls, spondees, anapaests, etc. into their prosaic 

declamation. Thus: worsg vegos, etc. quoted by Longinus from 

Dem. Or. de Corona, is a specimen. Believing thus, the author of 
this grammar did not wish to impose such an onerous task on juve- 
nile industry. But, even were it possible to ascertain and appreciate 

their delicate modulations, it might be asked, cui bono? What na- 
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tion will ever make this noble language the vehicle of thought in 
conversation or declamation ? And with regard to the modern 
Greek, it would be no very difficult task to shew, that they are as 

far removed from the pronunciation of their ancestors, as any other 
nation. If, indeed, their use of the accents should be regarded as a 
model of imitation, all attention to quantity must be entirely aban- 
doned. Vid. Mr. Browne’s paper in the Irish Phil. Trans. Vol. VIL. 

p. 359. Besides, some of the greatest critics have rejected them 

altogether. Beza, Scaliger, Spelman, Vossius, Salmasius, Bentley, — 

Brunck, and Dawes, all reject them. To these I might add many 
other names of great authority, as the learned Wakefield, in his 

preface to his elegant selection of Greek tragedies, etc. Of our 
own countrymen might be mentioned Goodrich’s edition of Hachen- 
berg, Hartford, 1821, and Ross, of whom the former omits them 

altogether, with the exception of the circumflex; the latter in his 
grammar published Phil. 1817, thus notices the accents; “I have 

wholly omitted any rules concerning them. I should be glad to see 
these shackles of our own putting on, taken off forever. ‘They had 
their origin in barbarism, when the true pronunciation was lost, and 
have ever since answered, either no end at all, or a very bad one. 

For, that the ancient Greeks did not use them, is plain from their in- 
scriptions and coins.”” 

It is admitted that in many instances they distinguish words; yet 
such marks are not necessary for their distinction. Like the adver- 

bial mark, and that of the Ablative in Latin, they sometimes lead 

astray. All languages have many words similarly spelled and pro- 

nounced, whose different meanings are easily ascertained from’ the 

context. . 

It is with reluctance I differ from the very reputable authority of 

Professor Stuart, backed as it is, by the weight of such men as Butt- 

mann and Passow, of whom it might be said, in defence of the 

accents, 

~Si Pergama deatra 
Defendi possent, etiam hac defensa fuissent. 

Yet, however much I respect such names, my own convictions 

must govern my course, agreeably to the maxim of the Roman bard, 

Nullius addictus jurare in verba magistrt. 

What may be the merit of this compilation, or whether it have 

~ 
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any merit at all, must remain for others to determine. It is now let 
loose upon the public. They will do it justice. I shall not insult 
them by either begging their favor, or undervaluing it. Should a 
second edition ever be needed, whatever defects or errors (for doubt- 
less it has its full share) may be either discovered by the author 
himself, or pointed out by the suggestions of others, will be supplied 
and corrected, and the accents, if desired, will be added. 

Bellevue, April 16, 1838. 
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REMARKS ON THE GREEK LANGUAGE. 

Tat speech or language, the great vehicle of communicatin 
thought by vocal sounds, was a supernatural gift to our primev 
ancestors, by the Author of their being, is a position apparently ac- 
cordant with reason and Scripture. Had mankind ever been the 
mutum et turpe pecus, of infidel cosmologists, their condition, as so- 
cial beings, must have been any thing but enviable. There is no 
need to suppose their vocabulary very extensive, yet it was doubt- 
less commensurate with the exigencies of their situation; and by 
the exercise of their own powers, would be enlarged as necessity 
and circumstances required. This enlargement would be progres- 
sive and measured and regulated by the successive development of 
the arts and sciences, and the improvements of social life. 

All the diversities in the languages of the world, whether radical 
or dialectical, can be satisfactorily accounted for, on a nec 
divergence, arising from local separation, different pursuits, political 
condition, civil and moral improvement, the advancement of the arts, 
from climate, etc., without the introduction of a miracle. Nec deus in- 
tersit,etc. Neither is this idea at all at variance with sacred history. 

But as the transmission of thought through the instrumentality 
of the tongue, or language properly so called, must be very limi- 
ted in point of distance, this has been remedied by representations 
addressed to the eye. These were either pictorial or symbolical : 

_ the former representing objects by pictures, the latter by symbols 
representative of articulate sounds—alphabetical writing. This lat- 
ter, if of human invention, even in its rudest state, may justly be con- - 
sidered one of the greatest triumphs of genius, which ever charac- 
terized our race. This invention—if invention it be—is enveloped 
in the darkness of the remotest antiquity. There is strong reason 
to believe that it originated before the deluge. It can be traced till 
within less than two hundred years of that awful catastrophe ; and 
nothing can appear less reasonable or probable, than that a mere 
handful of people struggling for subsistence, without any apparent 
necessity, in their existing circumstances, should invent an art so 
transcendently sublime and difficult ! 7 

Aware of objections and difficulties connected with the opinion 
that the Hebrew was the first language, I am notwithstanding in- 
clined to adopt it. That it is the parent of the languages of Western 
Asia and of Europe, few will controvert. And that most of the 
alphabets of these regions have sprung from one common parent, 
will be manifest on inspection of the following table. 

1 
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The old Phenician seems to have the strongest claims to antiquity. 
Next to this comes the old Samaritan, which we feel confident 

was the alphabet in which the Pentateuch was written. This 

is still preserved in the Samaritan Pentateuch, and is clearly shown 
from fossil coins to have prevailed before the Babylonish captivity. 
The beautiful square Chaldee character—the character in which the 
Old Testament is now written, has prevailed ever since the Baby- 

lonish transmigration. The Syriac or Syro-chaldaic alphabet, both 

jn name and figure, is sufficiently recognisant of its parentage. The 
Arabic, making allowance for its aspirations, has an indisputable 

claim to Hebrew affiliation. That the Greek letters are derived 
from the :ancient Phenician, 1s a point, now, universally conceded. 

That both language and alphabetic characters are of oriental extrac- 
tion, will be controverted by few. 

The eruptions of the numerous erratic hordes from the banks of 
the Tanais, and the shores of the Euxine, and their successive migra- 

tion westward and southward, along the Danube and its branches, 
rolling on, wave after wave, till they reached not only the most 
western and southern parts of the European continent, but even the 
islands of the Mediterranean and Atlantic, are points fully estab- 
lished by the testimony of ancient history. ‘The continued influxes, 
mixtures and amalgamations of these Nomadic tribes, not to men- 

tion the influence of Phenician traffick and colonization, even as far 
as Ultima Thule, must have required many centuries, before, by 

any permanent practical coalescence, their language could assume 
a fixed and definite character. But, as it is obvious that all these 

tribes sprung from a common stock, spoke but different dialects of a 
language radically the same, a very considerable degree of simi- 
larity might be expected. In course of times, through the various 
countries of Greece, various dialects resting on a common base, be- 
came sufficiently marked to merit distinct attention. 

It appears that the most ancient dialect of Greece, and of course 
most strongly resembling its Scythian and oriental original, was | 

I. THe Moxie. © 
This dialect prevailed northward and easterly of the Isthmus of 

Corinth, except Megaris, Doris, and Attica. It was used in the Aeo- 

lic colonies of Asia Minor, Lesbos and some other of the Northern 

isles of the Archipelago; as we find by Sappho and Alcaeus; in 
Boeotia by Corinna. It was peculiarly distinguished by its retention 
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of the old Digamma (F), hence called the Agoric Dicamma. Its 
character was strong and rough, as Bgodoy for godov; wece for wee, 
etc. Nearly allied to this was 

If. Tae Doric. 
This was the dialect of a people, most of whom were originally 

mountaineers, and of course it was strong, rough and broad : they de- 
lighted in « for 7 and @, as & lade, for 4} inn; tay xogdy, for tov 

zogay, etc. The Doric tribe was large, and the parent of numerous 
colonies. This dialect was spoken over a great part of Pelopon- 
nesus, Sicily, Magna Graecia, and Doris, in Asia Minor. Gramma- 

rians divide it into the Old and New Doric. Epicharmus, the comic 
writer, and Sopfliron, author of the Mimes, are the principal, in the 
Old. In the New, Theocritus, in his beautiful Idyls, approaches 

to the softness of the Ionic. In this he is the principal writer. Be- 
sides these, we have Moschus and Bion; the first Pythagorean phi- 

losophers—Timaeus, Archytas, and Archimedes; Pindar, Stesi- 

chorus and Simonides of Ceos. This dialect is said to have been 
spoken in its greatest purity by the Messenians. We have beauti- 
ful specimens of it in the Syracusan Gossips; in the 15th Idyl of 
Theocritus. 

Awgicdey 8° steatt, Soxed, tog Jergreecat. 

Il. Tse Ionic. 
Jonia, in its Biblical application by Moses and Daniel, embraced 

Macedonia and most of the eastern parts of Greece Proper, ex- 
clusive of the Peloponnesus; by them designated 79°, Javan, as 

Bochart, in his Phaleg. clearly establishes. In Homer’s time the 
Athenians were called iaoves. Attica, then Jonia, was the early 
residence of the Ionic tribe, who carried the name of the mother 

country to the district in Asia Minor, to which the colony emigrated. 
These took the lead of their father-land, in the march of refinement,, 

and the terms Jonia, Ionic, Ionians, became the proud distinctions. 

of the settlement and the colonists, while the original [onians re- 
signed the appellation for Attics, or Athenians, and for their coun- 
try that of Attica. This is the softest, most sonorous, and musical, 

of all the Grecian dialects. It delights in'the concurrence of vow-. 
els; #edcoto for jicov; and in the absence of aspirates, as amaigso— 
pet, for aqaigeouot. Besides Herodotus, Hipparchus wrote in the 
Jonic dialect. It was also very prevalent in the times of Homer 
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and Hesiod, and the other ancient poets, who did not, however, blend 
all the various dialects in their verse, as some suppose; but made 
use of the Ionic, in the state or condition of refinement, in which it 

existed in their day. 
IV. Taz Artic. 
After the emigration of the Ionian colonists to Asia Minor, and 

the assumption of the name of Attica by the mother-country, their 
language, in its progressive improvement, altered into the form 

called the Attic dialect. At first this was the same with, and, for 
a considerable time, differed but very little from the Ionic. It is of 
course very characteristic of the genius of the people. Athens was 
the theatre of orators, and popular eloquence, and this modification 
of their language was calculated to make a strong and vivid im- 
pression. Its chief characteristics are, a love of contractions, and 

hard and aspirated sounds, as tvy for ovy, agény for agony, nde for 
sdecy, or ssdnxdery, etc. 

The changes from the Old Ionic have been distinguished by the 
names of the Otp, Mippie and New Arric, and their writers class- 
ed accordingly. 

OLD. MIDDLE. NEW. 

Aeschylus, Gorgias. Xenophon, 

Sophocles, Aristophanes, Aristotle, 
Euripides, Plato, etc. Demosthenes, and 
Thucydides, etc. other orators. 

V. Common Lancuace. . 

While Greece retained her liberty, each State employed its own 
peculiar dialect. This dialect, raised to the highest rank by the 
greatest number of the most eminent writers, became the language 
of the Macedonian court, and spread with the conquests of Alexan- 
der over Egypt and Syria, and a great part of Western Asia. 
This circumstance, together with its extreme refinement, and the 
renown of Athens—the University of the world—her schools of phi- 
losophy and rhetoric, from the era of Alexander the Great, procured 
for this dialect, the ascendancy over all the others. These of course, 

in process of time, under the empire of Rome, were abandoned by 

the more polished classes, and confined to the populace. - In the se- 
cond and third centuries, they disappeared entirely from writing, 
even on coins and monuments. 

ames” So —E ~ ee |! in, ” 
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VI. Tae Roman Direct. 
That this language analogizes with the Greek, not only in a larger 

portion of its vocables but also in its grammatical structure, forms 
and flexion, is not to bedenied. Along with its Greek radicals, how- 
ever, it combines in its formation considerable contributions from 

two other ancient languages, the Celtic and Pelasgic. The latter 
of these did not radically differ much from the principal con- 
stituent of the Latin, viz. the Aeolic Greek. Middle and Southern 

Italy was peopled by Grecian colonies,—hence denominated Magna 
Graecia,—a colony from Arcadia, under king Evander, Trojans, 

’ Lydians, etc., together with the Aenotorians, Ausonians, Umbrians, 

Tyrrhenians, and other aboriginal tribes of Celtic origin, after a 
long period for the operation of lingual affinities, had the various dia- 
lects melted down into one beautiful, uniform, bold, dignified, and 

energetic language, called Latin, which has survived the colossal 
empire of the world. 

VIL. THe Eccrestastican Diaect. 
In consequence of the Macedonian conquests, the Greek language 

was forced upon the attention of some nations that had formerly 
spoken an Oriental tongue. They spoke in the Greek, but thought 
in their native dialects; consequently, idioms foreign to the Greek 
language, viz. Hebrew, Chaldaic, and Syriac peculiarities, are found 

in the Greek of the New Testament, but still more in the ecclesi- 

astical writers subsequent to the commencement of the Christian 
era. It is true, the learned rhetoricians, grammarians, sophists, 
and fathers themselves, made vigorous struggles against the inroads 

on the purity of the common dialect, but were not able to stem the 
torrent of corruption. On the fall of the Byzantine empire, and 
capture of Constantinople, in the 15th century (1453), the ecclesias- 
tical dialect spread over all classes without control. 

VIU. Moprgen GREEK. | 
Out of these scattered fragments and heterogeneous elements, 

arose the Modern Greek. This is often called Romaic, a term de- 

rived from the subjection of the Greek nation to the Roman—Byzan- 
tine Empire. The name is not eligible. Besides the servile me- 
morial which it involves, it was never sufficiently distinctive, and 
requires an explanation in order to be understood. To the’ name 
Modern, no reasonable objection can be made. This, although re- 
moved from the ancient language by all the divergence of many 
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centuries, and the unavoidable adulteration by many Turkish and 
other foreign words, is yet not far enough removed to be ranked as 
@ separate tongue. 

There is evidence, tantamount to demonstration, that the pronun- 

ciation of this dialect has departed widely from that of the ancient 
Greeks ; yet not near so much, if we pay any attention to spell- 
ing, as our own language has departed from the pronunciation em- 
ployed not six centuriesago. Nothing can be less satisfactory than 
to regulate the pronunciation of the ancient Greek, by that of the 
modern. The modern Greeks pronounce entirely by the accents ; 

there is no dual number; no middle voice. They use not merely 
the ancient article, but a modern, indefinite one,—ei¢, as is Aoyos, a 

word. ‘They employ the auxiliaries of eyw, I have,and Peo, I will, 
as in other modern languages. Yet a modern Greek work will be 
easily intelligible to a good classical scholar. This will be evident 
from the following specimen : 

The Lord’s prayer in Modern Greek. 

ML watega pas, Onov soa sg Tos oUgavoUs’ as ayLaTIy TO OvO- 
pacou' ag dn 7 Baosheracou’ as yernto Selnpagor, xaIa¢ eg tor 

OUgavoy, Etle nae EG THY YY" TO WoLuas TO xaTnusoevoy Dos pag to on- 
" peQOY' xaL OUYywQNTEMAS TA YOENUAS, xAFUC KEL BELG TUYZMQOUPEY TOUS 
Aoewperhstas was? xa uny was peers eg mevgacuoy, adda shevPeouoeuas 

aro tov movngoy’ OTL edixycou sivas 1) Baoiee, xas 4] Suvopis, xaos 9 
Soka, eg tous asavas. Any. 

i a re oe 

REMARKS ON THE GREEK ALPHABET. 

1. The Greek, like all other alphabets, is imperfect. A perfect 
alphabet would contain a distinct character for every articulate sound 
in the language. The Greek is both redundant and defective. 
There is no necessity for the double letters £, & y, as their constit- 
uents could supply their place. There are no long vowels corres- 
ponding to a,s,v. This is a serious defect. Their quantity is doubt- 

ful ass, v. 
2. The alphabet ought to contain another symbol, whose power is 

still in actual use, yet it has been shuffled out from among its com- 
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peers, viz. [“] or spiritus asper, which has always the power of the 
sounded English H, as “Opngos, Homéris. We find indeed in old 
inscriptions that this was a letter among the Greeks. HEKATON is 
found for the modern “Exatoy, and IH is used for ©, KH for X, 

etc. As in our own language H is sometimes sounded and sometimes 
silent, as in honour, house, so it was among the ancient Greeks. They 

divided the character, using the part on the left [ }, when sounded, 
and that on the right [4], when silent. The former was called the 
rough, the latter the smooth, breathing. In process of time the con- 
venience of the pen would drop the lower limb of each [vc] [+], and 
round off the remainder into the present forms [“] [”*]. The former 
retains the power of H, the latter is useless. In the beginning of a 
word v and g have always the aspirate, as “Tdog,“Pytwg ; when ¢ is 
doubled in the middle of a word, as aggny, the former is levigated, 
the latter aspirated. 

3. According to the best authorities, the Cadmean alphabet of the 
- Greeks wanted these nine letters, Z, H, 0, 2, T, ®, X, ¥, §, and of 

course had only fifteen characters, equal to the number of the Phe- . 
nician characters, at the time of the arrival of Cadmus in Greece. 

Afterwards in the East, the Phenician alphabet expanded by the ad- 
dition of 3, 1,3, 0, 9, %, >>; out of this number 4 was first adopted 

in Greece,—the parent of the Digamma, (hereafter to be noticed) 
originally a vocal aspiration, whose force is still retained in the 
Latin vIDI, ZVUM, VELLA,etc. This afterwards lost its aspirate char- 

acter, and became the vowel v. The Greeks then had sixteen char- 

acters. After 1, Z, H, 9, with names slightly altered, were introdu- 
ced into Greece,— Tzaddi, Heth, Teth, into Zeta, Eta, Théta,—and 

took their place in the Greek alphabet according to their order in 
the oriental. They had then nineteen letters in their alphabet. 

Subsequently to this period ® and X were introduced, instead 
of 7H and KH, and thus by their invention the alphabet was increa- 
sed to twenty-one. © 

The Greek alphabet received its final completion from Simoni- 
_ des, of Chios, about the time of the Persian war. He added 2, 

w, 2, and settled the function of H as a long vowel, the double of 
E, and thus the alphabet was increased to the number of twenty- 
four. According to Scaliger, in his Animadversions on the Chron 
acon of Eusebius, the Athenians had adopted these twenty-four let- 
ters, four hundred and thirty-seven. years before the Christian era 

2 
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4, Ameng the twenty-four, or rather twenty-five including ["] are 
not reckoned those which retained their places as mere yeampare 

snionue, or marks of number, as ¢ Bau, sti, stigma = 6; between e 

and £, which corresponds to the Roman F, afterwards the Aeolic 

digamma ;  , or u , Koppa, or Koph, between x and g, corres- 

ponding to the Roman Q, and finally, Sanpt, ‘Ty, composed of 7, 

and 5 or o = 900; answering to the Hebrew w. As employed 
by the Ionians these were called uma reompara 5 as by the Attics, 
ATTING YOGMMATA. 

5. The Aeolic Digamma F, was so named from its appearing to 
be two I’s placed one above the other. What the precise function 
of this character was in the ancient dialects of Greece, it is not easy 
to ascertain. It is pretty certain however that it must have parta- 

ken of the nature of an aspirate pronounced near the lips, or by a 
very small aperture, so as to utter the sound symbolized by 4; or 
further back from the lips v, or still further back w: thus Bag- 
ew for Varro; Badw for vado; Ovelia for Velia ; oor, vinum, 

wine, etc. Of all the Grecian dialects, the Aecolic retained this char- 

acter the last, and- hence it was denominated the Arozic Dicamma. 

The use of this symbol, whatever may have been its power, 
having been insensibly abolished, by the introduction of the aspi- 
rates, the very vestiges of its existence are to be found only in a few 
ancient inscriptions ; and in derivations made before its own figure | 
had been commuted, for the aspirate, as Vesta, from “Eota ; doubt- 

less from the more ancient Feota. ‘That the single v was Dorically 
used for the aspirate, is manifest in Homer’s use of yevto, Iliad @ 
43, for sleto; (1) by syncope, sto, (2) Doricé yevto; 4 being 

' changed into y, and the aspirate into y. To what extent Homer 
may have employed this digamma, for the prevention of hiatus, as 
grammarians tell us; or how far the concurrence of vowels in the 

total absence of it, may not be in most instances rather musical than 
harsh, rather pleasing than the contrary, remains for others to deter- 
mine. One may try to ascertain by the following expression of 
Homer—zgonas 7jel:010, compared with the digammated form tgoras 
Fy Fei.Fo.Fo: at all events there are some who would not feel glad 
to have the poems of the prince of poets improved by the intro- 
duction of the digamma. We should be more familiar with this 
noble language, before our ears become so delicately fastidious of 
Homeric harmony, in the absence of such an auxiliary. 

val 
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6. The Greek was originally written in capitals without spaces 
between the words, as ENAPXHM:ENOIHZEOQOGEOZTONOIPANON- 

KAITHNTHN ; ey agyn enomos Oo eog toy ovgavor 
xas tay ynv.—Gen. 1: 1. 

From the UNCIAL or MaJuSCULAB letters, originated, for ordinary 
use, a cursive character, which during the Byzantine empire, partic- 
ularly during the 11th and 12th centuries, prevailed extensively, 

in a uniform and elegant shape. A more convenient, though less 
elegant form succeeded this, in the 14th and 15th centuries. These 
have been since the invention of printing recognized as the models 
and bases of Greek typography. | 

71. The Orientals, as every body knows, originally wrote, and still 
continue to write, from right to left. ‘The Greeks however from left 
to right—ens trv dstvo»—manifestly from superstitious considerations 
or a propitious direction, enidefios. Ere they adopted this mode 
entirely, they had long been in the habit of writing alternately from 
left to right, and from right to left; hence the name fovotgoprdoy, 
resembling the turning of oxen in ploughing. Specimens of this 
mode are found in both the Sigaean inscriptions, now in the British 
museum. 

®ANOAIKO: EIMI: TOR 

OMWODTIT OT: SOTATIMOMITT 

NEZIO, etc. Pantogr. 

In common Greek orthography : 

- Davdoxov sis tov “Eguoxgatove tov Igoxornovoy, etc. 
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§ 1. THe GREEK ALPHABET. 

There are twenty-four letters in Greek, viz. 

Character. 

A, o@ 

B, 6, 6 
Bint 

4,6 

Name. 

Alpha 
Beta’ 

Gamma 

Delta 

Epsilon 

Zeta 

Eta 

Theta 

Tota 

Kappa 
Lambda 

Mu 

Nu 

Xi 

Omicron 

Pi 

Rho 

Sigma 
Tau 

Upsilon 
Phi 

Chi 

Psi 

Omega 

Power. of the 
Hebrew lotters. 

Corresponding names 
Their meaning. 

Aleph Ox. 
Beth ° House . 

Gimel Camel. 

- Daleth . Door. 

He yO Behold. 

Zain Armour. 

Heth . Hedge. 

Teth Serpent. 
Yod Hand. 

Caph "Hollow hand. 
Lamed Ox-goad. 
Mem Stain, or, water. 

Nun Fish. 

(Vide Kappa and Sigma.) 
Oin Eye. 

Pe Mouth. 

Resh Head. 

Samech Trident. 

Tau Cross. 
Vau, hook, the parent of Digam- 
ma, F. 

t Tsadhe corresponding to 7? 
Sanpi, signifies a hunting- 
pole. 

Koph, ape, likely the parent of 
e old Koppa g. 

The power of each letter is known from the initial sound of its name. 

t Aso g and x are only 7m and x aspirated ; and as w is only 1 and o, and » 
two omicrons united y the shoulders, and opened at top, we have the 
Hebrew meaning of all the elements of these letters, given above. 
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§ 2. THESE LETTERS (ygaupata) ARE DIVIDED INTO VOWELS 

(pornsvta), AND CONSONANTS (ovppoya). 

1. Of Vowels. 

The vowels are seven,! viz. two short (Sgazea), e, 0; two long 

(woxge), 4, 0; three doubtful (azgifola), a, ¢, v; three changeable 

(ustafolina), a, 8,0; four unchangeable (apetafole), 7, 4 v, 0; five 

prepositive (xpotaxtixa), a, ¢, 7, 0, », in the formation of diphthongs ; 

two subjunctive (vxotaxtixe), 6, v. 

Of the prepositive and subjunctive are formed 

2. Diphthongs (4ipSoyyor). 

The diphthongs are twelve in number—siz proper (xugia), when 
both vowels are heard, viz. as, av, , ev, ot, ov. They are formed of 

the short vowels and « taken for a short vowel; thus: 

From 8 ; from o ; on from a wv. 
The former are named Prepositive, the latter Subjunctive. 
Six are improper (xatazenotixac), ¢, 7, Y, NV, WU, vt, Where only 

one of the vowels, viz. the first, should be pronounced. Yet strictly 
vt, as it is always aspirated, should be pronounced as a peculiar aspi- 

ration of 5; thus viog, is to be sounded zwhios. 

NOTES. 

1 There are properly but five distinct vowels in the Greek lan- 
guage ; 

Short, 4, 0, a, % ¥ Essentially the same, differing 
Long, 9, ©, @ %, ¥ , only in quantity. 

Each long occupies double the time of the short in pronunciation. 
Tbus the character H arises from two £’s united, as will appear more’ 
readily when we consider that H is equal to F Zor e2, which in the 
cursive hand passed into 7. That omega (a) is only two omicrons (0) 
opened at top, is evident on inspection. 

2 The sounds of s and v, being formed by the palate and lips in 
front of the mouth, may be denominated front vowels, while a, 4, 0, 
being formed in the back part of the mouth, may be called back 
vowels; thus diphthongs are formed, when a back vowel (a, 8, 0) unites 
itself in utterance with a front vowel (s, v) producing one sound ; thus: 

° & a, 8 % n nv 
0, 0+ ov | oo, @, av 
@, ol, av a, @ av 
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§ 3. Pronunciarion OF THE GREEK VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS. 

1. As might be expected, most nations ‘insensibly slide into the 
pronunciation of their own language in articulating a foreign one. 
It is difficult to avoid this ; yet it is obviously a gratuitous and 
unjust appropriation. 

2. It is not unnatural to look, for the correct sound of any lan- 

guage, to those among whom it is still living. Yet how fallacious 
this may be, will be instantly seen, should we refer a foreigner, for 
the pronunciation of English at the present day, to the manner of its 
pronunciation in the reign of Henry VIII, or for its pronunciation in 
the reign of that monarch, to the sound of the present enunciation ! 

The. Greek, like every living language, was subject to a constant 
flux. To know precisely how the ancient Greeks pronounced every 
word of their language, is, at present, impossible. And if it were 
possible it might be asked, cut bono? The rose smells equally 
sweet, call it by what name you please. Yet still uniformity is 
desirable; and uniformity, as nearly coincident as may be attaina- 
ble, with the ancient pronunciation, is certainly worthy of an effort. 
Still, this is one of those cases, in which general uniformity is 
preferable to partial accuracy. It is believed, that few languages 
differ more from the ancient pronunciation than the modern Greek. 

3. There are two general modes of pronunciation which divide 
the opinions of the literary world. One proposes assimilation to 
the more ancient ; the other, to that of the modern Greeks. These 

are known by different names, as Erasmian, from Erasmus, by 
whom a return was made to the more ancient mode, about the 
beginning of the Reformation. The other, the Reuchlinian, from 
Reuchlin, who strenuously adhered to the pronunciation of the 
modern Greeks. The former was also called Ktacism, from the 

prevalence of the sound of H, (Eta), as a, in came. The latter was 
named Jotacism, from the letter 1, (Jota), inasmuch as 7, #1, of, v, v6, 
and 4, all have the sound of ¢, in the word machine. 

4. Although it is not pretended to ascertain with definite accu- 
racy, the pronunciation of the ancient Greek, yet there are various 
ways whereby we may rise to a high degree of probability, as to the 
manner of their vocal articulation. It is obvious, fhat in pronuncia- 
tion the sound of the vowels, short and long, whether by nature, or 
by authority, should differ only in quantity, and not in the nature or 
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- kind of vocality ; thus 7 should be equivalent to two Epsilons, and a 
’ long to two Alphas short. 

I. Or VOWEL SOUNDS. 

1. A to be sounded as the English a in hat, father, as natn, nas. 

This seems correct, 1. From the very pronunciation of the letter 
Alpha, and it seems obvious that the initial of the name of each 
letter was taken from, and is-expressive of, its power.’ 2. From the 

natural interjectional sound uttered in laughing, which in Greek 
is &, a, a. 3. What the Septuagint, near three hundred years before 

the Christian era, rendered a in Greek, the Masorites eight centuries. 

afterwards tried to arrest in the Kametz and Patach. 

2. sand 7, to be sounded as e in met and theré; as yey and jenv. 

This is sufficiently ascertained by, 1. the natural sound in Br, emit- 

ted by sheep, which Cratinus informs us was the sound of this letter. 

2. In the Septuagint, 7, is almost uniformly put for Tzere, and some- 

times for Segol. Now the sound of s, is the same in kind as 7, dif- 

fering only in quantity, as met, there. 
3. ¢ and 7, to be sounded as ¢ in pin, ravine; tva, div. We 

adopt this sound, 1. From the pronunciation of the ¢ in Latin, on 

the‘ continent of Europe. 2. Its correspondence in the Septuagint 
to the Masoretical Chirek in the Hebrew. 

4. o and w, to be pronounced aso in not and note; as, 0s, Ws. 

That this is the proper sound, we conclude because, 1. O, or oh, is 

a natural interjectional sound, common to all nations, and even to 
some brutes, as Bo, aw, the bovine interjection with labial prefix. 
2. The Greeks,of course, had this sound, and it belongs to no. 

other letter in their alphabet. 
5. Gand v, to be pronounced as u in surprise, @u in ceur, a 

middle sound between sand v. It is rendered by yin Latin and 
English, as ovyqarve, symphonia, symphony ; voownos, hyssopus, 

' hyssop. It is expressed with considerable accuracy in the last sylla- . 

ble of words ending in y, as any, litany, etc. or in the Scottish words 
pur, muir, etc. . 

Il. Or DrieuTHones. 

1. Of Proper Diphthongs. 

1. os is sounded like ai in aisle, as tyes. This will appear from 

the analysis of the diphthongal constituents, as indicated by Virgil’s 
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use of aulai, pictat, for aula, picta, where the diseresis evidently 

points to the sound assigned here to it. a 
2. av, sounded like ou in our, as avtos. This sound is deter- 

mined by the fact, that Aristophanes represents it by the barking of 
a dog, Sav, av, bow, wow! the canine interjection, with the labial» 

prefix. 

3. e, like et in height, as tue. This sound is also established 
by analysis. Let any person try to give the sound of both the con- 
stituents, by any other expression of vocality; he will find it diffi- 
cult. It is preserved also in the Latin eva. 

4, ev, sounded like eu in feud, as sv9vs. This sound is the same 
in Greek, Latin and English, as euparva, euphonia, euphony. It is 

preserved also in the Latin Eurus. 
5. ot, like ot in oil. Out of various traditions, such as xo:doy, 

celum, the diuos and the Ao:uoe of Thucydides, we cannot help adopt- 
ing the above as sufficiently distinctive. 

6. ov, like ou in your, or tour, as ovtos. This sound seems indi- 
cated by the sound of the Roman wu in Thrasybulus, OgaciBovios. 
This is pronounced in English, Thrasydalus. With this also agrees 
the Masoretical Shurek ; and besides, it is generally admitted that 
the long sound of the Latin u, was equivalent to 00 in wood. 

2. Improper Diphthongs. 

- @, as ain father, as pide. 
. 7, 8S € in there, as ton. 
- @, a8 O in note, as Loye. 

- qv, as at in aid, as yvda. 

. wv, as o@ in boat, as Iuvpe. 

. Ul, 89 Ut in suite, OF as we, as ecduLa. OP © NO = 

§ 4. Or Spirits of Aspirations (xvevpete). 

1. The spirits or breathings are said to be two, the smooth 
{y:doy) [’], and the rough (dacv) [“]. The former merely indicates 
the absence of aspiration, the latter is equivalent, in sound, to A in 
hat. It is a fragment rounded off from the first half of H [thus 
F r ¢|,3 anciently employed as an aspirate, as HEKATON found in 
old inscriptions, now ‘EKATON. . 
ne a et a I —e —  — —_ 

NOTE. 
3 That this is no figment of grammarians is shown from vases 

found in Magna Graecia, on which are inscribed FHPA for ‘HPA, 
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2. Every vowel or diphthong beginning a word is marked with 
one of these spirits. In diphthongs, the aspirate is placed over the 
second vowel, thus ottoc. 7 and ¢ beginning a word are always 

‘aspirated. Pin the middle of a word, if single, has none, but when 

_ doubled, the former has the smooth, the latter the aspirate, as nogge. . 

3. Apostrophe (axoctgogos) ["] marks the rejection of a short 
vowel, and sometimes of a diphthong at the end of a word, when 

the next begins with a vowel, as xat avtoy, for xara avtor. 
Sometimes the concurring vowels are contracted, as x¢ye for 

BOE BY. 

§ 5. Or Consonants (cxppera). 

Consonants are mute (apeva), semi-vowel (nuspova) or double 
(Scxda). - 

1. The mutes are nine, viz. 

Smooth (yiwe), 2, x, 1, 

Middle (sca), 8, y, 94, 

Rough (dacsa), g, x, 9. 
Each mute has its corresponding middle and aspirate, which are 
said to be of the same order, pronounced by the same instrument of 

the voice, advancing from a smooth to a rougher, and roughest 
enunciation. 

The following order expresses this intercognate relation,5 viz. 
1 3 3 

s, B, ®, 
i 2 3 

% > bs 

, 8, 3} 
It will be found convenient to designate each of these orders 

respectively by its smooth mute : thus, x, 8, p may be called p mutes, 

as belonging to the order of which z is the smooth, etc.; or they 

NOTES. 
Juno; F HPAKAEH® for “HPAKAEHS, Flercules, etc. Here we find 
that even after the entire H had ceased to be an aspirate, and had 
been used asthe long £, the first half F retained the power of an 
aspirate. 

4 The Aolians had another strong aspirate F' called Digamma, for 
which see the remarks in the Introduction. 

5 These mutes are marked thus, 1, 2,3 in their respective orders, 
to facilitate the exemplification of the changes in orthography required 
by euphony, as may be seen in a subsequent section. 

3 
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may be designated from the organs by which ‘they are pronounced, 
labials, etc. as being articulated by the lips, etc. ; thus : 

x mutes, or fabials, x, 8, g 

. * mutes, or .palatals, x, y, x. 

routes, or dentals, +t, é, 3.. 

Mutes of the same order are interchangeable, as rgufiee, Teper, 
teTQL@a. 

2. The semi-vowels are five, 2 » 2, % @, 73 called also liquids 
(dyge) because they readily mix with, and flow into, other con-. 

| sonants. 

3. The double consonants are three, y, & f, and are composed of 

the cognate orders of mutes respectively, and. ‘Thus: — 

ns, 8,9 y 10’. 
a OF 4 with o, make ; g pronounced } xO. 

t, 6; 3 — CF 3a.6,7 

These double consonants in the flection of the Noun and Verb, ) 
are resolvable into their original elements, i. e. the mute may be 
separated from a, thus, xogat, xogazos, peate, sppadoy, etc. ; yuy, 
yvios, etc. . | ; 

4, Sigma final is written ¢, not o. 

5. The letters », 9, «, are final consonants, because no pure Greek : 
word ends in any other, except ex, ovx and ovy, supposed to have 

_ come from sf and ove. 

NOTES. 

6 The Xolians always used od for , as ougiadery, instead of cvg:—- 
tery. This double letter is evidently a compound of two single ones ; 
and there does not really appear to be any indisposition in the organs’ 
to pronounce ¢ after 6. Itis true, we bever find d¢ as separate single 

letters. Such a concurrence is always expressed by the double 
letter £ and when the flexion of the Verb. requires gin the future, 
the double o after 0 would be intolerable, as peadacw 5, and to ‘elide 
only the o incor porated with J, would leave ggadcu, i. e. poate, indis- 
tinguishable both in orthography and in sound, from. the present. 

tense. The rejection, therefore, of the whole ¢, and not the o alone, 
seems to be necessary. Though, therefore, the t mutes are said to be 
ejected before o, we shall consider 6 as an exception. Perhaps this 
one in the case of ¢ is the only exception. 

~ 
. 

17 The double letters are not used for the corresponding simple — 
ones, when these belong to the different parts of a. compound werd, 
as sxgevo) not steve Yet we e have ASnvate for AInvacde, 
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yo § 6. Or Syriastes. 

1. Of Accents (npoowd:as), 

These are three, 1. The acute (’) (ofeta), which falls on the ulti- 
“mate, penultimate, and antepenultimate, and sharpens the sound of 

‘ the syllable, as ruxtw, I strike. 2. The grave (‘) (Sage), which 
falls on the ultimate, and denotes that its tone is to be depressed, as 
tun. 3. The circumfler ( ) (megsonaypern), which combines the 
power of the other two, (“) and both rises and sinks on the same 
syllable, aS TiO. 

2. of the division of Syllables 

‘The later grammarians have laid down a general rule, nay, they 
call it universal, viz., all consonants which can be pronounced 
together, belong to the vowel which they precede ; otherwise, they 
‘are distributed as the necessity of the case may require. Thus, 
0-y8o0s, t-Spusy, Ba-xtgor ; but instead of a-Ados, te-enw, 7 va-uBgos— 

al-hos, tE9-70, yau-Boos, etc.® 

S§ 7. CHANGES AND Mopirications DEPENDING ON 
Evpnony (evgeria). | 

1. y before a mute of its own order, x, y, 7, should be pronounced 

as ng in angle, as ayyshog, ayyos, alaytw. | 
2. » before a x mute is changed into 7, as tuyyayw for tuvyave. - 

3. When o would come between two consonants, it is rejected, as 

from iAsenoFoy, tetorSoFa, lskeyo Fuca, 

come AsdeixPoy, tetgiBFos, Isley Puoay, 

ie. Asheptoy, tetgipdar, deheyPuoayr. 

4. When a single + sound, or » by itself, in datives plural, is elided 
before o, the preceding vowel remains unchanged, as sAnidot, elnics s 
Satpover, Saizoct ; but when a t sound and » together, or » by itself 
in Nominatives singular are rejected before 0, a doubtful vowel is 

—_— — - eee ae ee 

NOTE. 

8 This rule must be so modified, as to have regard to compound 
words in the distinction and integrity of their elements, as cuy-ex-— 
Cazyouas, st-ylDey, agoo-teInus; but in composition where elisions 
are made because a vowel follows, the remaining consonant is an- 
nexed to the following syllable, as 2a-gs-ye, a-pog-pn, 8-pav-tor. 
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lengthened, and a short passes into its own diphthong,® as reparrs, 
TUWATL, TUNTOVTL, TUNTOVEL, tUPPeVs, TUpPPate. 

5. In order that two mutes of different orders may coalesce, they 
must be of the same strength, 1. e. both smooth, both middle, or both 

aspirate, as ixta, E8dopos, ayFoc,!° the former accommodates the 

latter. 

6. A rough breathing aspirates a preceding smooth mute, as »uxta 
olny, by apostrophe, »vxt odqy, and euphonie gratia, vvz9 odny.l 

7. Successive syllables in the same word, seldom begin with aspi- 
rates; hence in reduplications, the aspirate repeats its own smooth, 

as wepiAynxa, Not peqedyxa.!2 

8. The letter » is changed into uw before p, and the cognates 7, 
8, p; and into 4, 9,0 before these letters respectively ; except. 
before o, o, ¢, where it is retained. 

9. The cognates x, 8, gy, are changed into pu before uz in the mid- 

dle of a word, as tetuupoe for tetrunpor; but x and yz, before p, 

into y, as dsdoyuae for dSsdoxuou or Ssdoxpar; Acdeypor for dedey- 

par, etc. 

10. The letters r, 6, 3, ¢, » are rejected before o, thus avvtw, 

avyuco ; adw, aocw, etc. 

11. Smooth and middle mutes may be doubled, as ixmos, uadda, 

but aspirates, never—the first must be a smooth, as Zangw, not 
Zaggu, etc.; Ardis, not AFF. 

12. When » precedes g, in the oblique cases of ayng, 6 is inserted, 
* as avdgos. 

NOTES. 

® The two short vowels s, 0, have each their own long, 7, #, and 
their own diphthongs, s:, ov. 

21 11 31 

10 Thus tetg:8tas becomes tere. ata, of equal strength: ecrgaqras, 
11 21 11 22 

soTgantat ; Asheytat, Ashextars 5 axsyoaqoyy, sxiyoeBony. But ex in 
composition is excepted, as sx-Fsw, not sy-Fsm; ax-dido, not sy- 
OSs. 

11 This takes place in compositions also, as xuta and side, xad- 
svdw, etc. 

12 To this, however, there are several exceptions, as compound 
words, ayJogpogos; Passive Aorists in Jy», a8 agedyy, etc. 

13 » stands before o only in some few words, as teuys, sdpsre, 
nepavoat, y» iv ov before oc, followed by a vowel, is changed into o, 
aS ovegsvo, cvooitia. in sy, vy is retained before o, as evoste, etc. 
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18. To words ending in a+, and verbs of the third person in s or «, » 
is added, before a vowel ; as xagcy esnsy exesyoic, for nage sens exarvog. 

§ 8. Quantity (xogorns), OR THE ADMEASUREMENT OF 
SYLLABLES. 

1. In the admeasurement of syllables, regard is had to the vowel 
and consonant or consonants following. Thus in e-z¢&gos, only o 
and o are regarded ; z9¢ affect the measurement of the ¢ preceding. 

2. Of the vowels, s and o are short by nature, 7 and w long by 
nature. , 

3. When the short vowels e, 0, a, i, v are followed by two 
consonants, or a double one, the syllable thus formed, is long by 

position. 

4. But when a short vowel is followed by only a single consonant, 
the syllable is short. 

5. A doubtful vowel (a, «4, v) before another vowel or diphthong, 
is usually short ; also, when final. 

6. A doubtful vowel before », 9, o final, is generally short. 

7. All syllables formed by contraction are long. 
8. A vowel, whether doubtful or long, or a diphthong before another 

vowel, either in the middle or end of a word, is usually shortened.'4 

§ 9. Or Punctuation. 

There are in Greek only four points or stops. 
1. The comma [, ] (vxoottypyn), as in Latin. 
2. The note of interrogation [ ;] (vnootiyyn and pson ctsypn). 
3. The colon, or point at top [*] (wean ottypn). 
4, The period, or full stop [.] (oteypn). | 
5. The hypodiastole is a [,] between the parts of a compound 

word for distinction, as 6,t+ for 611, (ixodsactoly). 

Punctuation is a modern art. The ancients knew little about our 
commas, semicolons, colons or periods. ‘The rules laid down on this 
subject, are vague and often impertinent and capricious. ‘They do, 
and will depend much on the judgment and taste of the writer. 

NOTE. 

14 Here some rules for pronunciation are suggested, which are not 
intended to forestal the prosodial rules on that subject; but merely 
to meet the exigencies of the case; that pupils while learning the 
Grammer may also learn to pronounce the most common words 
with accuracy. 
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$ 10. Anaroey on CiassiricaTion oF WorDs ACCORDING TO THEIR 

AFFECTIONS AND PROPERTIES. 

In the Greek language, there are eight parts of speech, or classes 

of words, viz: | 

The Noun (ovoue) ; Adjective (exsetov) ; Pronoun (avrwrupie) ; 

Verb (dquc) ; Adverb (exigéquc) ; Conjunction (cvrdeopos) ; Prepo- 

sition (xg0Pat¢) ; Interjection (wagepfodn). The first four of these 

_ are declinable, the rest are indeclinable. 

§ 11. Or Nouns. 

I, Of the denominations of nouns. 
1. Some nouns are proper (ida) as Ayidisus.. 2. Some common 

_ (xowa) as avIewnos, aman. 3. Some abstract (apoigeta) as agern, 

virtue. Verbal (dénwatixe) as Astis, a reading. Gerundial (d:axo- 

potixa) as sy to heyew tovto, in the saying this. 4. Diminutive 

(perwtixa) as masdiov, a little child. 5. Collective (cvAdoyixa) as 

ozhos, a crowd, etc. 

§ 12. Or rag Propertizs oF Nouns. 

Nouns are declined with gender (yavos), number (ag:Fpos), and 

case (twats). 

1. The genders are three, ‘Masculine (agoerixoy), Feminine ( F- 

Avxov), and Neuter (ovderegor). 

2. The numbers are three, Singular (evtxos), Dual (8vixos),1° and 

Plural (aA Fvrtixos). 

3. There are six cases, as in Latin, Nominative (ogy or ovo- 
paotixn), Genitive (yevexn), Dative (dotexy), Accusative (astia- 
_tuxn), Vocative (xdntixn), and Ablative (apargstixn),!® always the 

- 

NOTES. 

15 The dual speaks of two, or a pair. It is generally employed in 
expressing things naturally existing in pairs, as two eyes, opFaluw ; 
two hands, ysige; two feet, sods, etc. It did not exist in the oldest 
state of the language, and was found neither in the Aeolic dialect, 
nor in the Latin. Itis never used in the New Testament, in the 
Septuagint, or in the Greek Fathers. 

16 The armors, casus, a falling, has a reference to the relative affec- 
tions or modifications to which the noun was subjected by its termi- 
nations. What is incongruously called the Nominative case, expresses 

the unmodified, absolute, straightforward or upright condition of the 
word—the ogdy cracte, rectus status, or upright position of the noun. 
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same as the Dative. All but the Nominative are called Oblique 
cases.!7 

x 

§ 13. Or DeciEnsion (xiict). 

1. Declensions of Nouns are three. 
The first, has four terminations (ts) 7 and @ feminine ; 4¢ and 

as, masculine. | 
The second, has two terminations, o¢ and ov ; o¢ mostly mascu- 

line, but sometimes feminine ; o» neuter. _ ; 
The third, ends in a, +, v, neuter; feminine; », g, ¢ of all 

genders, and increases in the genitive. 
2. General rules of declension. 
1. The Nominative singular ends always either in a vowel not 

short, or in », @, ¢. | 

2. The Vocative singular is mostly like the Nominative. The 

plural, always. 
3. The Nominative, Accusative, and Vocative of neuters are 

always alike, and in the plural always end in «. 
4. The Dative has always «, either final or diphthongal. 
5. The Genitive plural ends always in ow»; the Accusative (neu- 

ters.excepted) in ¢. . | 
6. The Nominative, Accusative, and Vocative dual, end always 

alike ; and likewise the Genitive and Dative. - | 

NOTES. 
The Genitive, Dative, etc. were considered as so many deflections or 
declinations or passings off from this upright state; hence xdvors, and 
gwar were invented by Grammarians to designate these affections of 
the noun ; this status rectus for sake of uniformity was called a case, 
or falling, as well as the rest, which were also denominated tieycaz, or 
oblique cases. Thus: 

17 Most Greek Gramimnarians reject the Ablative, as it is always the 

game as the Dative. It is, however, too obvious to be controverted 

that functions are assigned to it, utterly incompatible with the charac- 

ter of a Dative. But while its existence and necessity are thus admit- 

ted, it shall be omitted in the declensions, as being always the same 

in form with the Dative. a 
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§ 14. Tae Tzemrnations oF THE THREE DECLENSIONS. 

First Declension. Second. Third. 
Nom.a, 9, a, os, neuter o» @, 6, U, @,%, 0,6 
Gen. as or n¢,'8 ov, ov ov 0s 

Dat. gorn, 9% 7 9 ‘ 
Acc. ay, 7, ay, 7 oy a, » 
Voc.a, 7, @ 9% s, neuter oy like Nominative. 

Dual. 
Nom. Acc. Voc. «@ @ 8 
Gen. Dat. ay oy ou 

Plural. 
Nom. as os, neuter a &¢, neuter o 
Gen. oO” ey oy 
Dat. ass ots os 
Acc. as ovs, neuter o ag, neuter o 
Voce. os ot, neuter a | &, neuter a 

§ 15. Finst Deciension. 

Nom. |rep-y |dep-a |zgua-ne |tops-—as |pedi-a |ayog-a | Evavog-c¢ 
19 Gen. —ns| 186 -ou -ov -as =a -ov 

Dat. “ny nm} a | -@ | -@] -¢ “4 
Acc. —ny| -ay -ny ~ay -ay -ay ay 
Voc. N -a N -o -a 0 ~o 

N.A.V.| -a | Terminations all the same as those of regy. 
G. D. ~aLy . 

NOTES. 

18 Ao, in the Genitive, and ¢ in the Dative, if the noun ends in da, 
Sa, ga, or a pure; other nouns in a impure, have 7c, in the Gen. 
and 9, in the Dative. 

A letter or syllable is said to be pure, when preceded by a vowel 
or a diphthong. 

19 Some have both ov and a in the Genitive, as ZuPayog-as, Gen. 
ov and a; some have a alone, as Gwy-ac, Gen. a; Bogg-ac, Gen. a; 
Zatav—as, Gen. a, etc. Nouns in 26, ty¢ (except oryg¢ which has 
either 7 or a), Patrials in ns, Ono; derivatives from petow, node, 
tgshw, make the Vocative in a short: so also Aayyng, pevatzune. 

Genders. 

In the first declension the genders are known from the termination, 

Ag and 9, are masculine, 
But a and », feminine. 



Plural. 
Nom. | -as| Terminations all the same as those of t:u9.” 
Gen. oy 
Dat. —atg 
Acc. —a 
Voc. ~a 

§ 16. Szconp Dectension.@ 
Singular. The blessed name 

Attic forms. Irregular Sing. 

Nom. | Aoy-og | perg-o» | de-wg | avwye-ov | IHF-OUZ 
Gen. -—ov -0v -0 -0 -ov 
Dat. -Y =") -0 -Y ~ov 
Acc. oy -oy wy —wy ~ouy 
Voc. —g2l -or | —0¢ -wy -ov 

Dual. 
N.A. V. -0 -0 -0 ~0 
G. D. -o —ou -oy —wy 

NOTES. 
9 DIALECTS OF THE First DEcLENSION. 

Here let it be observed, once for all, A. denotes /itic, I. Ionie 
D. Dorie, ZE. Jkolic. 

Nom. Gen. Dat. , . 
TUN D. @ j-ns, OD. as -n,D.¢ -9x, D.avr i-n, Die 
Sipe _l-ns, D. asi—n,D.¢.-av, L. np I 

ayooa 
topag iL. ae I. . sw ah: nav, L op I. x 

. as D. @ |-7,D. ¢ | ft ea A 
LQvINS \z a EE. ae ">> Dia | ng 

Plural. 
Nom. een Dat. Ate. Voc, 

. cy : 
| D. IL. I | Ties av | cs, Lng . bag |—ae 
O") & av | and noe ed { SE. arg | 

FE.aoy | 

Thus zoumtns, AL. nowta, a poet. Mnlubov, I. IInledew, of Pelides ; 
Aivsiov, AS. Aiverco, of Eneas ; OnBaic, 1. OnSnor, on Thebes, etc. 

21 With the Attics, the Vocative was the same as the Nominative, 
as pidog eo Mevelas, Il. 6. 189. 

® TIALECTS OF THE SECOND DECLENSION, 

Gen. Sing. for ov, I. and D. ose. Dat. plur. for ass, I. and D. owe. 
Acc. plur. for ous, D. os, and AL, org. 

4 
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NOTE. 

$3 Let it be observed, that in the fic changes of og into we, and o» 
into wy, a long and 7 before og, are changed into ¢ before as, as laos, 
Asog ; o@ short remains unchanged, as raos, tes. 
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§ 18. Or rormine THE OBLIQUE CASES. 

« 1. Or rae GeEniTIve. 

General rules. 

FE. If the noun does not end in ¢, the Genitive is formed by adding 
~o¢ or -tog to the Nominative, as ttay, tiray-0s, a Titan; copa, 

oopa-tos, a body, etc. 

Il. If the noun ends in ¢ preceded by 0, « is inserted before o ; 
otherwise, having rejected ¢, postfix -o¢, -to¢, -dog, -Fos, as teyyoc, 

tsty-8-06 5 Hees, ee-o¢, a hero; AinBnc, AnBn-tos, a cauldron ; lep- 

sac, Aaune—dos, a torch ; ogris, oprs—S0¢, a bird.* 

. § 19. 

Adjectives in -¢ and -ovs, form the Genitive from the Nomina- 

tive, masculine ; all others, from the neuter ; as, 

. pod 
. a ilonatys. ; Gen. of both m. and n. gidowatgs-Jos. 

juraus Gen. of both, ‘dur0-dos. 

mM. tony A. 22087 Gen. of both, tegs—vog. | 

m. wats | Gen. of both, pala-ros 

NOTE. 
™ 1, Besides,in many nouns, the final syllable of the Nominative 

is shortened, by dropping the Subjunctive of the diphthong; chang- 
ing a long "vowel into its own short; and 4, or v, into &s as fous, 
So~o¢, TEOLUNY, HOHLEY-6¢, HOTY, HOTE-OG. 

2. » found iu the Gen, from o of the Nom. {s thought to have been 
euphonically dropped from the Nom. and to preserve the quantity 
inviolate, the preceding doubtful was lengthened, and the short 
changed into its own diphthong. Thus, 

QMS, bMS, UMS, ES, Ong Were changed 
into aS, ts, US, 85, OE, 

while the oblique cases formed from the original Nom. remained un- 
changed. By dropping the c, and retaining the », another form was 
obtained, thus we find both dedqis, and delguy, etc. 

3. -17Q, -tegos, is syncopated in the oblique cases, as, 
; TERING, TEATEQOS, MATOOS, Ott. 

HYINO, PNTEQOS, MITEOS, etc. 
But both remain uasyncopated in the Ace. to distinguish thems fom 
watea, uytea. Ayng makes avegos, avdgos. 
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This rule applies universally to participles of the third declension, 
and these have their Genitive always in -tos. 

m. n, Gen. of both. 
Thus, ota, olay, oray-tos, 

TUTTO, ‘ktUNOY,  tTUMOY-T06, 

tugpdes, tupdey, tupder-tos, etc. 

§ 20. Or rue AccusaTIvE. 

Rus. The Accusative singular of nouns not neuter is formed 
from the Genitive by changing o¢ into a, as tutav-0¢, tetav-c. 

Except. 1. Nouns in ss, ug, avg, ove, whose Genitive ends in os 

pure, change ¢ of the Nominative into ». Thus, oqis, ope-os, oper ; 

Boreus-vog, Botguy; vas, vaos, vavy; Bors, Boos, Bovy. But ic, 

Mos, has Ai, and daas, Lea-os, oer. 

Except. 2. Some nouns :¢ and vs, making their Genitive in es im- 
pure, have both « and » in the Accusative, as yages, xagi-r0¢, zagiy 

and yag: ta ;* xogus, xopu-Fos, xogvy and xogvta. 
Except. 3, The compounds of aovg, as dinoug, Ssxode, and 3- 

ssovr, etc. 

§ 21. Or tHE Vocarive. 

Ruiz. The Vocative singular is mostly like the Nominative ; the 
plural always: so likewise the Vocatives of participles, in both 
numbers. 

Except. 1. It shortens the long vowel of the Nominative, as neryg, 
MatEg. 

Except. 2. O¢ pure of the Genitive, not from x¢ or o¢, also s¢, dag, 

drop the sigma of the Nominative, as eges, ogs, etc. zagic, nagi-Sos, 
wage, etc. % 

Except. 3. Nouns in as and es, which have » in the Gen. retain 
it instead of ¢ in the Voc. Thus, 

Aas, Asay -to¢, Voc. Atay, Ajax. 

Zoe, Tiposy -tos, Voc. Lipoer, Simois. 

NOTES. 

% yaoita, when it signifies one of the Graces. Kiss, has xlada, 
and xsi. 

% But o¢ pure in Gen. from o or we makes os in the Voc. as a:dug¢, 
ado: ; Zango, Zango. 
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Except. 4. The Voc. masculine in adjectives, is like the Nom. 
neuter; as, 

N. m. N. n. V.m, 

pelos, peday, yetdav, 

TsQny, TEE,  — TEQED, 

yagus, yaguey, yagusy, also vogue. 

§ 22. Or rae Dative Piura. 

1. The Dative plural is formed from the Dative singular, 1. by 
changing the last syllable into ot, as copo-ti, copa-o1. 2. If » pre- 
cede, drop it, euph. gra. as tetar-s, tera-o1. 3. If» be preceded by 
2 or o, change either into its own diphthong, as rupSev-ts, rupees ; 

Atov-ti, Asov-ct. 

2. Nouns ending in @ after a diphthong, adds for the Dative 
plural, Baotlevs, Bactdsvor. Except xtas, xtece; zovg, moor; like- 

wise ovdec, wndeco, which make -es:. 

3. tQ, -tsgog after a syncope, has avs, as tategs, WatES, NatQact ; 

asng, avdgacs; but yaorne, yaotnoas, and yu, zeae. 

GENDERS OF THE TxH1RD. DEcLENSION.”? 

I. Masculines. 

Ag, -aYTOS, 8US, GY, UY, 17, NO, UO, OO, OUS, Y. 

NOTE. 

 DPraxects or THE Ture Dec ension. 

3 Singular, 
Nom. Gen. Dat. Acc. 

famdsus I. nos | [ata 7: 
EE. ng eo CD. & SA.aws > |-et, 1. nt . I. no 
fpadvs £E. aus -vy OF ec 
ogg tog, A. eas = 1 
rausg aos, I. xo -at, I. 'n¢ ~-auy, I. Fuy, or fa 

adwe oos, AS. o ay -0a I ovr S» - O96 E. wy 

Plural. 

Nom. Gen. Dat. " Acc. Voce. 

, I. nor A. js 
Begid-zes mewy, 1. yaw. |-avor ; P.ys001| "*? I. nas lL. ue Has 

v~aeg -awy, I. yor |-avor Be, -avs, I. gas I. nes 

. ; . ect 
Teiy-sa ~ewy ae ON bat 
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Il. Feminines. 

Avg, 0, sv, eg verbal, ec, ve, as, —adoc, ty¢, -entos. 

\ Il. Neuters. 
As, -ates, ag, og, o¢, and those ending with doubtfuls. 

§ 23. Or Conrraction. 

1. In a concourse of vowels, if two syllables become one, it is 

called a Contraction. 

2. If the vowels remain unaltered, the contraction is called a 

Synaeresis, as tsiysi, teyec; but when ane or both vowels are 
changed, it is called a Crasis, as teysos, tayous ; teLyen, THyN. 

3. In the rules for contractions, it should be remembered that 

The two short vowels, a, 0, 

have their own long ones, 4, 0, 

and their own diphthongs, s2, ov. 

4. In no case of any declension, except the Nominative of the 
third, does any contraction take place, unless the first of the con- 
current vowels is short, or a doubtful taken as short, except the femi- 
nine of adjectives in 9s, masculine, yesoa, feminine, contracted 
noo. : : 

§ 24. GENERAL BULES, of universal application to nouns of all 
declensions, adjectives, verbs, participles, and combinations of dif- 
ferent words, as xau eyo, ayo. 

Concurrent vowels are thus contracted ; viz. 
I. A short before itself, into its own diphthong, as qideete, qedecte ; 

Axroos, Antovs ; but ee dual into 7 or e&, as oxedee, oxedn, rarely into 2. 

II. A short before the other short, into ov, as pidsopey, prdouper ; 
Sndoz, Indov. 

Iti. A short before a into its own long, as yea, yy ; Anton, Ante ; 

but ga, of the first; sa and oa of the second; and ea pure of the 

third, into a, as moppugen, TOPPVES ; oTEA, OTE ; OSE, YOS. 

IV. A short vowel before +, is contracted by synaeresis, as teyeé, 
Tebyst. 
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V. s before a long vowel or a diphthong is dropped, as qedse, 
Pa; —pedesic, pedeig, 80 te 208, tePsat, ty. 

VI. © before @ long, into #; in numerals in zioos, not before a 

short, is rejected ; before a diphthong, having rejected the preposi- 
tive, by synaeresis ; but oay, into ovy, as dydow, Snde; Sexdon, di- 

mdi, —o0, -& ; Snoov, Sndov, -on, -03 ; Snloey, Snlovy. 

VII. « before o or a, into w; not before o, or «, into a, as caos, 

TOS 5 Tiysnes, Tew ; Aaas, dg; tepoe, tia. 

N. B. In diphthongs, the Subjunctive is rejected, unless it be ¢, 
which is always subscribed, as tizaoves, tiudor ; xegaosy, nega. 

VIII. If the former of two vowels is 4, or v, or a long vowel, the 
latter is rejected, as ogres, opis; Boteues, Borers ; toner, Tipsny. 

§ 25. Specrat RULES FOR CONTRACTS. 

1. The Accusative plural is always like the Nominative con- 
tracted, as 

Nom. Baa:dess, Baorkus, Nom. Borgve¢ 
Acc. Baatdsas, Backes. Acc. Botgvas Borgus. 

2. Genitives in 20s, from 7s, e, 06, or in oo¢ not from ovg, and 

also neuters in a¢ pure and gas, after syncope contract all concur- 
rent vowels, as to:menc, adnFs, terzos, Ante, xpsag, xegac.5? 

Example of xegas. 

N. A. V. ages, 
G. xegatos, XEQEOS, REQUIC, 
D. xegats, xEgus, xeQd. 

. D. xegeroiv,  xagerowv, § = "Bq. 

NOTES. 

% wea, elide o, txPeas, Here the fifth rule does not apply; it 
would be 11%a1; but instead thereof, the diphthong a: is resolved into ai, 
then the concurring vowels ea, pass into 7 by rule third, and « of the 
diphthong is subscribed by note on rule seventh, teFy. 

2 This contraction is more properly from the old dydosuevan, 
D. dndoguey ; I. Sndoey ; and A. Indov». 

2° Concurrent vowels are often, but not always contracted. 
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Plural. 

N. A. V. xegare, xEQaa, XEQ, 

G. xegatow, xegaoy,  —-xegans, 
D. xegaos. 

3. Genitives in eos, not from 7s, #6, o¢ ; and in sos, contract only 

the Dative singular, and the Nominative plural, as Baoidevs, aor, 

NOAIG, O*pec. ° 

4. Nouns in -v¢, -vos, and -ovs, oo, contract only the Nominative 

plural, as Botgus, -vocg ; Bous, -005, etc. 
5. In adjectives, the contraction of the neuter gender, remains in 

the masculine and feminine. Thus psdetoes, made of honey. 

Nom. pedstoeis,  peditoscoa,  pedetoer, 
contracted peditovs, psditoveca, peditovs, 

| Gen. pelitouytos, pelitovoons, ushitovrtos, etc. 

It may here be observed, that comparatives in wy, by the elision 
of » obtain a concurrence of vowels, in the Accusative singular and 
Nominative plural, and are contracted, as perrule. Thus pesto», etc. 

A. Sing. pefova, seston, erton, 
N. V. Plur. pectoves, secLoes, petfous, 

psilova, peloa, eter, 

A. perfovac, pstoas, perfovs, etc. 

§ 26. Or Hererociires. 

These may be divided into variant, defective, redundant, and 
anomalous. 

I. Vartant. 

1. In gender. 1. Some have different genders in the singular 
and in the plural, thus o depgos, a chariot ; 6 EQETOS, aN oar ; 6 
poylos, a lever ; zo o nas F Tagragos, Tartarus ; & toaynios, a neck ; 6 
ywtos, a back; 6 orad 06, a station; 6 Seapos, a decree; 6 tuyos, a 
yoke, are neuter in the plural, ta Sipe, | etc. 2. We also find £Qet— 
poy, cuyoy, yutoy in the singular. 3. ¢€ Ssopos, a bond ; 6 Auyyvos, a 
lamp ; 0 xuxhos, a circle ; 3 6 ungos, a thigh, in the plural both mascu- 
line and neuter, as of Jeouot, xar ta decpa, etc. 4. 4 xelevdos, a way, 
has af xelevPor, and ta xeslevFa. 5. yuvn, a woman; 000s, a way ; 
mols, a city; and yee, a hand, have tw yuvace, tw 530, etc. 

2. In declension. 1. As Gol-n, ov, of the first ; and -7to¢ of the 
third. 4-15, ov; -s0¢ and -yt0s. 2% Some have forms of different 
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declensions, only in certain cases, as Zexpetys, Acc. Zungatyy of the 
first, and -sa of the third. adzx-» xs of the first, and -s, Dat. of the 
third (from ai£, obsolete). Dat. vopsry, of the first, and topivs, of 
the third. avdganodor, of the second, and avdganodeces, of the third. 
3. Feminines in » and es of the third, are declined like Aoyog in the 
Dual and Plural. 4. Some decline after the second Attic, and 
third Common, as Miva, Mive, Mire, etc. and Mires, Miraos, etc. 
So xalws, a ship's cable, xalwos, and xale, etc. 

Il. Defective. 

1. In number. 1. Some have no plural, as dic, salt; yn, the 
earth; nve, fire. 2. Others no singular, as ta Stovvosa, the feasts 
of Bacchus ; ASnvas, Athens, etc. 

2. In declension. 1. Names of letters, as to alga; tov alga, etc. 
2. Cardinal numbers from wzevte to éxaroy, etc. 3. Poetic nouns 
curtailed by Apocope, as to da, for dupa; 10 xage, for xagnvor. 
4. Foreign names insusceptible of Greek inflexion, as 6 4fecep, ete. 

3. In case, as 1. monoptots, to oédoc, to Hdoc, ovag, ssddeag, etc. 
w tay, a friend ; but is rather used for » eta, by apheresis and para- 
goge. %. Diptots, dig, dey; Zeve, Zev, etc. 3. Triptots, pagrus, pag- 
suv, Dat. plur. uagrvcs; alindwy, os, ovc, etc. 4. ‘Tetraptots, tip and 
ais, Interrog. and Ind. All pronouns, except ov, want the Vocative. 

Tl. Redundant. 

1. In case, as 1. 4 avsidortos, to avtidoroy; and plur. of Secpos, ta 
Seopa, etc. 2%. Some names of gods, as 

N. G. D. A. V. 

Zeus _ Zev 
At 4s Au 4a 
Zny =» Zgvog: -% vo 

3. From the same Nominative, as tiyg-ts, teyg-tos, and teye-sdog ; 
Ay-1s, Ay-vos and Ay-.éos. 

2. In declension, as daxg—v -vos, and daxg-vor -vov, of the third 
and second ; otspavos, and otepery, of the second and first ; Muc-ne, 
-ov, and -avc, -e0%, Moses, etc. vix—n, vix-o¢ -0¢, victory, of the 
frst and third. 

IV. Anomalous. 
Such as are formed from obsolete Nominatives which may be 

supposed, or guessed, from the oblique cases, as yurn, yuvaixes, Voc. 
yvyet, supposed to be formed from yvvart, now obsolete ; vag, vda-~ 
toc, from the old tdas ; so 7209, nuao, sidag, posag, oteag, xageag, 
alepag, oveag, ovFag, etc. make -atog in the Gen. etc. yai-ea, 
vai-oxtoc, from yaiat ous wtos, etc. 

5 
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§ 27. Or DENoMINATIVES. 

Under these shall be comprehended, only Patronymics, Patrials, 
Diminutives, and Amplificatives.3! 

, J. Patronymics. 

This term literally designates, a name derived from a father, yet it 
embraces also such as are taken from a mother, or any man or even 
remote ancestor, as Inlednc, the son of Peleus (Achilles) ; Asax:dy¢, 
a descendant, of Aeacus, (Achilles, or his son Pyrrhus,) although 
removed to the third or fourth generation. 

Rules of Formation. 

1. Of masculine Patronymics. 
Rowe 1. og of the second declension, is changed into sOn¢ and sos, 

as Keor-o¢, Keor-idn¢, and Kgor-rov, the son of Kronos, i. e. Jupiter. 
So Kodgcdr, from Kodgo¢; Tavtralidys, from Taytadios, etc. 
Rue 2. If + precede os, then o¢ is changed into adnc, as Aoxly- 

sos, Aexlyniadys. Alxssdns, from Alxeses, is an exception to this 
rule. . 

Ruze 3. From xe and as of the first declension, comes adye, as 
“Innotns, ‘Innoradns; Alevac, Alevadng; AL. adios, as ‘Tédas, ‘Tedadsoc. 

Rutz 4. In the third declension, the Gentiive is the basis of deri- 
vation. If its penult be short, os passes into sdy¢, Ante, -Ayr006, 
Anroidns ; if long, into sadnc, as Tedapow, Tshapevos, TeLaporwradye. 

Hence it is easy to see that as eve gives -7os I. and enc A., niadyg 
and «dc spring respectively from the Ionic and Attic dialects. 

2. Of feminine Patronymics. 
Rouxe 1. Add tag, and ts, to the Nom. as -4nt0, Arro—sas, Ant0-66. 
Rutz 2. From the Gen. sometimes I. and sometimes common, as 

from Bgioy-o¢ Gen. I. Bgwoy-i; Naon-os, Nnen-is; Atlavt-og, 
Atlhavt-ic. 

Rutz 3. They are formed in on when o¢ or wy are preceded by 
8 OF v, as Axgiai—0¢, Anpsat—orvy ; “Hiextgu—oy, Hiextgv—arn; but in svn, 
when the termination ts in o¢ or eve impure, Adguetoc, Adgnotivg, etc. 

I. Patrials. 

These commonly end in 4, 0s, or evs, masculine ; and a, as, or & 
feminine, as 2negrn, Sparta ; Znagterys, a Spartan; Zopegse, 
Samaria; Zapageitis, a Samaritan woman. But many of them are 
declined as regular adjectives. 

Hil. Diminutives. 

These generally end in so», soxos, coxn, Los, is, a8 metgidcor, a little 

NOTE, 

31 The meaning of these Technicals is what their etymology at 
once suggests. 
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Sather ; nadsonos, a little boy ; xadioxn, a little girl; spervios, a 
little lover ; xonvec, a little Fountain, etc. 

Denoting an increase in signification. 
These commonly end in pa, or wr, as oixog, a house ; oimnsa, a 

large building ; Soacus, bold ; Sgacey, a braggadocia, etc. 

§ 28. Or AnsectivEs (sx+3eta). 

This part of speech follows the analogiés, and anomalies of sub- 
stantives or nouns. 

Adjectives are expressive of qualities supposed to be inherent in 
the substantives with which they are connected, as xalog osmos, a 

beautiful house ; possessive, formed from a noun, as avPeunivos, 

belonging to a man; material, relating to that of which a thing is 
made, as ygucsoc, golden ; verbal, as mgaxteog, that must be done ; 
partictpial, as giisoy, loving ; pronominal, QS Hustegos, Our ; nume- 
ral, as tic, one ; definilive, as 0, 7, to, the, etc. etc. 

All adjectives are declined after the terminations of the declen- 
sions of nouns; properly speaking, they have no distinct declension 
of their own, yet, for the sake of order, they may be arranged under 
the three following classes. 

L Those of three terminations ; 

Il. Those of t200 ; and 
Ill. Those of one. 

§ 29. I. Crass or Taree TERMINATIONS. 

1. The Article (agSgor),2* or definitive Adjective (saiSstoy dgic- 

NOTE, 

3 Anciently the article was written tos, t, t0, which is manifest 
as well from analogy, as from toz in the Doric and Ionic plural, and 
the existence of t still in the Nom. neuter, and the oblique cases. It 
was equivalent to ovtos, this, and was used by Homer as a demon- 
strative pronoun. With de or ys annexed, it still has the force of 
ovsos. It was also used es the relative which” until d¢ from tog, 
was employed for that purpose. 
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m. f. n. : ° 

; « € € 3 N.0o, % 10, | te ta, toa, | of al, ta, 
G. tov, ty, tov, | tow, tay, tov, | twr, Tor, tor, 
D.1@, tm, tH, | tow, taLy, Tov, | ToLG, Tots, ToL, 
A. tov, ty, to. | tw, ta, to | tov, tag, ta.38 
V. wanting. 

_ Og pure and gos, make a in the feminine. Thus, 

m. f. n. ° 
N. pax-gos,  pax—ga, pax—gor. 

2. 06, eo" G. pax-gov,  pox-gas, pax—gov, etc. 
N. xad-—o¢ xal—n xad—oy, 35 , ) 9 

3. % th =o ; G. xod-ov, xah-no, xal—ov, etc. 
ON. zas, nace, way, 

4. as, aoe, 0M; ; G. naytos, NAONS, aytos, etc. 

N, ped—ac, pel-aiwa, = paed—-ar, 
5. as, awa, ”s re psi-avesc, pel—arync,  ped-avos, etc. 

NOTES. 

33 Tue Diatects oF THE DEFINITIVE, 6, 4, to. 

Sing. ; : Dual. 

m. f. n. ‘mf. n. 

N. 9, 7, D.a 10, tT, TH, TO, 
I. toto, TOLY, “tay, TOL, 

G. tov < D. tw, tev, ' tus, D. tas, tov, 
P. tse, P. totiy, 

D. te, . ™, D.tqg, 9, 
A. toy, ayy, D.tav, to. TO, To, Tor 

Plural. 
m f. n. 

N. of =D. 405, ai, D. Tb, = Tet, 
D. tay, 

G. FOr, Tay, ‘ TE. TAO, TOY, 

I, totot, D. 1. tec, 
D. tog { P.torcdsor, rosc,< I. tx, tot, —to8s, 

& toodecat, . «FOAL, 
A. tous, D. tac, tos, tas, To. 

3% In adjectives denoting matter and color, -00¢, and sometimes 
-sos—not preceded by g—have , feminine. : 

35 Adjectives in -os, especially compounds and derivatives, are 
declined by the Attics, as of the common gender, as 0, xas 9, aFava~- 
106, xaL 0, aS avatoy, immortal, etc. 
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6. 26, esoa, ey 3 ween: eee ee ° S a, ? TUM~EVTOS, TtUR—2l0N, TUN—EVTOG, etc. 

N. yagi—se, Lagi-scoa, Yaot-ery, 
7, ag, eooa, a } G. yagi-evtos, yagi-econs, zagi-evtos, etc. 

N. teg-n», TeQ-ssva, —s- FBQ—89, 
8. 97, eva, om § G. teg—svos,  te9-eLNS, + —«- teQ—evOS, etc. 
9. ove. eve , {% 5.d-ovg, d:d-ovea, 53-07, 

- OU6, ovoa, oF G. 6:d-ovtos, did-ovens,  8s8-orros, etc . 

N. wlox-ovs, niax-oveca, nlax-ovr, 
10. ous, ovgoe, ovy,37 iG G. nlax-ovrtos, nlax-oveons, thax-ovrtos, etc. 

yhun-us,  yhux-ua, yilux-v, Il. vu, sa, 4, 5 yivn-eos,  ylux-euc, ylvx-eos, etc. 

N. dexy-ve, deixy-voa, dexv-vy, 
12. vu, va, » 3% Desxy-vvt0s, Seixy-vons, daxv-vytos, etc. 
13. wv, even ov, 3X TUN-0Y, § - TUN-OVTH,  TU—-OF, 

- ay, ’ TUR-OYTOG, Tut-ovens,  tUA-ovtos, etc. 

14. wr. wo wr, 3N Ttps—00Y, Tip-WOd, Tipt—OIP, ° 
- OM, MOG, G. tys-mytos, tiu-oons,  —Tep-WPTOS, 

15. wy, ove om § N. tUn-o, tUn-ovga,  tUn-ovP, 
oo ad TUIE-OVYTOS, TUN-OVONS, TU-OVUYTOS, 

N. sot-we, iot-ooe, éot—oc, 
16. ws, awa, » 3 G. iot-wt0s,  sat-oons, —sat-wtos, etc. 

TELUG-WC, TETVH-Via,  TeTUE-os, 
17. we, vie, 05, . is TECUMP-OTOG, TETvM—Vis, tTetv@-otos, etc. 

The following words form their neuter gender in 0, viz. 6, 6, 
G@Adoc, éxervog, avtos, ovtos and its compounds tndixovtos, tocoutos, 

TOTOVTtOS. 

§ 30. II. Crass or Two Terminations. 

These may be declined either with the article 6, 7, 70, designating 

their gender, thus 0 xa: 7 xoopsos, xox to xoopsoy, etc.; or by pro- 

NOTES. 

3% —nec, and —osic, are often contracted into -76, ovs. Thus tinssc, 
mens 3 THUNOTA, Tiny; pedstosss, usletovs ; ehstovoTa, pEsdetovr, etc. 

37 siaxovs, cont. from xiaxozs, signifying a Stat-cake, has agtos, 
understood. 

38 zunwy, the second Fut. part. whose oldest form was tunecesy, 
I. tusewy, A. tuxey. This derivation accounts for the ov, instead of o 
in the Nom. neuter, and all other cases where it differs from the 
second Aorist. Thus tunxtwy, tuner; tunsoved, TUNOVoa; TUNREOY, TU- 
7OUY, CLC. 
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nouncing the word in each gender and case, thus, xoopsog (m.) xo0- 
pros (f.) xooptoy (n.) etc. through all the cases and numbers. 

- Examples. 
N. 6 xas 9 xogps-—0¢, xas TO xOGps-OF, 
G. tov, nae THC, xa TOU ROTpHE-OV, Otc. 

N. aesv-arg, assv—ag, asry~ay, 
G. aeiy-aytog, aey—avtog, aesy—avtos, CIC. 

N. 6 xas 4 agg-ny, xaos to agf-er, 
G. tov eu tng xaos tov agf-svog, etc. 

N. adyd-n¢, adn d-no, adnd-se, 
G. ahnd-s0s, -ous, alnF—sog, -ovs, ade 3-206, -ovg, etc. 

; N. 6 xau 4 suzag-ss, xo TO suyag-t, 
G. tov xas Tyg xa TOU suyag—stog, etc. 
N. dsn-ovg, Siss-ove, Isx-ovy. 

ous, OW, G. Sin-odos, derr—080¢, 8:n-080s, etc. 

and e os on, asf 

nm} 
4S, 88; 

eo s~- - Fs -» YS WN 

t 2 > 

N. 6 xas 4} adaxg—vs, nas to adaxg—v, 
“% % G. tov xaos tng nae tov adaxg—vog, etc. 
oy. oF N., cage-wy, cwpg—orv, copo-or, 

? 9 G. swpe-oves, cwpe—ov0s, cape-0v0s, etc. 

; N. 6 xo 9} peyadnt—wg, xos to psyadnt—og, 
oes Ps G. tou xas tng xo tov psyadyt—opos, eic. 

N. suys-arg, evye~wg, evys—ary. 
G. evye-o, svye—o1, svye—ov, etc. 

put S © . 0, ay, 

§ 31. WIL. Crass or One Teemination. 

1. Cardinal numbers from mevte, five, to &xator, one hundred, in- 
clusive, as 05 xas ai xas ta weyte, etc. through all cases. Others of 
one termination are generally only of the masculine and feminine 
genders, as 6 xas 4 dgnag.t! 

2. Those formed with a noun unaltered in the last syllable, as 
N. 0 xac 9 evgsy; G. tov xav ts evgiy-os, etc. from, sv well, and gus, 
the nose, keen scented. Here gi» the noun remains unaltered by 
composition. In like manner poxpauyyy, paxgoyse, etc. 

3. Those in #g derived partly from xeryg and pring, as 6 xs 4 

NOTES. 
39 The compounds of stoic, have -1dog, in the Genitive, as assole, 

axol.dos, etc. 

# Except the Nom. and Ace. sing. the cases are taken from adas- 
gutos, common gender of the second declension. 

41 Some of these are used with neuter substantives, as goitac: 
stegoic, Eur. Phoen. 1052, ete. 
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aneat-ap, G. tov xas tH¢ anat-opos, etc. and partly from verbs, as 
pucotee, a polluter, from prove, to defile, etc. 

4. Adjectives in -ns, qos, and -w¢, -otos, as adu-ns, -4t0g, ayy-og, 
-wtos, etc. 

5. In & and y, as agnas, dgnayos ; asi, -onos, etc. etc. 

6. In as, -adoc, 1s, -15os, as puyas, puyados, etc. 

§ 32. Ineecutar Apsecrivss. 

1. From the combination of two different forms of the same word, 
as peyas and peyudog ; solug and xolios. Thus, 

N. METAS, psyaly, META, |N. MOATS, nollyn, MOAT, 
G. peyalov, 16, -0v, G. xodlov, -1S, -ov, 
D. peyolg, = =, —, D. wold, “%, ti, 
A. METAN, wpeyaiqy, META, \A. HOATN, xoldnp, HOA?, 
V. META, payoin, META, |\V. HOA, olan, IOAP. 

N. A. V. weyado, -a, -o, (N. A. V.aollo, solda, moddo, 
G. D. peyadosy, -asy, -o17. G. D. woddow, -ony, —_- 089. 

Plural. Plural. 

N. peyados, tt, =, N. soddos, a, th, 
G. psyadew, -cy, -03, G. wollen, -e, 0%, 
D. ueyadow, -a,  -016, D. modiow, -ats,  -o86, 
A. peyolovs, -as, -a, A. mollovs, -as, -«, 
V. psyakos, ~as, tt. V. wolious, a8, —t 

2. Some words reputed by grammarians to be adjectives of two 
terminations, and of different declensions, are really substantives of 
different genders, as in English, poet and poetess, etc. Thus fon- 
Latns, -tov, of the first, a herdsman ; Bonhatic, -1180¢, of the third, « 

herdswoman. 
3. Several others called adjectives of one termination are substan- 

tives, as ggorypatias, a high-minded man ; vBgcotns, an insolent 

man, etc. 
os 

NOTE. 
# The Ionians employ the form 2odj-0¢, y, ov. The Epic poets 

decline xodvg, regularly like ofvg, etc. 
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§ 38. Comparison or ADJECTIVES. 

As adjectives indicate qualities, they may also be changed, s0 as 
to exhibit these in a higher, or the highest degree, in which an object 
possesses these qualities. Of these degrees there are two, called 
the comparative (cvyxgutinoy ovoua, orxiiuuat), and superlative (ixeg- 
Osrixoy).@ ¢ : 

The comparison is made, I. by adding tegos, for the compara- 
tive, and tatos, for the superlative, as waxag, paxag-tegos, paxag—tatos. 

Modifications. 

1. Adjectives in o¢ drop $, AS HAxQ0G, axEOTEQOS, paxpotatos; and 

if the penult is short, o is changed into 0, 8 TOPOS, ToPaTsgo¢, Taper 

taros.4 

2. so drops 6, a8 YaQi—si¢, YAQI-—SUTELOS, YAQI-EOTUTOS. | 

3. as, ns, and vs add tsgog and tatog to the neuter, as pelac, mele, 

-tegos, -tatos; alndncg, alnPec, -teQ0s, —tatog; svpus, supY, —TEQOE, 

—Tatog. 
4. Adjectives in wy» and 7, to the Nominative plural, as ropoun, 

TOMPQOYES, -TELOS, —TATOS ; TEENY, TEQEMES, —TEPOS, ~TATOS. 

II. In cay and wtos. 1. Some derived from substantives, and in 

these the comparison is made from the substantive ; as, 

xahoc, beautiful, from xaddoc, beauty, xaddsov, xedlsotos. 

syF-g0¢, hostile, from exyPos, enmity, eyFro, syFiotos, etc. ete. 

2. Some in vs are compared both ways, as sugug, svpcew, evgiotos, 

and sugus, evpvzages, supurazos. 
B. adios, easy, has gate, gaiotos; and dgwy, dgotos. 

Il. The Attics compare many adjectives by sategos, toterres, as 
Aados, Aodtotsgos, Aalictatos. Some by a:tegos, and astetos, as qsdos, 
qidactegos, pidaitatos.© Others by aT and ETTATOS, aS agPovos, 
apPovsctegos, apFortotaros. 

NOTES. 

43 What is usually called the Positive Degree, i is really no degree, 
but the simple state of the adjective. It is obvious that unless the 
quality expressed by the adjective be susceptible of increase or dimi- 
nution, there can be no comparison. 

44 To prevent at least three short syllables from coming together, 
incompatible with hexameter verse. The same takes place when a 
doubtful is taken for short. 

45 gusdog, has also pidtegos, pidsactos, by syncope for gedesrapos, psdor- 
satoc: also, psdsooy, pediotos. 
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IV. Irregular comparison. Comparisons also frequently arise 
from other parts of speech, as, 1. From nouns, 

From 4ons, Mars, brave, 

xpatos, strength, 

pyxos, length, 
2. From pronouns, 
aS avtos, 
3. From verbs, 

Boviopes, to wish, 

dw, or Sedo, to wish, 

geo, to carry off, 

= apevos, (a, intens. and pevea,) 3 om Seid 

4. From participles, 

ageccy, agiotos. 

NQELTT OY, 
NQLTTOY, AQATLTTOS. 
xaogorr, 
paccay, PNXITTOS. 

GAVTOTATOS. 

SATLODY, 
‘ eltep0s, Beltiotos. 

Awioy, Aonotos. 
Agony, Awotos. 

PEQTATOS. 

PeetEQos, PEguotos. 

PEQtLatos. 

AUELYOTEQOS. 

epdorusvos, epgayssveatsgos, ef oerectatoc. 

5. From Adverbs, _ 

even, avOITEDOS, _ ayaTatos. 
XOCTO, RATOTEQOS, ROTOTATOS. 

6. From prepositions, | 
7©Q0, : qQOTELOS, I QOTATOS. 

(syncop. zgoatos, cont. xgartos.) 
umeo, UmEgtegos, Umetatos. 

By syncope, vnatos. 
V. Comparison of comparatives and superlatives. 

- waddsoy, comparative, TO xaddsostepoy. . 
xudvorog, superlative, xvdiotaros. 

VI. Comparison of Adverbs. 
Like the neufers of the adjectives from which they are derived, 

as 7dcov, 7S:ota, etc. or instead of the adjective terminations, they 

end in tego and tate, as ecw, scwtegm, etc. etc. 

§ 34. Or Numezrats. 

I. Remarks on Numerals in general. 
1. Sudbstantives, expressive of quantity abstractly, as povac, unity ; 

nevtas, a pentade; Sexac, decade, etc. 
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2. Cardinals, answering the question, how many? sic, one ; 
nevte, five ; Sexa, ten, etc. 

3. Ordinals, answering the question, which of the number? as 
mwoutos, first; tertos, third; Iexatos, tenth, etc. 

4. Multiplicative, as diniove, double ; tecxiovs, three-fold; answer- 

ing to the question, how many fold? 
5. Numeral Adverbs, answering to the question caaxis, how often? 

anat, once; 816, twice, etc. 

-6. As the Greeks have no peculiar form for distributives, they 
sometimes employ the cardinals with cv», as ovydvo, two by two ; 

ovvtoes, three by three; or else they prefix xeta, ava, etc. 
7. Adverbial Distributives, answering to the question, tn how . 

many parts ? are formed in ye, as diya, doubly; zgiza, trebly, or in 

three parts or places, etc. 

Il. Of Cardinals. 

1. eig and its compounds. 

Sing. Sing. - Plural. 
N. eis, peo, & lovderc, ovdeusa, ovdey |ovd-sves, —eusot, -eve 
G. évog, usec, Evog |ovdevoc, ovdeurac, ovdevog | every, —24s07, -sv00¥ 
D. iv, peg, se lovden, ovdeuse, ovders —808, —Eplberig, ~E06 
A. iva, piar, &y jovdsva, ovdspiav, ovdey ~EVOG, 8G, —EvO 

Sing. Plural. 
N. uydecs, = pendepsa, §=—sgugdev pndevec, pndeuror, pndeva 
G. pndevos, pndsucas, pndevog |undevov, ndeusov,  pndsvov 
D. pydert, pndeprg, = =pndevs” §lundeor, pndeusorc, undecs 
A. wav O, pndeurar, yandev pndevac, pydsusas,  pndeva 

This is properly of the dual only. 
N. A. V. dve, G. D. duos. Yet, plural G. dvev, D. dues, duo is 

_ properly indeclinable. Auge, both, is declined like dvo. 
3. Of tee and tecoages. 

Plural, Plural. 
To8c, TOMS, TELE . TeCCNgE,  TecTAs,  TeCTAES 
TQLov, TOLWY, TesoY . Teggagwy, TeccaQuy, TETTAgHY 
Tool, TOL, TELE . TEETAQTL, TeTTUQoL,  TEeTTAgES 
TQELC, TEES,  TOLE . tecouoas, tEeccKpAs, TecoUEA 
Toes, TOs, Tore . Tegouge,  teooagE,  tTeccaga 

4. Cardinal numbers from sete, five, to inazoy, a hundred, are 
indeclinable. 

<PUOZ <P0QZ 
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5. After éxatoy, the larger numbers are regular adjectives, de- 
clined in the plural, after the first and second declensions. 

m. f. n. 

N. d:axocros Staxoores draxooie two hundred. 
sQLaxoTLOS TQvUxOTIAL ~ TOLoKOTLE three hundred. 
zyidwos zidcou yidve a thousand. 

Ourzidtos Sroyrdvos oye two thousand. 

pugtos pvgecee pug ten thousand. 
Sicpvpcos Siopvgeae Siopvg.e twenty thousand. 

Il. Of Ordinals. 

1. sgesto¢, first, is the superlative of xgo, before. The other ordi- 
nals are formed from the cardinals. All under twenty, except 
second, seventh, and eighth, end in tog; from twenty inclusive, 

upwards, all end in ovtos, and are regular adjectives of the first and 
second declensions. 

2. From the ordinals are formed dials, in atos, expressing on 
what day, as Ssvtegatos, on ihe second day; tpstasos, on the third 
day, etc. 

3. Of the manner of expressing fractional numbers in money, 
weights or measures. The Greeks used words compounded of ns, 
half, and the name of the weight, etc. (uve, oBolos, ralaytoy), having 
the terminations, oy, soy, avoy, appended to it, and placed before the 

ordinal of which the half is taken ; as tgctoy suctadavtoy, 24 talents, 

1. e. the first a talent, the second a talent, and the third a half-talent, 

and so of others. So sestersius, i. e. semistertius, 2 asses and one 

half, the first an ass etc. ; 

Let this, however, be distinguished from the use of the compound 
word in the plural, preceded by the cardinal number, thus toe 
nustadovta, not 24 talents, but three half talents, or one and a half. 

§ 35. Or Greex Notation or Numpens. 

1. The simplest notation in small series was by the letters of the 
alphabet, reckoned in their order, «, 1; 8,2, etc. The books of the 

Niad and Odyssey are thus numbered. The technical syllable 1217, 
will help the memory in this notation ; for divide the alphabet into 
four parts, and the letters of this syllable will begin the second, 

third, and fourth parts, respectively, 7, 13, 19. 

. 2. To denote larger series of numbers, the initials of the names 
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of the numbers, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 were used; thus J, the 

initial of ca, from pc, one; IT, from nevte, five; 4, from dSexa, ten; 

H, from HEKATON, a hundred ; X, from ytdsot, a thousand; M, from 

peveton, ten thousand. 

3. A large J] around any of these characters, except I denoted 
five times the value of the inclosed, thus 4 five times ten, or fifty. 

4. These may be repeated and combined to the amount of four 
of each, thus J44111T = 38. 

5. To express the nine units, the nine tens, and the nine hundreds, 

the Greeks divided the alphabet into three parts; but as there are 
only twenty-four letters, they used ¢, called exonuoy, for 6; «, or 4, 

called xonza, for 90; and 7, called cayz:, for 900. 

The technical syllable AIR will be convenient to assist the 
memory ; A, denotes the first of the units, I, the first of the tens, 

R, the first of the hundreds. 

6. The letters employed as numerals are marked above with an 
oblique virgule, thus a, one, 4, ten, etc. when this virgule is placed 

underneath, the same letters express so many thousands. 
7%. It should be observed that in the composition of numbers, 

either the smaller precedes, and the two are joined by xa:; or the 
greater precedes, in which case the conjunction is omitted, as wevte 
noe sixoct, OF eixogs nevte. Yet this cusiom admitted of many devia- 
tions. Thus exogs xas sate is found in Herodian. 
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: 3 ; Z of Kuevtena hun ponding Ara- one toa in 
og |/O7— dred, a thow-\bian charac- 
ne, as numbers. sand, ten thou-|, 5 million. English. 

rc sand, etc. 

| Cardinal numbers. | Ordinal numbers. 

Ilo |le [sic I I|xgostog first. 
als 8 |dvo IT 2| Sevtegos cor 

¥ |tou¢ TIT Bitestos third. 
Biv ||8° |tecoages rt Altetagtog fourth. 
al 3/ & |ocevts it D WEEntos fifth. 

c l&E Hit 6 éxtog sixth. 
Ble lf jéxi8 mC 7|EB8opu0¢ seventh. 
6le 1 |oxte HT 8) 07do00¢ eighth. 

F |évvsa THT 9} evvarog ninth. 
Yn ile [Sexo 4 10) Sexecrog tenth. 
slg vd lévdexa 41 11 |irdexactosg eleventh. 

uF \dudsxee 41 12] 5wdexerros twelfth. 
Die {ley |tguoxardexa =| ATT 13. tgcoxacdexactos thirteenth. 

10\x 10" |tsocageoxardexa) AITIT 14\zecoagecxaidexatos' fourteenth. 
is o|nevtexacdexa [4 L5imevtexacdexatog | fifteenth. 

BHA [lel lExxcrdexe = (at 7 16) sSxardexarog sixteenth. 
12 iC lintaxaexa =| JITIT l7\intaxaidexatog jseventeenth. 

Y lin loxranadexc | AIILIT 18joxtwxaiSexatos eighteenth. 
1B\» [eH levveaxacdexa | AIITIT 19]syveaxadexatog |nineteenth. 
le %  {eexoat 4A 20) exoot0s twentieth. | 

xa jetxoot &i¢ AAI Zllexootos ngwtos twenty-first, etc. 
15/0 {|Z |zqvexorte AAA 30|tgcexoct0s thirtieth. 
16\z Bb |teccagaxorta |AAAA 40 tsccagaxootos fortieth. 

y |neytnxoyta W4 50|nevtnxo0t0¢ fiftieth. 
I7e ||F |&qxorvta H4 60|&tyx00T0¢ sixtieth. 
18\¢ 0 |i8dopnxovta =| BY 44 70|&8d0opnxoctog seventieth. 

nx |oydonxorta 444 80 oydornxoctos eightieth. 
1D/z jig | lévvernxovtes HM A444 90|evvernxootos ninetieth. 
20ly @ |éxator H 100|éxatootos a hundredth. 

g |dtaxocios HH 200! dtaxoaroctos two hundredth. 
Zig jie |yedsov x , 1,000 ytAcootos a thousandth. 
99 8B |dcoytdros xXx *2,000| d:ayz:Avoatos two thousandth. 

t |prvgcoe Ms 10,000) uvgcoctos ten thousandth. 
Zip jig, |Sexcxcopugeos | Mf De 100,008 Sexaevg.ootos hund. thousandth. 

Sxatovtaxic- 2 | fi BT 100,000} xatortaxicpy- t 1: 
2Alo || %9 pugios, mam: x 1,000,000} gsocz0s a millionth. 

NUMERATION TABLE. 

§ 36. Grex Nomeration Tse. 
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This table might be enlarged by adding 1. the substantive nume- 
ral, 2. the multiplicative, 3. the adverbial numeral, 4. the adverbial 
distributive, etc. A few examples of each will serve the purpose of 
this compendium. 

1. Substantives, 2. Multiplicatives, 
povas, unity, aniovs, single, 
dvas, duad, diniovs, double, 
tovas, triad, tgtxiovs, triple, 
TETAOTAS, | tetganiovs, quadruple, 
TMEVTAS, nsytanious, five-fold, 
dexas, etc. Ssexaniovs, ten-fold, etc. etc. 

3. Adverbs, as 4, Adverbial Distributives, 
anak, once, 
dic, twice, diya, in two parts, - 
tots, thrice, totza, in three parts, 
tetgaxis, four times. tetoaya, in four parts, 
meytaxis, five times. aevtayo, in five parts, 
dexaxis, ten times, etc. dexaya, in ten parts, etc. etc. 

§ 37. Or THE PRONOUN (arteruper). 

The pronoun, as its name imports, stands for, or represents a 

noun. 
There are various distinctions of pronouns ; as, 

fs 

§ 38. I. Susstanrive (oveseotexor), PRIMITIVE (xQetoTUTOL), OR 
PERSONAL (xgoeuniac) 5 as, eyo, I; ov, thou; 6s, he, declined thus : 

Singular. | 
N. sya N: ov N. 06, 9, 70,4 he, she, it, etc. 
G. guov or wou |G. cov G. ov 
D. epot or por §=|D. aos D. 06 
A. gue or pe A. os . A.é 
V. V. ov V. 

Dual. 
N. A. vou, 9m =6[N. A. V. cpa, opm |[N. A. V. oppose, ome 
G. D. vour, voy G. D. cponr, ogyy| G. D. opory, spi 

NOTE. 

46 The third personal pronoun is mostly used by the Attic prose 
writers, in a reflexive sense, and as such wants the Nominative ; but 
Homer, Herodotus, Xenophon, and the Attic poets, use it as here 
he, him, ete. and then it has the Nominative. 
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Plural. 
N. spec N. types N. ages 
G. Sjuon AG. toy G. opow 
D. tysy D. tpuy D. oguics 
A. tas A. tag A. ogas 
V. Vi. tyece V. 

§ 39. Il. Or Posszssrvz Pronouns (avtevupics xrqtixat). 

From the primary pronouns are derived the possessive. They 
are in form regular adjectives, of the first and second declensions. 
They are thus deduced : 

From suov, comes euos oun suoy, «6 mae, 

gov cos om oy, thy, 

ov o¢ 7 «OY, his, 

veob vouTEgOs a, ov, our, of us two, 
apo opoutegos a, oy, your, of you two, 

Husees ‘pmetegos @, OY, OUT, 
upsss @pstegos a, oo, your, 
opess opetegos a, oy, their,47 

Dor. ogos "7, oy, their. 

$40. IIL Or Dernurive Peonouns (avserupscas ogcotscac). 

1. avros, self or my, as eye avros, I myself. 

2. 6, 4, to, usually denominated the article, is properly a definitive 
pronoun. 

§ 41. IV. Recrrrzoca, Pronouns (wedirdgopixas). 

1. From the primitives and evrog are formed three reciprocal pro- 
NOUNS, Viz. suavtov —nc -ov; asavtou -—ys -ov; avec’ -—HS -ov; trip- 

totes, G. D. Ac. Of these the last only has the plural. It is some- 
times contracted, as avrov, etc. and by the Attics used in all the 
persons. 

2. There is another triptote, viz. alAniov, of one another, declined 

regularly in the Gen. Dat. and Ac. plural. 

__ NOTE. 

_ 47 To these may be added gysdazos, of our country; tpedanos, of 
your country; but aldodanos, one of another country, having no refer- 
ence to person, belongs to the class of Indefinites ; and xodavog, of 
what country? properly belongs to the Interrogatives. 

5 
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§ 42. V. Demonsrnatives (desrixas). 

' These are exesvyog and otros. The former omits » in the neuter 
gender, in other respects like xaos; otrog is thus declined : 

N. ovrog 

G. tovrov 

D. tovrm 

A. tovtroy 

N. A. sovres 

 G.D. rovroty 

N. ovros 

G. tovray 

D. zovrois 

_ A. tovroue 

Singular. 
aven 

THUTG 

TaUtasy 

Plural. 
€ 

GUTAL 

TOUTOW 

TAVITA 

TOVTAS 

TOUTO 
tovrov 
TOUT) 
TOUTO 

TOUT 

tovroy 

TAVTC 

TOVIOY 

TOVTOLG 

§ 48. VI. Rexarrvz Pronouns (avagog:xa). 

All the personal pronouns are from their nature relative, but é¢ is. 
particularly so characterized. It is regularly declined, like @UTOS, 
and omits y in the neuter, thus: -- 

Nom. 6, 4,6 Gen. ot, ts, of, etc. 

§ 44. VIL. IntennogarivE (sgesrnuerrixes), AND RESroNsIvE 
(aoxgetixat). 

1, Of these tig; who? is the principal, and thus declined: | 

N. Tle, T 
Sing. « BU¥OS 

D Tye 
- A, ewa, t 

Dua 1. TLys 

TivOLy 

tives, tive 

Plur, "7 
toe 

TivaS, Tive. 
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2. The interrogative ° 419, has for.its responsive ootic, as tis exosnoe 
who. did it? ovx oda éotts, I don’t know who (did it). Itis declined 

through all cases and numbers, like 6g and ts, thus : GOTH, HTUG, O Th 

Gen. ottivos, jotuv0s, ovtt¥OS, Ete 

_ 8. To this class belong, 
Intéerrogative. - Responsive. 

motegos; which of the two ? Grorsgos, either of the two. 
Ad; L TLOLOS § of what kind ? ETOLOG, of what kind. 

see novos; of ivhat number ? erogos, of what number. 
Tenino 5 ; of what age? . Oreqlixos, of what age. - 

$3 how? - + Greeag, how. 
Adverbs, ja MOU; ; where z - -* @sou, where. 

ay; in what way? Onn, in what way. 

4, nig with the other interrogatives, may also be used indefinitely 
(wogurtinaes), a5 aS ts, any-one; novos, such, etc. 80 6 Sava, a certain 

person; of all genders, and always preceded by the.article, 6, i t0.. 

N. dewa . | A “s Serves . 
oe: = G, Sesriog . | - N.A. deve avey. 
Sing. D. dave Dual G. D. dusvou Plur, Di dace 

~ AL dave A, desvag: 

5. Intimately allied to these is a 1 class of correlatives (ovveva- 

" pogexas). - 
- fov0e. eat, - + O@06,-as. : 

“rows, 60 Brea ios, a8." vO 
" -tnlinos, of the same age or size, Hhaxos, as.% 

NOTE. ° 

48. Or THE DIALECTS OF Pronouns. 
: | 1. Eyw. . 

Sing. : Dual. Plural. 
Dial. N iD. A. N.A. G.D. N. G. D.- A. 
Com eva sod |euo2 aus voit vOY npsis nov |iuiv lipas 

‘Iby Aph.juot [uot lps |y@ = |v@y 
epedey 

Att. eyonys suoio epouys 

syoy  jeusy [dairy | lors oes éudy opty Guas 
D, |7own sown cues |ausay japiy ous 

*  leyenyos OuUUs 
syavya aumecey 

‘ ~ > eupey lapuey as 
JE. jeywy = jes Ompe Gupees ws if sy - ; en 

I. sudo mpees json jesus 
Poet. yo E{45L0 Tsetse Husiow \npiy \nussog 

bony a Beo. seayyes Euoug |suv 

~3 
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For minute exactitude, the former have dz and 6to¢ suffixed, the 

responsive ox (from 677) prefixed, thus: 

togords 2 . ‘ 
rovourest just so great, onocos, as; and so of the rest. 

NOTE. 

2. Zu. 

Sing. "Dual. Plural. 
Dial. N. G. D. A.|N. A. G. DAN. G. D. A. 

Com.|2v gov got |e TPs pay Yuees voy iyi pag 
TU asu, Tey |tos |t2 tye tyes iupey Uppeos 

D. |rvya |tevs, teovelecw [ru line Uya$E0G Opps 
tuyvn = | t80L0 TELy ; . . . . 

KE. aev Uppe UPS) VpeorY | Uuepsey | Vp psoes 
tev VL LBOIM Upsies 

I goto Dysees \Opescry Ouse 
° aso . 

- sto Ty THPWl \oqpeir|tuctes|Tuecor|vply 
Poet. ceotey tev 

ostey 

"3. "Os. 

Sing. Dual. Plural. 
Dial. N. G. D. A.|N. A, G.D.| N. G. D._ A. 

Com.|6s, 4, 10/68 o& [8 loge loqiv lo—pets logay |oqiat|oqpas 
~ age 

D. bv poy apes ye 

EDey opes opts 
FE ev lpr 

ysdey vey 
I Eo fos |vey ogésss |openy opty oping 

dto Es ogt 
gio ops |opwiy opemmaps logs 

Poet. EDey ogee opty 
fod sy gy 

4. Adjective Pronouns. 

Dial. m. f. n. D. m. f, n. ‘m. f. n. f. n, 

Com.|aoe lon [cor {C. Hpsreg-og —c -ov|Upsrsg- oc -o ov opeteg-o5 -a -oy 
D. _ |te0s|t8a/te0v D. duos ~o OF -9 -oy Ups-06 - -& OF -7)-0v|7@- 0g ~0 OF -1] -OY 
Com.|c 0g 7 oy C. ovTLvOG A. Grou D. orev I. OTEO 
Poet.|i0¢ |én |s0» |P.jortea—orti. A. orm I. Qrew 
sijvoc for exetyos, D. ovros . OUTOGL, EXELVOS I. xewvag 

oe lst 
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§ 45. Or roe Vezgs. 

A Verb is a word which in connection with a Nominative case or 
subject, forms a sentence, and without which, no affirmation can be 

made, or judgment expressed. 
1. There are two great classes of verbs, called conjugations 
(avgvysar), the first in w; the second in ps 

2. To each of these belong three voices (dtaSeaeg), viz. active 
(svepyntixn), passive (xadytixn), and middle (ueon). 

(1) The active signifies properly what we do to another, as efie- 
wo oz, I did hurt you. 

(2) The middle expresses what we do to ourselves, as eSiapopny, 
I did hurt myself ; or sBhapapryy tov xoda, I did hurt my foot. 

(3) The passive denotes what we suffer from another, as sSiap- 
Sny uno cov, I was hurt by you.® 

~ NOTE. 

49 The Active and Passive voices in Greek, are too analogous to 
those in Latin, to require any particular explanation. Some remarks 
on the Middle voice, may not be unnecessary. 

The name Middle Votce implies an intermediate signification be- 
tween the Active and Passive voices, combining to a certain degree 
an union of both. 

This voice admits of, at least, four distinct applications of meaning, 
which may be classified, as follows : : 

1. Reflexwe. In verbs of this class, the action of the verb i is reflected 
immediately back upon the agent; and hence such verbs are equiva- 
lent to the Active Voice, and ‘the Accusative of the reflexive pronoun ; 
as dovw, I wash any one ; Aovowor, I wash myself; the same as dove 
EuaUTOY. . 

2. Acquisitive. In verbs of this class, the azent is not the emmediate, 
but the remote, object of the action of the verb; so that middle verbs 
of this class are equivalent to the active voice with the Dative of the 
reflexive pronoun, suavtm, ceavtm, Exvro, as ecmega toy ayoeor, I sowed 
the field, for any person whatever ; sove:gopeny tov ayoor, I sowed it for 
myself; avapvacFar ti, to recollect any thing for one’s self. 

3. Causative. Verbs of this class express an action which took 
place at the instance or command of the agent—for his own satisfac- 
tion—as aystar ty wads yuvorxa, he causes his son to marry a wife ; 
yooupo, I write; yooapopat, Icause the name to be written down, as of 
one accused, or simply, I accuse. 

4, Reciprocative. This class includes those verbs which denote a 
reciprocal or mutual action, as onevdea Dat, to make libations along with 
another, to make mutual libations, i. e. to make a league ; to covenant ; 
Ovalver Dat, to dissolve along with one another ; mutually to abrogate. . 
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3. There are five moods (eyndioeis), viz. the Indicative (dgrotixy), 
the Subjunctive (txotaxtixn), the Optative (evxtixn), the Imperative 
(ngorraxten7), and the Infinitive. (enaeanparos): 50 

NOTES. 

‘Although the Perfect Middle in some cases ‘supplies the place of 
the Perfect Active, when this last is obsolete on account of euphony, 
as Asdoina, merovta, tetoxa, etc., yet.in- many verbs it is found with an 
intransitive signification, clearly based upon, and deducible from, ‘its. 
middle meaning. Here it must be rernembered that in all the voices, 
the meaning of the Perfect tense is completed and continued. Thus: 

Ayvuus, I break, Perfect Middle, saya, I have caused inyself to break (by 
not sufficiently resisting the cause) and I continue broken, i i.e. I 
am broken. 

Aroiyo, I open, Perfect Middle, avswya, I have ‘caused myself” to open - 
. (speaking, for example of a door which does not offer sufficient. 

resistance in remaining shut) and I continue open, i. e. I stand 
open. 

Eysiow, I awaken, Perfect Middle, eYOnY Qa, I have awakened myaelf 
and continue awake, i. e. lam awake. 

Odiuju, I destroy, Perfect Middle, olwla, I have ruined igeelf and . . 
I continue ruined, i.e. Tam undone. . 

Hinyvups, I fiz, Perfect Middle, STN Y Oy I have faced myself, ond con 
tine Jixed, i.e. Tam fred. 

Mev, I remain, Perfect Middle, peepover, I have caused myself to, remain, 
. and F continue remaining, i. e. F persevere: The Perfect Active a 

pepuevyxe, merely signifies, I have remained, ete. 

These examples out of: more ‘that could be added, will suffice to 
show,.that the Perfect Middle can obtain its intransitive meaning, 
only through its Middle ‘one. It would appear therefore incorrect, 
to term it, as some grammarians have ‘done, the Second Perfect Active. 

50 Or Moons. 

1, The Indicative: Mood embraces every direct, independent yncon- 
ditional assertion, negation or question, concerning any matter Wwhat- — 
ever: or, the Indicative ‘affirms, denies, or questions. directly, inde- 7 
pendently, and unconditionally. 
_2. The Imperative Mood commands, persuades, or entreats. ‘In the | 

nature of things, the Imperative must regard the Future, even in its 
past tenses, which in their. application imply urgency. and despatch,’ 
and inthe Perfect, completion and continuance, thus: suBsBinod-e, let 
him have been cast tnio, i. e. let him be cast speedily, tnto—and cone 
tinue 30. 

3. The Subjunctive Mood expresses conditionality and dependanée, 
some end to be obtained, which always requires the antecedence or - 
intervention of something else. 

Cy 
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4..The Tenses (ygovor) are nine, viz. 1. The Present (evectes), 
as tunte, I am striking; 2. The Imperfect (nagatatixos), I was 
striking ; 3. The first and second Futures (xgortos xas Sevtegos pel- 
Awy), as type, turd, I shall or will-or am to strike; 4. The first 
and second Aorists (aogsatos mowtos xas Jevtegog), as srupa, erumoy, 

I struck, or did strike; 5. The Perfect and Pluperfect (nagaxsipevos 
xore incegourtehixos), I have struck, and I had struck ; and the Paulo- 
postfuture (ust elsyoy uslioy), F shall have struck 51 - 

NOTES. | 

4. The Optative Mood denotes a thing imaginary, unconditional, 
uloman, and purely weal, and independent of all reality. 

5. The Infinitive Mood expresses the mere generic idea.of the verb, 
and unless when governed by a subject in the Accusative generally, 
sometimes in the Nominative, it is ‘uniformly a gerundial noun. Vid. 
“yntar: of the Moods. | 

51 Or Tenses. | 

L. The Present (present incomplete) represents an action or 
eyent, as taking place just now, this instant, as 7EaHO, Tam writing 5 
or else has an Aoristic meaning, designating what is natural, cus- 
tomary, or habitual, as viog coqos svpoauves 7arT890, etc. @ wise son™ 
gladdeneth his father, etc.—A general truth. - . 
.2 The Perfect (present cdmpleted). expresses an action or event 

compleied in past time, but -combined, and’ conneeted with the 
present, in its consequences, a8 6¢ ompuBeBrners, who hast protected, and 
still continuest to protect, conseq. who protectest. -In several Perfects, 
the continued result is the only thing denoted, as xTHOMCL, I acquire Sor 
myself; xextnpot, I have acquired, and the acquisition is continued, i.e. I 

BESS. . 
3. The Imperfect (past incomplete) dénotes an action going on, 

but not completed, at some past time, expressed or implied, as syoa- 
- gor, Twas writing (e. g. when be came in). From the. continuous . 
character: of. the action, it is also used to express what is usual or 
habitual, as 6 imioxopog tov innoy etgifs macas jusgas, the groom kept 
rubbing | ‘the horse every day. In ‘this’ latter signification, however, it . 
differs fromm the. Aorist, as this denotes what is always customary, 
that, what is so.only for a specified time. - 
“A. The Pluperfect denotes an action or. event eompleted at or before 

some pasé time expressed or implied ; and. if before it, continued to it, 
and connected with it, 0 as to-‘stand in the same relation to the Imper- 
fect, as the Perfect does to the Present, as sdsdoixecy, I toas afraid (i.e. 

_ I had been, and still continued, afraid.) 
5. The Aorists, as their name imports, refer to past time indefinitely, 

’ without regard to any particular point in it, or period of beginning — 
or ending, thus extiaSn 9 mols, the city was built, but when, or 
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§ 46. Or rae Anatysis oF THE GREEK VERB. 

There are three numbers (agePor) as in nouns. 
There are three persons (sgogwxa) in each number, as in substan- 

tive pronouns. 
1. Three things distinguish the tenses of verbs, viz. termination 

(Ogsots), characteristic (yagaxrngiotixoy), and augment (avtnoic). 
2. Two things distinguish the moods, viz. termination and augment. 
3. One distinguishes numbers and persons, viz. termination. 

§ 47. Or Roots anp THEIR AFFECTIONS. 

1. The root is the basis on which the different forms which the 
" verb assumes are supported and rest. 

2. This remains unchanged in all the tenses of which it is the 
basis, except when modified by the laws of euphony, as dey-a, 
Aey-etc, etc. 

NOTE. . 
whether yet standing is not indicated; but extiotac 7 modig can be 
said of a city which has been built, and still continues to exist in its 
finished state. The Aorists also designate that which is habitual, cus- 
tomary, or wont to be, as Zuxgatys eddate tovs padyras apsods, Soc- 
rates was wont to teach his disciples gratis. 

Though the Aorists differ in form, they are the same in meaning. 
Exvnoy and other Second Aorists would appear to have been old 
Imperfects, which became, in the development of the language, 
gradually strengthened by the lengthening of the penult, and the 
weaker form declined into an Aorist. ; 

6. The Futures, First and Second, (futures incomplete) though dif- 
ferent in form, are in signification the same. The Second Future was 
originally the same as the First. Thus turte, tursco, by syncope, 
tuncw, i.e. tuyo. From the old form trumecw, came the Ionic turew, 
and thence the Attic turd. So deyw, dsyeow, leyow, Asko, I. Leyeos, 
A. ieya. They are employed to express an action or event that is to 
take place, at a future period; as tuyw, tuna, I shall or will strike. 
These are to be distinguished from the compound peddo tuntey, Tam 
about to strike instantly, or am on the point of striking. The former 
denotes futurity indefinitely, the latter, what is to commence at the 
very moment. 

7. The Paul-post Future is both in form and signification, a com- 
pound of the Perfect and Future. It carries with it the idea of the 
continued action of the Perfect, as syyeygawetat, he shall continue, or 
stand enrolled. It is also employed to point out rapidity of action, 
referring not to the commencement of it, but to its completion, as 
qoute xas wengatetas, speak and tt shall be done, hence its name, futu- 
rum paulo post, (viz.) pressens tempus. 
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3. The characteristic is the last letter of the root next to the ter- 
mination, and remains always the same in the same tense. But if 
the latter of two consonants is either +, or a liquid, the former is the 

characteristic.*? 
4. Verbs are divided into mute, as Assfo; pure, as pidew; liquid, 

as Baliw; or anomals, as ngecoo, etc. according as the charac- 

teristic is a mute, a vowel, a liquid, ov, ox, etc. 

§ 48. Or FinpiIne THE Roor. 

1. Strike off from the present Indicative in any voice, all that 
succeeds the characteristic, as 4#y-o, here dey is the root, etc. This 

may be denominated the first root. 
2. Many verbs change the form of the root in the Second Future 

and Second Aorist, which may be called the second root. This 
may be found by the following rules. 

1. Change a long vowel of the first root, into @ in the second. 
Thus 478e, first root 478, second root 408; towyw, tomy, teay, etc. 

2. In diphthongs, « is retained, and « rejected, as pai, first 
root pas, second root pay ; Aeon, Aen, Aix; but liquid dissyllables 

change « into a, as recy, first root tev, second root tay; and poly- 
syllables, into «, as ayeigu, aysip, ayeg. 

3. In dissyllables, ¢ before or after a liquid, is changed into a, as 

NOTE. 

52 Might it not be better to reduce the irregularity in verbs in 
nto, fo, dio, pyo, as tunto, poate, Ballw, and tsuyew, by consider- 
ing tnt, etc. as the long roots; aud tua, etc. as the short; especially 
since in them all, the verbal characteristic appears in the z, 4, etc. ? 
The laws of euphony will give us jn the future tuyo, poacw, Bald, 
and tsua; and from the shortened roots, tux, pgad, etc. will arise 
the Second Aorist, etc. etc. 

In uniting peote with those others, ¢ is considered as composed of 
éc not od, as in the Old Doric; in this view, therefore, the whole 
of these long roots will be shortened by dropping the last of the two 
consonants, pgadc- goad, etc. To this process it may be objected, 
that o cannot admit at mute to stand immediately before it. To 
this it may be observed, that o as characteristic of the First Future 
without any elision, would give ggatcw = geadacn; if o only were 
dropped, the word would remain as before goat, or peadaw; 5 there- 
fore must be elided for the distinction of the tense. The elision of 
the other t sounds before a, is a matter of course. When fo gives ta 
in the First Aorist it is to be ranked among the anomals with cow, 
and (Att. tz), as also xdagw, xAayéw, from xdayyo. 
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teuves, first TOOt texs, second root Terps 5 mhenes, first Toot whey second 

root srlax. etc. 

' Except Aeyea, Blemes, pliye, which retain s . 
(4) Verbs in ae, so impure, drop ¢ and. Thus ripass, ‘frst root: 

tic, second root 11; gids, first root pela, pecond root gui, atc. 

Other pure verbs have seldom the second root. .._- 
3. Many verbs again change this root-in. -the Perfect and d Pluper- 

fect Middle, which may ‘be termed the third root... 
This third root is formed from the Second according to the fol. 

lowing rules. 

(1) ¢ of the second root passes. into o in the third, as dey ft 
root dey, second root Asy, third root 4oy, etc ; | 

(2) -a.of the second, from ¢ or & of the first, passes inte‘o in the 
third, as mhexoy, first Toot ihex, second root sax, third ‘root. shox. _ 

(3) sof the second; frome ‘of the: first, passes into'o«. Thus — 
- Zernw, first Toot dan, second root dun, third root Aovx, ete. ' 

(4) « of the second from n oF ¢ os-of the. first, or long by pst 
in the present, passes into 1. 

Thus oyz0 Ist root ov 2d root gon. 8d rootonm 
parva” - gay: pay gn: 

Sadde Gol Fak Ih 

Verbs defective in. the Second Future, and Second Aorist, want also 

these two tenses, viz. Perf. and Pluperf, » 

§ 49. Or THE Tesi Roor.. 

In some of the tenses, certain letters are inserted between the 

verb-root and termination ; thus making what is called the tense-root. 
_ 1. In mute and pure verbs, | 

Act. Mid. Pass. 

First Future ¢ r Ons 

First Aorist of o@ o 

Second Future ns 

Pures also insert x in the Perf. and Pluperf. Active, between the 
(lengthened) characteristic and the termination, as pide (7) meqin-x-a. 

2. In liquids, . 8 
Act. Mid. Pasa. 

First Future Ong - 

First Aorist o 

Perfect * . 

Second Future | 4S 
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§ 50. Or LENGTHENED Roots. 

- Roots are lengthened in different ways. - 
1. By prefixes denominated Augments, as tuzt, erurt. 
2. By suffixes, or the addition of various letters, as ynge, ynpaex, etc. 

3. By reduplication and suffix, as yvo, yyeox, ytyyeox, by eu- 
phony, yivywex, etc. 

4. Many by epenthesis and suffix, as uy, pad, porday, insert- 
ing » before, and postfixing ay to the final consonant. 

5. The final vowel of the root is frequently lengthened before the 
addition of a consonant, as dva, Ivnox ; Bo, Bwox, etc. 

6. The augment prefixes (the Perfect tense excepted) remain 
only in the Indicative, and the radical suffixes and epentheses, exist 

only in the Present and Imperfect tenses, 

§ 51. Or rae Avement. 

1. Three tenses receive an augment through all the moods ; the 
Perfect, Pluperfect, and Paulo-post Future. 

2. Three receive an augment in the Indicative only; the Imper- 
fect, and the two Aorists. 

3. Three receive none; the Present, and the two Futures. 

4. There are two kinds of augment, viz. (1) The syllabic, i. e. s 
prefixed, when the verb begins with a consonant, as Jeyu, s-Asyoy, 
increasing the syllables; (2) The temporal, i. e. the short vowels, 
and a, (taken for short) changed into their long, and « of the muta- 
ble diphthongs subscribed, as ayw, nyov, etc. aig, ngor. 

N. B. The mutable vowels and diphthongs are a, ¢, 0, as, av, os, 

immutable +, v, n, 0, &, ev, ov. Here « and », if short, are lengthened, 

but no other change in the common dialect. 

5. There is another species of temporal augment; « is changed 
into s, in about twenty different verbs, as eyo, eyo, etc.53 

NOTE. 

58 The rationale of this mode of augment is this: formerly, s was 
prefixed in all cases of augment, thus eavoy, contracted nyoy; 28 gene- 
rally made 7, and ¢0, w,in thé augment of verbs. But in about twenty, 
es agreeably to the cominon rules of contraction, made &, as, 

£0) édxvo Q0rce 
él 870 00 éotnxe 
&Fo0. éxopas Eorsaca 

8 
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6. The Perfect repeats the first consonant before ¢, and the Pluper- 
fect prefixes e to this reduplication (d:xAaccvacpos), as Aeyo, Aedeye, - 
eheleyeiy, etc. 

.« %. The aspirate always repeats its own smooth, as paiva, s8- 
gayxa, etc. 

8. Verbs beginning with yy, ¢39, o before or after a consonant, as 

also xtesvw, do not repeat the first consonant; thus: yvou, syvaxa ; 
wevdoo, evevxe; omsvda, exnevxa. 

To these rules there are many exceptions. 

9. Verbs compounded with a preposition, or dug or ev, before a 
mutable vowel, take the augment between these and the verb, as 
ngocBadlw, noocsBaddoyv; Suvcagsoten, Svengsotsoy, etc. 

10. Prepositions in composition (except seg: and xgo), drop their 
final vowel before a vowel, as ansyw, from ano sya, and then the 

preceding consonant follows the laws of euphony, as axe and aigeo, 
apargeo. 

§ 52. Or tHe TERMINATION OF VERBS. 
i] 

1. The termination consists of the syllable or syllables suffixed to 
the root, changeable in the persons. 

2. The terminations added to the root, form the tenses. 

3. The following are the terminations of the first person singular - 
of the Active, Middle, and Passive voices, in the Indicative mood. 

Active. Middle. Passive. 
Pres. o ouas Opes 
Imperf. oy ouny ouny 
Perf. a as poate 
Pluperf. aby ew pny 
1 Fut. : o-@ o-Oues Ono-opas 
1 Aor. o-a o-any o-ny 
2 Fut. a ours o-OMa 
2 Aor. oy ouny ny 

N. B. Though Thiersch gives these as the terminations, yet strictly 

speaking o, Sy¢, 9, and qs in the Aorists and Futures of all the 

NOTE. 

stiton elxsoo Sgcuves 
tlw egy afouae syeo 
eligon §950) 0 
Elxo gta 

Thus sam, ssaov; &{, eifor, etc. 

coe Mt ee ee 
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voices belong to the tense root, and immediately precede the termi- 
nation, or mutable part in that particular tense. 

4. The terminations of the Subjunctive are the same in all the 
tenses, and are formed from the terminations of the Indicative 

Present, by changing the short vowels into their own long, subserib- 
ing + of the diphthongs, and rejecting v. 

5. The termination of the Optative, has always the diphthongs os, 
as, OF e. 

6. The Futures in all the voices have the terminations of the 
Present, only the second Active and Middle, change the short vowels 
into their own diphthongs. 

7. The Second Aorist, Active and Middle, always follows the 
terminations of the Imperfect ; but the Passive borrows them from 
verbs in ps 

§ 53. THe Formation or THE TENSES. 

1. The tenses are primary and secondary. 
Primary, Present, 1 Future, 2 Future, Perfect. 

Secondary, Imperfect, 1 Aorist, 2 Aorist, Pluperfect. 

Primary, dsy-w Asko = ey -03 As-ley-o 

Secondary, s-Aey-ov 2-Ast-a = s-ley-oy = e-As—Asy-euy 
2. In all voices the tenses are formed by prefixing the augment, 

where it is required, and suffixing the terminations, in the following 
tables, to the tense-roots. Let particular attention be paid to this 
distinction between tense-roots and verb-roots. 
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§ 54. I. Tae Active Voice. 

Indicative Mood. 

Primary Tenses. 

aah. 

. Sing. Dual. Plural. 

Pres. and 1 Fut.|-w -eeg -ev |-ouey -etoy -stov |-omev -ete -ovss. 
» 2Fut. — - —8¢ tl |-OUpEY —ELTOY —ELTOY |—OUMEY -BLTS -OVTL 
Perf. : —|-@ -@g -& |~apuey -aTOY -aTOY |-apysy -aT8 -aCt 

Secondary Tenses. 

—-OY -—-& -€ —Opsy ETE —OY Imp. and 2 Aor. -omey -Etoy -styy 
Pluperf. | _|-eew 81g" 80 |-exfsey —extOY —ELtHY |-siey -ELTe -sLcaY 
1 Aor. -a -a¢ -e |-auey -atoy -aTny |-cuey -ate —ay 

 Subjunctive Mood. 

This Mood has -o 
only one termin. —QUEY -NTE -WTt =n6 <n |Loss -ntoy -ntOy 

Optative Mood. 

All the same ex- OtMey —OLTOY —OLTHY Ope —O1g -OF OLusy —O8Ts —OLEY 
cept the 1 Aor. |aps-atg -at jatysr -artov-artny jaussr —ote —acey 

. Imperative Mood. 

All the same ex- -8 -stw —8toy -sTOy —8te —stacay 
cept the 1 Aor. -0¥ -aTO -OTOY -aTwy -Ots —atwoay 

Infinitive Mood. 

All in|e» but Perf. in|ev:, and 1 Aor. in| ae. 

- P articiple. \ 

All termi- 
nate in 

and the 1 Aor. in 
-ag -aca -ay 
-ayTo¢g -aone -avtos 

except Perf. in 
-W¢ -UlMe -0¢ 
—-OTOS -VLAS -OTOS 

-oyv -—ovcn -ov* | 

~OVTOS —OVONS -OYTOS 

* 2 Fut. -ovy, and Gen. -ovytos -ovans -ourtos, etc. 

a 

fe A 

ar 
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§ 55. H. Te Mippze Voice. 

The terminations of the Perfect and Pluverfect tenses, being the same as in 
the Active, a are here omitted. | 

Indicative. Mood: - 
Primary Tenses. 

. Dual. 
ouetoy -satov -saFov 

Plural. 
ousda -eods —ovtat 

Sing. 

Pres. and 1Fut.Jouae -y -stav © 
2 Fut. oupar -y _—ttae jounetoy -aoFor -xoFor \ovpida-sods -ovytae 

. . Secondary Tenses. 

Imp. and 2 Aor.jouny -ov -eto — loueDov -eaPor -e0 ny lousda -scFe -ovto 
1 Aor. aueta -acde ~avto auny -0) -aTO auetoy -aotoy -acdny 

. _ | Subjunctive Mood. . | 

The term. of all . : 
the same in this 
Mood. 

cpar -n -ytar lapedoy -noS-ov no Dov apeta —nots -wytas 

Optative Mood. 

All the same ex- ouuny.—-o10 -o1to §=— |ooue Pov -ovsSov -o10 ny oluetac -o1w Ds —o1vto 
cept the 1 Apr. |aiuny -ato-aito jammstov -aroFoy -avrFyy| apeta -aiote -atvto 

- Imperative Mood. 

All the same ex- -ov -e0F0 | -ecFov -so Foy 09s -soD wc 
cept the 1 Aor. ae -aoFo -acdoy -ccdwy| —-acde-acdocay 

Infinitive Mood. | 

All the same _ | -eFas | but 1 Aor,|-acdas 

Participles. | 

All terminate in except 1 Aor. 
omerog—n oF ausyos -7 ~ov 
ousyou —n¢ -ov, efc./ausvou -75 -ov, etc. 
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§ 56. If. Passive Voice. 

The terminations of the Present Passive, as also of the 1 Future, 2 Future, 

- and Future Preterite are the same as the Present Middle. The Imperfect | 
Passive is always the same as the Imperfect Middle. They are therefore 

omitted in this table. 

Indicative Mood. 

Primary Tenses. 

Sing. Dual. Plural. 

Perf. -"at = -0 aL —TaHt —pedoy -cDov -odoy |-usGa -cFs —vtae 

Secondary Tenses. 

Pluperf. -wyv §=-00 ~--T0 —peSov -aFov -ocdny |-u29a -cFe —rto 
land 2 Aor.|-4» -xg¢ —» —nusy tov -ntnv |-nusy -te —qoay 

Subjunctive Mood. 

Perf. —peyog 6 6S on |-pevad couey ytOY qtoy |—uEvoL casey nT Cds 
-l and 2 Aor. |-0 -ng -7 —opey -ntow -nToy |-wpey -yte —wOt 

Optative Mood. 

Perf. —pevos any sing sy |-usves einusy eintoy |-pevoe ener eente 
[ suqgeny [ecyoor 

1 and 2 Aor. |-seyv = -sujg -e0m = |-eunuew -ettoy —euntny |-esusy -esnts -eenoay 

Imperative Mood. . 

Perf. -70 -oFo | -cFov -o7Fo -oSe cS ecay 
1 and 2 Aor. 43s ro -ntoy —ytev -nte -ytooay 

Infinitive Mood. 

“¥- . 
- -{- 

Perf. -o-Fas OF a 1 and 2 Aor. vat 
[liquid. 

Participles. 

Perf. payos. -n = -o» i and 2 Aor.|-e -eoo -ey 
evou -ns -ov | .  |-e¥Eog -evang -ertos 

eo 

bes J 
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§ 57. Or Surrixine THE TERMINATIONS. 

General Rule. 

The different tenses are formed by suffixing these terminations 
respectively to the tense-root or ground-form. 

N. B. It is supposed to be understood that the tense-root, or 
ground-form, consists of the Augment (where used), the Verb-root 
(first, second, or third), and, in certain Tenses, the letter or letters, 

inserted between said roots and the termination, which may be 
called signs of the tenses. 

Pluperf. 
Fut. Preterite. 

SYNOPSIS. 

ACTIVE VOICE. 

Tense-root termination, 

Aeint-@ 
Aeint—o-09 
din—o 

&Letn—-o» 

e-1st1-o-0 

&—Aint—oy 

Ae—Leun-& 
s—Le-lLeun—siy 

MIDDLE VOICE. 

Aeit-oucn 
detn-o-ouat 
As7e—-OUpete 
8~Aeve—Openy 
e—Lein—-o-auny 
8—Aive—-O"NY 
As—Aown-o 
s—Le—loin—euy 

PASSIVE VOICE. 

Aestt—ouas 
Lein—Fno-opar 
Asre-NO-Omae 
&-Leit—ouny 
e-Lein-F-ny 
s—Ain—ny 
As—Aece— peas 
s-Ae-Lewt—peny 
Ae-lein—c-opas 

The same combined. 

deo 
Aston 
dine 
shevsoy 
eespos _ 
elioy 
Acheipa 
eLedsiqpesy 

Aerzopas 

Asipopas 
Asoupas 
ehescopny 
sheswouny 
ehinopny 
Ashoine ° ° 
shelosiety 

Aesttopas 
Asp Pnoopas - 
Aunnoopas | 
ehectsouny ! 
edstpOny | 
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§ 58. I. Remarxs on Morss. 

1. The Present and Imperfect tenses in all the voices, are formed 
by adding to the roots, whether short, as dey; long, as dem; or, 

lengthened, as tvat; their respective terminations, as in the synop- 
tical paradigm, having prefixed to the Imperfect, the Augment, syl- 
labic or temporal, as the.casé may be. 

2. The Second Futures, and Second Aorists, are formed from 

the short roots, e. g. deexw, the short root din. Thus: 
Active. Middle. Passive, 

Second Aorists, &-Asa-oy e-Ain-ouny . s-lin-ny 

Second Futures, 4din- Ain-ovpece in-noopas 

3. The Perfect Passive, in dissyllables beginning with tgs, takes a, 
Instead of 8; as tosnw, tetgappas. 

4. The Perfect, and Pluperfect Active, aspirate the Z and K 
sounds, as Asu—w, Aches(x)p-a ; mhex-w, menie(x)y-2; and exchange 

the T sounds for x, as poa(dc)f-«, mepoa(d)x—c. ~ 
5. A T mute characteristic, is rejected before a consonant, in the 

Active and Middle voices, as pgatw, goad, 1 Fut. pga-c-m Active, 
and gga-c-ouat, Middle. In the Passive, it is changed into g, as 

qoas-Ijc-opat, s-poac-Fny, TEPQUT LAL. | ; 

Il. Remarks on Pures. 

1. In these the Perfect and Pluperfect Active take x, before the 
termination. | 

2. Verbs pure in aw, ew, ow, change the short into its own long, 
before a consonant, as gidew, pide, pedy-ow, m8-pidy-xe, etc.>4. 

NOTE,. 

5A Exceptions. 
1. Verbs in aw, after ¢ or «, retain a, thus: sew, I permit ; Feaopert, 

I look ; xonvaw, I labor ; uedtaw, 1 smile ; coouct, I cure. Those in 
-law and -oao, after a vowel, as yedan, etc. together with dissyllables 
in -a0, which do not pass into jv, all retain «, as ogaw, ogaca, etc. 

_ . First, fen in eo, retain e; as axse, I heal; olew, I grind; aoxeo, I 
suffice; &0, I set; spew, I vomit 3 vexeo, I ‘quarrel eo, I polish ; olen, 
I destroy ; telew, I finish; tae, I tremble. “Second, Sifteen i in sw, have 
eam, Or jo, thus: adzopat, I reverence ; acveo, 1 praise; axsouat, I © 
repair; adlgew, I gain; uySeouot, Tam burthened; dew, I bind ;.xadeo, 
Icall ; xndew, Iam afflicted ; xogew, I satisfy; poysouos, I fight ; 3 ‘olsen 
(of), I smell ; node, I desire ; woven, I labor ; otegew, I deprive ; 
gogew, I carry. Third, str in.so, have evoo, as mvsw, I breathe ; mAs0, 

ee 

Y [on 

yo | 
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3. Pure verbs whose roots terminate in s, (not changed into 7 
before a consonant) a doubtful, or a diphthong, insert o before pas 
in the Perfect Passive ; and before ny, and Inooueas, in the First 

Aorist, and First Future Passive, as agxew, agxsow, noxecpos, noxso- 

yy, agxecFnooper, etc.55 

4. Sometimes c is assumed in the First Aorist and First Future ; 
but not in the Perfect, as exenoDny, pynoSycouat; so also egdwodny 
and sxinoDyy , but scwdny drops o. 

5. Sometimes the short vowel of the root that had been length- 

ened before a consonant, is resumed before 97 and Inoopa, as 
éuge—o1, Evgn-oe, éEvge-Iyy, etc. In like manner exyys-dyy, ets—-Iyy, 

apnee-Tny. 

NOTES, 

I sail; yew, I pour; geo, I flow; Few, Irun; veo, I swim: but gees, 
I speak ; Seo, I place ; vem, I spin, have -7j00. 

3. From verbs in ow, Primitives retain o, thus: agow, I plough ; 
* Bow, I feed; sdow, I eat; ooo, I swear; ovow, I blame: but those 
passing into ys, have woo, a8 you, yroyts, yywoo. 

4. Anomals, xoiw, I burn, xavow ; xa, I weep, xdavow. 

55 Exceptions: 

Except. 1. Fwe in edo not insert o in these tenses, viz. a:ve-e, I 
praise; avys—w, I boast ; eus-w, I vomit ; ege-w, I rave; ode-w, I destroy. 

Except. 2. Eight whose roots end in a, do not insert ¢, thus: 
axgoa-ouet, I hear; Fea-ouos, I behold; ta-opor, I heal ; xovsa-w, I 
sprinkle with dust ; oga-w, I see; mega-opot, I attempt; nega-o, I 
pass over ; pwoga-o, I catch a thief. 

Except. 3. One ending in « does not insert o, thus: t:-@, I honor ; 
QS T8-Ti-waes e-ti—-Fyy; ti-y- copa. 

Except. 4. Eleven whose roots end in v, do not insert ¢, as agtu—o, 
Tarrange; Bev-o, Iabound; dv-w, I enter into; Fu-w, Irusk; ideuv-a, 
I place ; xoxv-w, I lament ; xwhv-w, I forbid ; lu-w, [ unbind ; pnrv-o, 
I make known ; 6v-w, I draw ; tev-w, I bore. 

Except. 5. Seven in sv, do not insert o, as dev-w, I water ; vev-w, I 
nod ; (vw) vev-w, (old root), I swim; (xvew) avev-o, (old root), I 
breathe ; (gsm) gev-e, (old root), I flow; csv-w, T agitate ; (yew) yev-m, 
(old root), I pour. 

Except. 6. Also many verbs derived from nouns, as Bagidev-o, I 
reign as a king. 

Except. 7. ov in dov-a, I work, does not insert o. 

Except. 8. Fourteen sometimes insert o,and sometitnes not, as agu-o, 
I draw; dea—m, I do; Se-w, I boil; sha-w, I drive; xas-w, I burn; 
xega—o, I mix; xva-w, I scrape; xoge-w, I satisfy; pva-w, I call to 
remembrance ; ungu-w, I draw out ; ovo-w, I abuse ; nav-o, I cause to 
cease ; nve-o2, I breathe ; wa-w, I touch. 

9 
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Ill. Remarks on Liquids. 

1. Roots long by diphthongs are shortened in the First Future, by 
rejecting the subjunctive vowel, thus: te»-w, tsy-a. 

2. A root short, or shortened, is lengthened in the First Aorist, 
by changing e into &; @ into 7, and doubling the quantity of a doubt- 

ful, thus: veu-c, e-vecu—a 3 pol—d, s-wrl-a; xQiv—-W, s-xgiv-e. 

3. The First Future, Active and Middle, adds the terminations to 

the first root, short or shortened ; as te, shortened ter, First Future 

tev- Active, tey-ovzat Middle: the Passive, to the second root, as 

paiy-o, pay, second root, par-Fyaoper. But dissytlables in eva, eves, 

vyw drop » before a consonant, thus tee, xervo, Fvyw, whose second 

roots are tay, xgiv, Fir, give tadycouar, xovIncopor, etc. Perfect 

Active xexgixa, not xexgsvxa, etc. But xteevo and zivyw, do not drop 
the », as menIvyxa, etc. 

4. The First Aorist, Active and Middle, adds the termination « 

and auyy, to the long, or lengthened root with the augment prefixed, 
as TELy, Eteiya; oteddw, oted, lengthened, ated, eoteda, sotedauny: the 

Passive, to the second root adds #7, as may, s-par-Iny. 

5. The Perfect and Pluperfect, Active and Passive, are formed 
from the second root, as onxsigw; second root, onag, -onag-x-a, 

s-onag-x-ey: here x comes between the root and termination; Pas- 
sive ®-o7ag—pwal, «on Ag-UNHY. 

6. When yu characteristic, in the flexion of the verb, would pre- 

cede a consonant, they are separated by 7, as veo, ve-veu-n-xa, 

sys-veu—y—xeiy, etc. ; so also Baddw and evo take 7 before xa. 

7. The Perfect and Pluperfect Middle add the terminations to 
1 2 38 

the third root, as in teivo, tev, TAY, TOY, TE-TOY-a, ETE—TOV-ELy.5 

NOTE. 

5 Remarks on Anomals. 

Attention to the following remarks, may be of use in ascertaining 
the roots in this class of Greek verbs. 

1. All verbs whose characteristic appears not in the Present, whose 
root has been superseded by a new form, may be ranked among the 
anomals. 

2. This irregularity proceeds no further than the Present and 
Imperfect tenses. 

3. The roots of these anomals have been lengthened by suffixes, 
requiring by the laws of euphony, the elision of their last radical, and 
thus their true, verbal characteristic has disappeared. 

4. The following words witl furnish some principal exainples of 
this process. 

se 
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-” 

§ 59. OF ConrractEp VERBS. 

Verbs whose characteristic is a, 2, or 0, contract the concurrent 

vowels in the Present and Imperfect tenses of all the voices, as 
TUAW, THU; Pidew, Priw; Sylow, Syiw, etc. 

In each of these, there are eight concurrences of vowels, as in 
the following scheme. 

Of the possible cases of Contraction in pure Verbs. 

a, a8 oo an aw a8 an aoe aov-—S8 )- 
contracted, ao oo &@€ ® @€ &€ @ O 

& 28 80 em ED 8 em Ff0t sov—8 94 
contracted, & ov 7 @ && of ov ° 

0, 0&8 00 on ow o8& on oo oov—8 
contracted, ov ov @ & OF oF ot ov | 

NOTE. 

(1) By suffixing ox, as d:day, didayox, Sidacx-w. Here x the charac- 
teristic of the Primitive is dropped for the sake of euphony. 

(2) By suffixing oy, as nad, nadoz, xacy-o. 
(3) By suffixing oo, as neay, moayoo, neaco-o. 
(4) By affixing ¢, as xeay—xogayl—xoal-w. 
5. The true root of the verb, will generally appear in the First 

Future, by striking off ow, as neacow, neate, (i. e. tgay-ow), noay, 
the primary root; yygacxm, First Future yygeow, drop ow, and the 
root is y7oa. 

6. Some in ¢w, have both f# and ow, in the First Future, as 
aonato, nolo, ovgitw. These probably were originally different 
forms ; for example, nary, as. To the former add {and attend to 
euphony, and you will have wat; the latter, by adding ¢ for the 
new Present, and rejecting it before o of the Future, will give maioo. 

7. Those in fw, which have ow only in the First Future, and 
assume 6 in the Second Aorist, have evidently that letter for their 
last radical, as poate, pgaow, epoadoy, root mead. 

8. Some verbs in fw take y before & in the First Future, as nial, 
slayto; but these are evidently from old forms in yyo, as nlayya, 
nlayto, etc, 
' 9. Verbs in ooo, (Attic trw), according as they make the First 
Future in $@ or ow, are secondary forms, from roots terminating either 
in a x mute, or a yowel, as tagacc, tagay, tagay-s, tagat-w; xlacg, 
The, wla-Tw. 

10. Here let it be observed that o, representative of ecw, I shall be, 
from the old ew, J am, is still the symbol] of futurition in mutes and 
pures ; and was anciently a constituent element of the Future tense, 
in liquids likewise. Thus: dey-eaw, by syncope dey-ow, by combina- 
tion defo. So in liquids; og-eaw, og-cw, and woca, First Aorist, in 
use among the ancient poets. 
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All these are provided for by the rules of contraction ; where « 
is the antecedent, as in the first line, the seventh rule applies ; in the 
second line es comes under the first rule; eo under the second ; the 
six remaining under the fifth; in the third line, os belongs to the - 
second rule, oo to the first ; the rest to the sizth. Drilling on these 
will save the use of a verbal paradigm. Osi, ovy, properly speaking 
is no exception, e. g. the old Infinitive Sydlozuevar, Dor. dndoeuer ; 

Ion. dydosy; Att. dniovy, by Apocope, Elision, and Crasis. 

” 

2 



PARADIGM OF THE VERB. 

§ 60. Genera. Parapicm oF THE VERB. 

PRESENT TENSE. 
ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 
hevx—-o Asix—oucs 

Sing. ; —8L¢ — 

-& —8Tat 
~opley —opedoy 

Dual ; —etoy -ea0 Foy 
—&Ttoy -eo oy 
—omey —ometa 

Plur. ; ~ETe -eote 
—ovCt —ovtas 

Subjunctive Mood. 
Aes-0 Ase7s—onsens 

Sing. —7S at /] 

“n _ watas 
~ONphey —opedoy 

Dual ; -7tov -nao Sov 
—HTOY -no Pov 
—onpeey —epedor 

Plur. ; -nT8 node 
-008 —OOvT Ob 

| Optative Mood. 
Asin—oups Asirt-oupny 

Sing. } 08g -0v0 
/ Ob -o1t0 

~OLpey —ousedor 
Dual ; —Oostoy ~—o1r Pov 

( ~OsT ny -orodny 
—Onsey -ometoa 

Plur. ; -o1Te -o1 Fs 
Oley —0Lvto 

Imperative Mood. 
Asse—e Aei-ov 

Sing. ; —eTo -eo Fo 
Dual —stoy -sotoy 

; —8t Oy -er Foe 
—ete -soFs 

Plur. } eT OT KY —eoFocay 

Infinitive Mood. 
desm—euy | Assx-so Foe 

Participle. 
N. Aesn-ow -ovoa | Len-opsvos -opern 

07) . [-opsvoy 
G -ovtos —ovens —OusyoU —operng 

-Ovtog [-opevov 

PASSIVE VOICE. 

Aets—opat 

Aetzs—o1peny 
~00 
—06T0 
-o1peTov 
-o.r Foy 
-o1 Fny 
—oLpetec 
-o.r de 
-O0UvtO 

Lestt-ov 
-e 903 
-so Poy 
-sodoy 
-eode 
-soSacay 

| Aees-eoF as 

ALesie-opevog ~ouery 
[ -opsvoy 

-OfsvoU -operng 
[-opevou 
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IMPERFECT TENSE. 

ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

e—Asin—oy &—-Asee~ony s—Len-opny 
Sing. 3 -&F —-OU ou 

-8 —tT0 -8t0 
—omey -oued —ousdoy 

Dual. ; —etoy vee Sor | “ony 
—stny ~ec ny ) so ony 
—omey —opeta —oued a 

Plur. ; ete -eode -sots 
—oy -0vto -ovto*! 

N. B. The Subjunctive, Optative, Imperative, and Infinitive moods, 

and the Participles, are the same as the Present. 

NOTES. 

57 Asthe Imperfect, in all the moods but the Indicative, is the 
same with the Present, as also the Pluperfect the same as the Perfect, 
only the Indicative of these tenses is presented in the Paradigms. 

58 Here attend to the constitution of the double letters, and laws 
of euphony ; 2, is equivalent to y; and iwo mutes, of different orders, 
must be of the same strength, i. e. both smooth, both middle, or both 

2 
aspirate ; thus: x, before #, must assume the same rank; as g. 
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FIRST FUTURE TENSE. 

ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

Aevp—o7°8 Asip—opcrr® Lee Fno—opos®® 
Sing. ; “us -} h 

—éT at —ET OL 
~ uy —ousFor —ousFoy 

Dual. ; Estoy -o Foy -ea Foy 
~etor -ea Foy -ea Foy 
-OueEy —oueda —ousdu 

Plur. ; —8té -ecde -sods 
-ovet —OvTaL —ovtas 

Subjunctive Mood. 

Levp—o ) Aety—oosors Leep Sno-opar 
Sing. “ns “1 “n 

-n —ntae NT as 
—epey —apust oy —ased oy 

Dual. —ntoy —no Soy no For 
—NtOv ~no Foy -no doy 
—Ooeey —oped ce —oped a 

Plur. ; —nT8 nods nods 
~oor —OVTOL —OvTOS 

Optative Mood. 

Aecw—ovpse Asty—orpeny AeepOno-otusny 
Sing —ol¢ 010 —0l0 

-01 -otto -olto 
—OoLey —o1ueFoy —o1sPoy 

Dual. ; —ostoy -aro Dor -oir Dov 
—O1THy -orcDny oro ny 
—Oopeey —onpedoac —oupsto. 

Plur. ; —OLTS -o10 98 -ow ds 
—OLEy —oLvto —01¥TO 

Imperative Mood. 

This mood has no separate form for the Future ; all its tenses 
necessarily involving futurity. 

Infinitive Mood. 
Aswp—soF at 

Participles. 

Asup-opusvog -— -o” 
—ouevou —7n¢ -OU 

Assw—ery | | AeupSyo-eo Fas 

LepPno-ouevos -y ~ov 
-OMevOU —NS -OU 

N. Asvw—ay -ovca -oy 
G. -ovtog -ovens -ovtog 



ekevy—a edecw—auny 
Sing. -as -o 

—g ~AaTO 

—osey -apetoy 
Dual. -atoy -ac Sov 

-ainy -aodyy 
—asy —opsta 

Plur. ; -ate -aote 
-ay —ayto 

Subjunctive Mood. 

Asty—co Aevyy—coas 
Sing. ; —n$ —7 

-7 —ytae 
id —opsFoy 

Dual. -ntoy ~no Foy 
—7toy —no Foy 
— Oley —opeta 

Plur. ; ~nte ~noFe 
00s —wvT ae 

Optative Mood. 

Asty—cous . Aewp—aspny 
Sing. ; —atg —aL0 

—as —asTO . 
Lipsey —aipsdoy 

Dual. —aitoy -aoSoy 
ALT Hy -aicdny 
—CeLpeev —aipetac 

Plur. ; —ObT8 ~atoPs 
—avey -awto 

Imperative Mood. 

. Aevw—oy Asup—ce 
Sing. ; TO -ac Fw 
Dual —atoy -acdoy 
_ ; —atoy -aod oy 
Plur. —ate -aods 

-atocay -coducay 

Infinitive Mood. 

Leww—oe | Aswy-cotes 

Participles. 

N. deww-as -acn —-ov| Levp—apasvos -y -ov 
G. -avtos -aons -avtos —OsyOU —S -OU 

PARADIGM OF THE VERB. 

FIRST AORIST. | 

ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicate Mood. 

| 

ehepd—ny 

Assqd—a 
at {kJ 
~7 

—ntoy 
—ntoy 

—nte 
—0Gs 

Asupd-eny 

—8ing 
—8Ly 
—singsey 
—sutoy 
—euntny 

—ernpey 
—eLyte 
—e1noay 

Asigp3—nyat 

Asupd-sic -oa -ev- 
—EVTOS -ELONS —EYTOS 



Plur. 

As—lerqp—a 
—a¢ 

-8 
-apey 
—aTOr 

-—artor 

—opey 
—OT8 
-a0t 

As-Aesg—o 

see 
ma 
to 

Sing. } 

u§ 
: 

e 
qo 
ne 

Aelerq—evece 

PARADIGM OF THE VERB. 

PERFECT TENSE. 

' ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

As-loiwn-a 
-—a¢ 
-8 

-atoy 
—atTey 
—opey 
~ate 
ac 

Subjunctive Mood. 
As-Loir-o 

-HS 

“Hh 
—eopey 
toy 

toy 
eer 
—nte | = 

Optative Mood. 

de-Lost—orpss 
—OLC 

-08 
—OLpey 
~OLTOY 

—OLtNnY 
~O1sy 
—-OiTs 

—ovey 

Imperative Mood. 
ds~Loit~e 

—ETocay 

Infinitive Mood. 
| Ae-Aown—svas 

Participles. 

eS ee eh See epeeeinne ieee 2820S sete 

- 
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PASSIVE VOICE. 

Achews—pas 
Acletn—oas 

-Tas 
Acdatu—yedeoy 
Aeletp—F op 

—peves oaev 
"toy 

al 
_ peeves copey 

ate 
eons 

Ashesi-pevos exny 
en¢ 

em 
—pEves ecnusy 

8tntoy 
ecntny 

—Mevos erney 
€47)T8 
seyoay 

Ae-Lesre(y)-co 
Achecp—Fea 

—Por 

—Joy 
-3s 

-Socay 

| Asdecp—Pae 

N. ds-Asiq-we ~vix -o¢| As-lown-ag ~vies -o¢| dedes-ysvos -n -o» 
G. -OT0$ -ULAS -—OTOS 

10 
-OT0$ -UVlag -OTOS —pevou —n¢ -ov 
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PLUPERFECT TENSE. 

ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 
the—-Levep—-ety ehs-Lown—evy ehelewu—uny 

Sing. ; -8¢ E16 ehehecn—co 
Et ~8 -t0 
—ENSY Eley | ededetp-psFoy 

Dual. ; —8uTOY —ELTOY elelevp—Fow 
—8tT ny —ELtny —Iny 
~ELpsey —8Lpsy ehederp—peFas 

Plur. ; 8678 —81T8 elelevep—te 
-soay ~Eioay ~ato9 

‘The Subjunctive, Optative, Imperative, Infinitive moods, and: Par- 
ticiples, are the same as the Perfect. 

NOTE. 4 

59 In the third person plural of mufes and liquids, the elision of 
colliding consonants, would render them identical with the third 
person singular; e. g. terunvtas, eject » colliding with 2, you have 
tsvuntat, which identifies with the third singular. To abtain a 
special form for the plural in such cases, instead of », a is employed, 
and the p and k sounds are aspirated, as tstupatae ; otherwise a peri- 
phrasis is used tetuypevos evos, for the Perfect, and tetuppevor qoay, for 
the Pluperfect. In pure verbs, this is not necessary, as xeqidyytas, 
In these such collisions cannot eccur. 
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SECOND FUTURE TENSE. 

ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

din-o Atm-ovpes dsx—no-opas 
Sing. ; ELS —n “i 

—&5 —ELT OS —eT as 
—OupEy -ouuedoy —ousPov 

Dual. ; —8itOY ~siaFoy -so Foy 
—eLTov EoD OY -ec doy 
—OupEy —oupetac —opsta 

Plur. ; —eTe ~ote -eode 
—ovet —oUrrast —Ovtas 

Subjunctive Mood. 
Asre—09 Asr-copeats Ain-no-opee 

Sing. ; “76 “n “n 
-7 —Htae -ntae 
—clgeey —wpsToy —apedoy 

Dual. ; -ntoy —noSov —no For 
toy —noDoy —no For 
—Oneey —osedoc —apeta 

Plur. ; —4re -7oPe ods 
—0b —OvT aL OT Os 

Optative Mood. 
Atze—Otjse Aize-o1ny Aem-no-—orpny 

Sing. ; -006 -040 -010 
° -0t ~08T0 -OLTO 

—O1sy —o1petoy —o1pseDoy 
Dual. ; ~OtToy -oo Foy -o.o Pov 

—OLtny -owSny -o1sDny 
~Ouey —orpeFac ~oipsdac 

Plur. ; -06T8 ~o1Fs — -o1r Fs 
—oLey -olvTO -OL¥TO 

Imperative Mood. 
Has no Future. 

Infinitive Mood. 
Aun-ety | Ace-eroD-cce | Asn-no-soPos 

Participles. 

N. denx-ooy -ovee Aim-oupey -0g -y | Ain-no-oper -0¢ -7 

[-ovy [-o» oy 
G. —_ -ovytog -ovens -0v -7¢ -0U —7¢ 

[-ovrtos [-ov [-ov 
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SECOND AORIST. 

ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

&-Ain-o» &-Aik-ouny 8-Ain-ny 
Sing. ; “86 —ov 1s 

-8 -&T0 — 
—opey —opsDoy ner 

Dual. —8t0r -eo Foy ; —ntoy 
—stny -eoDny - —ntny 

. —opey —opeda —nyaey 
Plur. -@t8 -eoa -nt8 

-ov —OvTO nour 

: Subjunctive Mood. 
dic—wo Aue—wopeoee din-o 

Sing. “nS “a “1S 
—-h —ntae at 

—00ey —opedoy —asey 
Dual. —1tOr —no Pov -ntoy 

—1TOY —noFov —7toy 
—wpey — onseF ce —O0A8y 

Plur. -Nt8 -noos ~—te 
-0006 cov T os 006 

Optative Mood. 

Acme—ouges Ain-otpny dix—-euny 
Sing. -01S -010 ~ans 

~ot -oLto | ~8Nn 
—ospey —oipetoy , ~eenpey 

Dual. ~o0LToy ose Pov —Lntoy 
-OLEny _ mod ny ~sintny 

ed —orpetar ~Senpsy 

Plur. -olT8 -o10 9's ~Euts 
—OLgy -oLvs0 ~8imoay 

Imperative Mood. 
. hec~e din-ov din—nFe 

Sing. ; = 8T@D ~er Foy —4te 
~stov -saSor toy 

Dual. ; —ET OP ‘reotow —tooy 
—8t8 —sate -yts 

Plur. 3 —Etaray. -sotucay | —nToocy 

Infinitive Mood. 
Liss—esy | dcw-sodas { Aee-nvas 

Participles. 
dun-8g toe Oey 

“8YTOS —8LONS ~8yTOS 
* ON. den-ov -ovoa -o»| dsn-oper -0¢ -y -or 

-Ovt0g -OveNs —OYTOS -OU —1$-0U 
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§ 61. Panapiems or THE Perrecr Passive. 

Here it may be observed, that in pure verbs, the terminations are 
added without. difficulty to the vowel which ends the root; in mute 
and liquid verbs, a collision of consonants takes place, some of 
which must be expelled or modified by the laws of euphony. 

Example of the Perfect and Pluperfect tenses of gsdeo. 

Perfect Tense. Pluperfect Tense. 
- meEpidn—pat exepiln—pny 
Sing. —vae -70 

~Tas ° -t0 
—peFor —pedoy 

Dual. —oF or -~oSor 
-oFor —odny 
peta peta 

Plur. ots ods 
VERS -¥to 

These terminations can be added to pure verbs without any 
change or elision. But not so in mute and liquid verbs. Of the 
differences and changes arising from colliding consonants, for the 
sake of euphony, the following examples will furnish a sufficient 
specimen. In the mutes we shall exemplify the P sounds, the K 
sounds, and the T sounds in declension. 

And first of the P sound Aedecupecct. 
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§ 63. Parapicms or P, K, ann T sounns. - 

Perfect Tense, Passive Voice. 

The P sounds. The T sounds. 

s Atlei-mat =o §=— = tts =| qyU-tpOE aL i LL) 
; Se ee —Opseee om “OTHE 

Asheu-rpeSoy -naSoy -naoPoyv| nyvu-tuetoy -totov -toder 
D.§ > -pueSor -nGor = -nFor -opstoy -ctoy -odoy 

-pioy -gioy 
Ashe-npsFa -nods -nvtar | nru-tueda -tode  -tytat 

—ppsta -uGe = -scta®® -opeda -ode eTTae 
—pie OT as 

Pluperfect Tense, Passive Voice. 

Ss jie -%G0  8=-nTO -| yvU-TERY -t00 —Tt0 
° puny §=-wo —ouny -50 -oTO 

sheler—npsdoy -noFoy -noDny| nyu-tusetoy -todoy = —to dy 
—pustov -aFov = -nFny --opsdoy -otov  -odny 

-ptoy -pFny 
chelei-nsta -ngde -nvto | yvu-tysPa 8 -tod2e 8 -tvT0 

P| —ypeda -n2Fs -mt0°9 -opsGa -ots ~Tt0 
-pts -0TO 

Perfect Tense, Passive Voice. 

The K sounds. Example of Liquids. 

Ss BeBoe-zyuar -you. -ytar | seoqa-luot -dcas -Ata 
~ypar -§ar 8 —xta 

D. BeGge-zusdoy -zyotov -yotoy | sopa-dusdoy -lcdov -AcDoyv 
\ —ypstoy—-ytoy -zFov -Adoy —Adoyv 

BeBos-ypsta -yods -yvtor | ecpa-ApeOa -lode —-Avtar 
-ypeda -y~Pe = -ytat -A9e ~ -Atas5? 

—xror4°9 

Pluperfect Tense, Passive Voice. 

s sBsSoe-yuny -yoo  —-yto TEPA-yas = TST 

“yuny -§0 = ~-xto ~ppen 
D. ; eBeBoe-yusdoy -yoFov -yoInr| nepa-vustoy —vaFov —-vaodoy 

—yuetor-yFoy -yOny —puetoy -yFoy -vtoy 
eBeBos-yusda -yode -yrto | neqa-yusia -yote  -vrtas 

P. ~ypsta —y~Fs -yto —ppeda -vFs —ytou9 
—xTO ; 

The above paradigms will serve sufficiently to exemplify the 
changes, which, by the laws of Greek euphony, in the collision of 

ge 9 eee Be ee ete eet at 

> 
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certain consonants, are made in annexing the terminations to the 
roots. In pures, there is no change.® 

NOTE. ; 

60 DraLects oF VERBS IN © AND pt. 

The difficulty arising from the dialectical varieties in the Greek 
language must be obvious to all. Nothing but practice and extensive 
reading, can effectually overcome it. The following table, it is pre- 
sumed, may be of some use, in connection with a good Lexicon. 
Here let it be observed, that the dialect to which the terminations 
are frequently referred, is not to be considered as exclusive, but only 
that in which they are most usually found. 

The Jonic and Poetic insertions of a vowel or diphthong before the 
last syllable, as rune, tunew, tuneLw, are not noticed in this table. 

The terminations of the Middle and Passive Voices, as also those 
of verbs in ys, which are the same as jn the Active Voice, are subject 
to the same changes; so that this table is of a generic character, in- 
cluding both conjugations, viz. verbs in o, and verbs in yw. 

A Tasuz exhibiting the most usual dialects of the terminations of 
Greek Verbs. 

FINITE MOODS. 

I. ACTIVE VOICE. 

Singular. 
1 Pers. -ys- FE. guue; D. etus, and (if from aw) ays; as, tr9- 

sput for —st; tot—apse for tor—nus. — 
Out FE. A. sta; as, AeSeea. 
—ay I. sa, D. A. 15 a8, exeynv-y for —euy. 
Obl A. omy, D. ony; as, ped-orny for —o1pe. 

—qyte A. amy; a8, tip-eyy for -gur 
—oUny A. emy; as, 6s6-wny for d:d-ormy. And so on 

through all the persons. 
2 Pers. -8s D. e¢, AE. 16; 88, apsdy~eg for -sic. 

-ag -1¢ A. avta, nota; as, ep-noFa for ~yg; o8-acFa, 
contracted aio 9a for odac. 

-ag ZB. A. erag3 as, tuy-ssac for -ais. 
—usg P > D. 283 as, PoLT—7¢ for — M6. 
. ves. D. 2, AS. 43 a8, tTunt-y for ~e. 

3 Pers. -e Plup. A. 1, 1. 68; aa, stevup-n for “ev. 
oe FE. A. ae; as, tuy~ees for az. 
| I. nos; a8, tunt-nos for -7. 
<O —E D. 4, 43 a8 oo~y for ¢. 
-Ob D. to; a8 tePy-te for os. 



1. These are formed from verbs of the frst conjugation in eee, - 
200, ow, 1, and ve, the first three of which only require to be exem- - 

VERBS DN pu. 

§ 63. Tue Seconp Consucarion or VERBS IN pu. 

plified in the paradigm. 

NOTE. 

Plural. 

1 Pers. -pey D. usc; aa, tunto-peo for —uey; tuy-oupec or 
—evpss for ~oper; qid-evpeg for -ovper; Oni- 
oupes for —ovpey. 

~nsy A. psy ; a8, tupFe—pey for tupFe—nper. 
2 Pers. -nts A. t8; a8, tupSse—te for rupFes—7te. 
3 Pers. -a: D. 15; a8, pdnx-ayts for -aos ; ex—corts for -ecs; 

_ —@oy contr. —tey 

Ley-ovts for -oves; tel-evyts for -over; pia- 
-ouvts for -ovos; tud-syts or -qyte for -e0s; 
6:0-wyts for -ovgs. 

B. into »; as, tervp-ay for —acr. 
-agt-vos-eel. aos, vari, eacs; a8, Osixv—vacr for vas ; tH - 

eaot for —eict. 
-Ovss J. suas, oact, D. orcs; as, $13-oa0s for -oves; 

gids-orcs for -oves. 
-oy B. ovay ; a8, seczat-ooay for -o». 
-eay —nony § P. ey, av, ov, ov; a8, uO-ey for ~sray; 2-07 
Or ay -Noay for -ovay ; syy-wy for -wcay, 
—euay A. I. eway ; a8, sing-ecay for -sicay. 
nas -axacs AS. A. aot; as, te99-ace for —yxacs. 
nd fE. A. stay 5 a, rup-say for -avsy. 

A 2 
~areay TOO aY ~srrecay ~ornocy ~ovTemay, A. into avrey, 

2 3 
OYTOY, CUYTOY; a8, sUy-aytOy for -atecay ; 
Asy-oytow for -sracay; dun-ovrvtew for sta- 
cay. 

~soy Contr. —duy ; D. I. evy; as, NY an—evy for oy. 

Infinitive Mood. - 

~siy -evas —s I. egy, A. D. enevars, suv, AG. sy, qv; 08, eh D-eusvars 
| for -sy; apedy—ev for -sey; toD—apey and -sps- 

vas for —evas. 
—at A. D. epevac; as, tvy-epevas for ~as. 

-¢ A. D. apsvas, yo, AL. qv, 5, a0; 98, Cpw for tor. 
-ovy A. D. opeves, D. suv, ov, GE. 066, 087 ; a8, baw 

for -ov». 

a 
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2. This conjugation is formed by changing into ss, and lengthen- 
ing the penult, as paw, pays, pnpe. 

3. The roots of the verbs of this conjugation, are either, 1. Sim- 

ple, as ga, in pnt; or Reduplicate, as fifa, in BiBnue. 

4. This reduplication is two-fold ; 1. Proper, when the first con- 
sonant is repeated with 1, as Jo, the simple root in dom; d:do, the 

reduplicate in d:deys, the new formation; or, 2. Improper, when 4, 
only is prefixed, as 2, the simple root in se; +s, the reduplicate in 

snus, I go. 

NOTE. 

Participles. 

-oved D. orca, svoa; as, Cat-evon for nt-ovea. 
-as -aca -—ay D. asc, aoa, av; a8, Sry-arg for —-as, etc. 

ao ; -uvet -05 A. 036, oc, wg; a8, Sot—we for —yxors; I. -s00g 

-a¢ LE. ow; a8, tetruq—ov, G. -ortog for -a, —-oro0s. 

FINITE MOODS. 

II. MIDDLE AND PASSIVE VOICES. 

Singular. 
1 Pers. -opai, 1 Fut. D. ovpes ; as, ruy-ovpas for -opat. 

—OUUKL D. super; as, pad-supoe for -ovpas. 
—pny D. pay; as, etunto—pay for -—uyy. 

2 Pers. -y A. #, Ion. Indic. eo, Subj. nos; a8, Bovd~ee for -7. 
—ov I. co, D. su; as, way-sv for -ov. 
—0 I. ao; as, elvo—ao for —w. 

Plural. 

1 Pers. -sda D. soda ; as, ixop-eoFa for -ea. 
3 Pers. -ytac-evor es I. atos or satas; as, xs-atoe for xst-yt0se; sigu- 

atas for -yta,; Achey-atas for —yuevos, -si00. 
-vt0 -svot noay I. ato or sato ; as, mevdot~ato for -o1vt0; eysv— 

sato for -ovto ; eotad—ato for —peyvots noay. 
—noay LE. sv; as, OurnSe-sy for -noay; srup3-ey for 

—noay. 
-Oo ny A. I. D. wv; as, Astacd-ay for -acayv. 

Infinitive Mood. 

vas D. nuevos, AS. quev; as, Aeep—quey for -nvac. 

Participles. 

—OUMEYOS D. AL. evpevos ; as, pth-evpevos for -ovpevos. 

11 
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5. Verbs beginning with 71, or, or a vowel, prefix « for the redu- 
plication. In the two former, the « is aspirated, as nto, inta; ove, 
iota; in the latter, not unless the simple root begins with an aspi- 

rate, thus: so, inuc, I go; &, inus, I send. 

6. When the simple or primitive radical consists of more than one 
syllable, there is no reduplication, as coe, sons; ove, ovngee. 

7. The pure primitives sometimes reduplicate without passmg 
into us, a8 dow, dsd0m; in which case they are inflected as pures of 
the first conjugation; sometimes they pass into ms, and do not re- 
duplicate, as paw, pyus; and many both reduplicate and pass into ps, 
as Deo, teInust. But verbs in vas, never reduplicate; and besides, 

want the Second Aorist, the Optative and Subjunctive moods. 
8. Some pures add yvv to the root, as oxda, oxedarvv. Some 

mutes and liquids, in order to pass into pu, add vv, as psy, poyru; 
ag, aovu. 

9. Verbs in ws, have only one root, and as they want the second 

and third roots, so they want also the tenses derived from these, 
viz. the Second Future, the Second Aorist Passive, the Perfect and 

Pluperfect Middle. Only three tenses, properly belong to this con- 
jugation, viz. the Present, Imperfect, and Second Aorist. The other 
tenses are formed from the pure primitives. 

§ 64. FormarTIon oF THE TENSES. 

General Rule. 

Prefix to the root, simple or reduplicate, the augment where 
admissible, and suffix the final letters or terminations. These are 

as follows, so far as the final letters are separable from the root. 

I. ACTIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

Primary Tenses. Secondary Tenses. 

Sing. —ps ~s -o8 {| -» -¢ 
Dual. -pev -toy -ToY -pexy = Toy = THY 
Plur.-yev == —vTL wey te - ree 

Imperative Mood. Infinitive Mood. 

Sing. -F4 -T0) ~vos 
Dual. -toy -To» . 
Plur. -te ‘ Toca Participles. 

-yt¢ = ~vtoa «=~ G.. -vt06, etc. 

“~ 4 a - 
=a pa ’) Wummmmmetteeccscee— l 
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II. MIDDLE AND PASSIVE VOICES. 

Indicative Mood. 
Primary Tenses. Secondary Tenses. 

Sing.-wor -oor -tas -syy = =-00 = -80 
Dual. -peSov -cFoy -oFoyr —ueSoy -cFoy -cdyy 
Plur. -pePa -cFe = -vra —psda -cFe -yvt0 

Imperative Mood. Infinitive Mood. 

Sing. -70 -73-0 -otau 
Dual. -cSov -cFuy Participles 
Plur. -092 -cwcav articiples. 

N. -uevog -pevy = -esvoy 

Remarks on the Tenses of Verbs in jt. 

1. The final letters in the Middle and Passive, are the same as 

in the first conjugation. 
2. In the Indicative singular of the Present and Imperfect Active, 

the final short vowels of the root, are changed into their own long, 

as tora, tory—us; tote, reOq-ps; dio, Osda-ps. So likewise in all the 
numbers of the Second Aorist, except in teP-n-pr, didu-pr, and in-ps, 
which retain the short final vowel of the root, in the dual and plural. 
In the Middle and Passive, the short vowel remains, in all the com- 

binations of the root with the final letters. 

3. The Imperfect, where augment is admissible, prefixes « to the 
root, simple or reduplicate, as gy-us, s-gy-v; ga, the simple root; 

ioty-ps, iotn-y, iota, the reduplicate root, augment inadmissible, etc. 

4, The Second Aorist exchanges the reduplication for the aug- 
ment ¢, as t-ota, s-ota; di—Jo, s—do, as in i-orn-ps, &-ot7y-v; 81-Jor—wL, 

e-Je0-v. 

5. The Subjunctive mood, in all the voices, changes the final 
short vowel of the root, into the ordinary terminations of that mood, 

as ior-o, —7¢, -n, dual -wer, -ytov, etc. Active. 

iot—oysot, —y, —jtor, dual -wyeFor, etc. Middle and Passive. 
But -ee retains the » in all the persons and numbers, as 0d-a, -a¢, -a, 

dual -cper,-otor, etc. Active. 31d-wpar, -@, -wrat, dual -wpedor, etc. 

Middle and Passive. 

6. The Optative adds «to the final short vowel of the root, as 

iot-a, iot—oe 3 tHO-2, 9-21; J1d-0, 510-08; and for terminations, com- 

bines the final letters of the secondary tenses with », thus: -1y, -4¢, -93 

| —hpey, —ntov, -ytny; —nusy, -yte, -noay, which suffix to the roots, ioras, 
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tS, 6:00, and you have the Active form of the Present tense. The 
terminations are the same in the other tenses. In the Middle and 
Passive the terminations are the same as in the first conjugation. 

7. The Imperative through all the voices, adds the final letter 
immediately to the root, as 

Sing. Dual. Plural. 
Active, cora—-Fs —to -toy = -tTw -te -TaCay 
Mid. and Pass. ioza-co -cFw | -cSov -cFav | -0F2 -cSwcar 

But the Second Aorist changes the short vowel of the root into its 
own long, as otn-d1, etc. but tePyus, ddan, and inus, retain the 
short vowel of the root, and take ¢ instead of 4, in the second singu- 

lar, as Deg, dog, se. 

8. The Infinitive adds to the root -ves for the Active, a and -oSas 
for the Middle and Passive, as iota-vau, icta-cFen, ete. But tI, 

diSer, and inu:, in the Second Aorist, change the short vowel of the 

root into its own diphthong, as Sever, dovves, svar; others, like 

atyvai, take the long vowel, as yrwvar, Brwvat, etc. 

~ 9. The other tenses belong to the first conjugation, as | See, 

See-cw, or Fy-cw; teFeexa, teFexa, or te9yxa; for ee is equivalent to 

yjore. The Bootians adopted Tetene, which afterwards was gene- 
rally received. 

10. When these verbs reduplicate, but do not pass into gs, they 
follow the laws of the pure primitives, as dow, 0sd0w ; 8000, 2d1- 

Sovy; ica, sw; teov, tov; tess, berg, etc. 

11. Some have a peculiar formation by assuming 4s euphonic be- 

tween the reduplication and the root, as aipmie, nipndnus, from 
mie-w; mimo, meron, from mea-w.5 

NOTE. 

61 It may be proper to remark here, that some Grammarians use 

another form of the {Subjunctive of iors, on the principle of the 

regular contraction of i toto, consisting of the reduplicate root and 

the subjective termination. Thus: 

totoo -- iotans toTan . totantoy | 
toro ioT OS tore _ otator, ete. 

whereas the other terminations (which are given in the paradigm) 

proceed on the change of the final vowel of the root, into the usual 

terminations of that mood, as tote, iotys, ioty, etc. The regular con- 

tractions of tum, in this mood will give the common terminations. 

These of d:d00, when it passes into d:dwps, are peculiar ; e. g. d:dom, 
didw; Sidons, Jidqs, not ddaig, as in the regular contractions. 
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PRESENT TENSE. 

I. ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

toT—N-[s bot or— 200182 | iota-poe 
Sing. =¢ -oa -aL 

os -Tat -Tab 
O-- [Ey —petoy -uedov 

Dual. —Toy -oSoy sO -odoy 
-Toy -~odoyv -o Foy 
—pey —peta —ueta 

Plur. -T8 -o3s ote 
-06 -¥T Os ~¥TOb 

Subjunctive Mood. 
toto tot—wyscee iot—onpscee 

Sing. 5 -ns “7 “n 
-7 —NT aL —ntae 
— On§eev —-wpetoyv -wpetorv * 

Dual. ~ntoy -no Foy —noFoy 
—ntoy —noF oy —nodoy 
—Wpey —opeFa - —oneetaa 

Plur. —nte nots —no te 
-wot -WYTaL —OvT as 

Optative Mood. 

bot olny ioral—pqy ioral eny 
Sing. nS -0 -0 

— -T0 -T0 
ney - —peD-oy —peFov 

Dual. —ntov . —~oPov ~ooy 
—niny -oFny -oDny 
—nysey —peFa sta 

Plur. —nte -ode ot: 
-noay -¥TO —¥T0 

Imperative Mood. 
Sj iotu—Fe iotao—0 igtac-o 
ng -To -Fw -Fo 

—tov —tov —Foy 
Dual. -TOY -3av —3uy 

Plur -T8 ta -e 
° THC ay -Fwoay -Fwcay 

Infinitive Mood. 

iora-vas | tota-oFau | tota-oF-as 

Participles. 

N. fot-acg -aoe -ay | iotaysr-o¢ -y -0v | ictauev-o¢ -7 ~ov, 
G. -avtog -aons -avtos -0U -7$ -ov -0u -1¢ -ov 
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IMPERFECT TENSE. 

I. ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

iot—ny iota—pny tote-pny 
Sing. -1¢ -c0 -70 

—N =-T0 tO 

O— per —petor —petoy 
Dual. -toy -oFor ~odoy 

-THy -oony | —oDny 

pe —weFa peta 
Plur. -t8 ote -o9s 

-cay -¥t0 -¥t0 

The Subjunctive, and the other moods are the same as the 
Present. 
—_—_ —- 

NOTE. 
62 The poets often retain the long vowel of the Active form, as 

Sslnpsas, ovnpet, etc. instead of JeLecss, ovepscts. 
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SECOND AORIST. 
I. ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 
© ( satn-» SoTO—-Eny 

Sing. ~¢ ~7o 
-t0 

—npsy —pedoy 
Dual. ~ntoy -odoy 

Heyy -oony 
“ney —meda 

Plur. —4ta -os 
—noay -¥T0 

| Subpmetive Mood. 
ot—00 or-onsers 

Sing. —4S “7 

“7 —Ntes 
Copsey -oyetoy 

Dual. —toy -no Dov 
-1toy —no Foy 
— Oey coed @ 

Plur. 78 nods 
0b —Ov Tes 

Optative Mood 
oral—ny OTC pny 

Sing. 16 -0 
aad -t0 

—npey —utSor 
Dual. ~ntoy -o For 

“—ntny -oDny 
“ney peta 

Plur. -7t8 os 
-noay -¥T0 

Imperative Mood. 
. orn-Os oTa-Co 

Sing. ' -t0e | -oFo 
-toy -o Foy 

Dual. ‘ —teay -otew 
PI —t8 -oF 8 

falicadl : ~tacay -cdacay 

Infinitive Mood. 
OTN—¥EE | ota-cdat 

Participles. 

N. osa-s -oa -» | ctapeyv-o¢ -y -o» 
G. -vtes -ons -¥TOS -oU -79 -ov 

87 

PASSIVE VOICE. 

wanting throughout. 

/ 
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PRESENT TENSE. 

Il. ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 
Ted —npst tids—por TiSs—pas 

Sing. -1S ons oat 
-7ot —T et —TOt 
—epey —psPoy —pedoy 

Dual. ~stoy -oPoy -oF ov 
—&T0y -oPoy -odoy 

i (ie wd pete ~pedo 
Plur. —até -o9s ~ods 

—810b YEO ~vTat 

Subjunctive Mood. 

T1900) | teP—copes TLP—onpscet 
Sing. —7S |: on a “7 

-7 —ntee tae 
—onsey —oped oy —wpetoy 

Dual. —ntoy -no Foy —no Foy 
-ntoyv —nodoy —noDoy 

— Oey —ouedta —opeta - 

Plur. —nte —noFe —noFs 
006 —OV TOL —Ovtas 

Optative Mood. 

tu ein TiS es—pyy teFe-eny 

Sing -n$ -0 - -0 

~~ -T0 -T0 

—ney —peFoy , ~pePoy 

Dual. —ytoy -o Sor -o Foy 

—neny -oFny —odny 
—npsy pesto —peto 

Plur. —te ~oFe —ots 
—no ay -¥TO ~¥t0 

Imperative Mood. 

Si : tues titerco trP28-00 

mg: -TO) -cFe . - ote 

—toy -oFov ~oFoyv 

Dual. ; —toy -o Dov ~oFay 

-T8 ~ote : -o3s 

Plur. ; ~tooay ~cdacay -cFocay 

Infinitive Mood. 

tiSs-vat | toPe-oFar | toPe-oFas 

Participles. 

N. tede-u“ -wa -» aPeusy-o¢ —n ~ov | tuPemsy-og -—y -oY 

G. _ -¥t0¢ -tons -¥TOS -ov —-7S -Ov -ov -7 -ov 
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IMPERFECT TENSE. 
ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. | 
, stud —ay | eteD-euny |. The same as the 
Sing. ~nS 80 Middle. 

-N. -&t0 . 
—8fs5y . —sueFoy 

Dual. —stoy —eaF ov | 
-y | 80D gy 

~ —epey —Epsta 
Plur. _ mete -eote 

| —ecay -evto® 

The Subjunctive, Optative, Imperative, and Infinitive moods, and 
Participles, of the Imperfect tense, are the same as the Present. 

NOTE. 

63 As anciently the second person singular, in the Passive Voice, 
both of the frst and second conjugations, was formed in egeas, in the 
Indicative, and you, in the Subjunctive mood ;—from which comes 7, — 
by contraction, as tunteca, elide o, tumteni, whence TUnTY, etc. ; 50- 
also the Imperfect Indicative, and the Imperative Passive, were formed 
in sco, whence, by a similar process, is derived the termination ov, as 
Tunteso, tute, tuntov. . In like manner, iotago, ictae, iote ; tea, 
trte0, uFov; didoco, 3.500, ddov. 

In the Ionic and Doric dialects, the pure forms in ae, ew, ow, with 
the reduplication, are often used in the Present and Imperfect tenses, 
as totaw, tote; istaoy, iotar; tuts0,; todo 5 atvFeor, strPouy ;. 1000, 

88a; bsdo0r, ‘edudouy, ete. 
It "has been already observed, that the Subjunctive - 40TM, totes, 

iotg, etc. as given in some grammars, proceeds on the principle of 
contraction of pure verbs in aw, 
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SECOND AORIST. | 
II. ACTIVE VOICE, MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE, 

Indicative Mood. 
ed—ny ed-suny wanting throughout. 

Sing. —1S ~800 | 
7 ~&T0 
—Euey —euedor 

Dual. { —Etoy -eo Soy 
etn eo tyy 

eer —suEed or 
Plur. —8t8 -soF8 

-ecay -svT0° 

Subjunctive Mood. 
d-o F-opas 

Sing. 4 -ne -7 
-7 —ytae 
— ooey -apetor 

Dual. < -9tor -no Foy 
—HtOY -ynodoy 
—Onpbey —opeda 

Plur, -t8 nots 
Oct —OYT Ob 

Optative Mood. 
Fei-ny Fe—pny 

Sing. -1¢ -0 
-4 -to 
—npey —pedoy 

Dual. - Toy -oSov 
—ntny -oSny 

—mpey ~peto 
Plur. -718 -ote 

-noay -T0 

Imperative Mood. 
. ts-¢ dé-c0 

Sing. ‘ -To -oFa 
-Toy - -oDoy 

Dual. { —Toy -od oy 
-t8 ~ods 

Plur. ‘ —-toocay -cducay 

Infinitive Mood. 
Savas | DerFos | 

Participles. 
N. Sew -wal Seusy-0g -y ~o» 
G. _ -t0g -10N6 -¥TOS -ov -ng -ov 



Ill. 

Plur. 

Sing. 

Plur. 

Ocdovas 
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PRESENT TENSE. 

ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

0:0-opas 

PASSIVE VOICE. 

The same as the 
-ooas Middle throughout. 
OTH 
—opst oy 
~oo Sor 
-oo Foy 
—opetac 
-oods 
—OvTaL 

Subjunctive Mood. 
01d- opecs 

Optative Mood. 
d.d01-pyy 

-0 
-t0 
—pedoy 

Imperative Mood. 
8180-00 

Infinitive Mood. 
| 3:do0Fas | 

Participles. 

N. 3s8-ovg -oves -o0v| didousv—0¢ -y ~ov 
G. -ovtog ~ovons -ovt0¢ -ov —1¢ -oU 
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IMPERFECT TENSE. 

Ul. ACTIVE VOICE, ‘MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

2010-01 231.3-opny The same as the 
0g -0ogo Middle. 
-0 —OTO 
Oey —opeDoy 

Dual. -OTOy | -ooSoy — 

“up usd ~Opsy —opeda 
Plur. -ots -ooFs 

—ooay -O¥TO 

The Subjunctive, Optative, Imperative, and Infinitive moods, and 
Participles of the Imperfect, are the same as those of the Present. 
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SECOND AORIST. 

lI. ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

20—y ; sd-ouny wanting throughout. 
Sing. 0G -og0 

0 -oto 
—opey -ouetov 

. Dual. ~oToy ~oo Foy 
~OTny -oo Fny 
—omey —ouetoa 

Plur. —ot8 -ooFe 
-ocay ~ovto : 

Subjunctive Mood. 

d-o. d-apos 
_ Sing. | —9S —y 

-o , —OT aL 
—Opssy —opeedoy 

Dual. { -otoy — -woSoy 
—wTtoY -woF oy 
—Opesy —oopeFa 

Plur. { OTs - -ooFs | 
—008 carta 

Optative Mood. 

Jos-n» doi-—pny 
Sing. nS -o oe 

_ -t0 Oo 

—nysey —pstoy 
Dua. | —toy -oSoy 

—ntny —oDny : 
—mysey pedo | 

Plor. —nte -oFs 
—noay ~¥TO 

| Imperative Mood. ; 
. do-s _. do-c0 

Sing. { ~t0) -cFa 
~TOv. ~oFoy 

Dual. { -TO -oSoy 
48 ots 

Plur. ‘ —~TOTHY -cSacay 

Infinitive Mood. 

dovvat | doo Fas 

Participles. 
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PRESENT TENSE. 

IV. ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

Oscxvu—pe Jasxyu—pas The same as the 
. -$ oat Middle throughout. 

-ob tas 
—pey —pedoy 

Dual. -toY -oFoy 
, —tOY —oFoy 

—pey ~peta 
Plur. -t8 ots 

-ot -¥T Os 

No Subjunctive or Optative mood. 

Imperative Mood. 

. Ouxvu-Fs dasxyu-co 
Sing. ; -T0 —o90 

toy —oPor 

Dual. ‘ —tow -~odey 
-T8 ods 

Plur. ; -tacay -cSucay 

Infinitive Mood. 

decavu-vau ‘| Dkxvv-oF- 00 | 

Participles. 

N. danvu-¢ -oa -y | Serxvvper—os -7 -o” 

G. —-st0¢g -ong -¥t0¢S -ov —1$ -0V 
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IMPERFECT TENSE. 

ACTIVE VOICE. MIDDLE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE. 

Indicative Mood. 

edeuxy—-vy | edecxru-pny | The same as the 
Sing vs -g0 Middle. 

wv -t0 
—Upey —pedoy 

Dual. -vtoY -o Foy 
—Urny —otny 
—UpeY —ped an 

Plur. -uts -ots 
voay -¥Tt0 

The Infinitive and Participle of the Imperfect tense, are the same 
as those of the Present. 

NOTES. 

In both conjugations, i.e. of verbs in o, and verbs in ps, the 
third person plural of the Present Indicative in o1, seems to have come 
from vt; after rejecting » in tuata, third plural tuatote; then chang- 
ing t into ¢, tuxtogs; then for the sake of euphony, the short vowel g, 
or 0, was changed into its own diphthong &, or ov; & or v short, into 
@ or ¥ long, QS TUNTONEL, TUNTOVEL; Teerts, trPeor; Bidovtt, Idovor; 
torarvrs, ictact; Seexvvvts, dacxyvcr. Sometimes » before o, was changed 
into a, as tePevtl, tePevol, tePeacr. 

The student should here be drilled in making these changes in 
orthography, according to the laws of euphony. 

In the same manner terminations in »t¢, ytoa, »t in the participles, 
masculine, feminine, and neuter, drop the consonants, and are modi- . 
fied by the laws of euphony. 

In the following synoptical view of verbs in js, instead of four 
paradigms, viz. iotnus, tePnps, Gees, and dexyvpi, by a just classifi- 
cation of their terminations or final letters, they are reduced to one. 
The few irregularities occurring in the Indicative and Subjunctive 
Present will be easily marked by any attentive pupil. 
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Sing. 

Dual. 

Plur. 

 Plur. 

§ 66. SYNOPTICAL VIEW 
ACTIVE VOICE. MID. & PASS. 

Indicative Present 

735 235 
4 r ¢ TT 7 

—pb —poe 
a —Cai 

Ct “Tat | 
: —pe Sov | 

—aFov 
-ToY —o Foy 

~pey peda 
-18 -ods 
—r1i64 —vTOL 

_ Subjunctive . Mood. 
5" : 2 ys 2 
ep & ad 

-0 -0 —opas —wpeas 

“HS —OS ae ~Yy 
at] —@ “NTA ~WTHL ‘ 

—wpey —oley -opetoy —wpstoy 
-ntoy —wtToy —joFov —acJoy 
—ntoy —oTtoy —ynoForv ~-watoy 
—OusY —OLEY -opeta -opeta 
—yt8 = - OT 8 -nods —-wodte 
-00b -WOb —OOYTRL  —OV TEL 

eee Ona Mood. 

aoe : a > & 
TTT 74 

“Hy it id Ld 
ng -O . 
7 -T0 
-pey —pedoy 

: =qtoyv ~oF ov 

—ntny —odyy 
—npsev —pedtar 
—nT8 -oFs 
-noay, and ey -¥T0 : 

Imperative Mood. 

235 235 
FT? 772 

— Ft -oo 
-T0 -oFw 
—toy -o Foy . 
-toey oF oy 
-18 —ote 
-THOCaY -c9acay 

Infinitive Mood. - 

Te eee 
TT? | 79 | 

—YaL -o9 as 

Participles 
5 a Ge 5 <a Se 

a > a > & i re? 7? 
-yts -yto -yro4 —sev0S -9 ~OY 

ACT. VOICE. 

wo gmtsi—i‘i™sOCOSOsSsSsSsteCtstsi—<‘“‘“‘“ ‘“(‘“ éi‘(‘“ (lll gli ( tsi—‘(‘“‘ia “eS 



MID. & PASS. 

Tense. 

OF VERBS IN we. 

ACTIVE VOICE. 

Second Aorist, Indicative Mood. 

> 5 > 
Be aff 

“~~ i oi id 
-$ -o0 

; -t0 

ik ini ~psFor 
—toy ~odor 
-Tny -—oSdny 

“yey peda 
—Te -oFe 
-cay —¥to 

Subjunctive Mood. 

29h 19 + 
-0) -0 “wear —WiOs 

—ns “QS TH —y 
-7 - -4Tas —-WTAL 

OEY = —0UyLey -opetoy —opetoy 
—ntoy toy -nodoy -waodoy 
-ntoy —-oTOY -yoFoy -waday 
Oey = —oDsey —opeta —apeto 
—te —ortoy nots -waods 
—00b —00s —-WvTOs ~OTES 

Optative Mood. 
a $s" a¢s aft eet 
ay id 

qT -T0 
—npey —peDoy 
-nTtOv —o Foy 
-nigy —o ny 

—npey —psFos 
_nte -o3s 
—noay, and sy -¥t0 

Imperative Mood. 
oo © S 3 PF ae e 

or -¢ -70 
-To Fo 
—TOoy -oDoy 

—Toy -o Poy 
~t8 -ode 

—tacay -cFacay 

Infinitive Mood. 
& ~& & 

3% a 
Vas oF as 

€ oe Participles. 

ae? aF? 
-¥te -yton -y1®4 —Mevog -7 -Ov 

13 

MIDDLE VOICE. 

97 
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§ 67. Or Inrecuiar VeRss.on ps, ETC. 

To this family belong other small verbs mostly defective, and 
irregular, a knowledge of which is indispensably necessary to an 
acquaintance. with the Greek language. 

I. Expt, to be, the substantive verb. 

NOTE. | 

6 THE cuigF DIALECTS OF eps. 

PRESENT TENSE. 

| Indicative Mood. 

Sing. Biptt, D. ent ZE. ns |2t, or a, I. esse, P. e88,\e070, D. eval, sv 
soos 

_ Plur. ecpey, D. expec, P. eyisy, eats, P. ats _ letos, D. eves, AS. ovts, 
supsey) svrti, P. saci, saves 

| . " Subjunctive Mood. oo 

Sing. 0, I. se, P. sve 2641 I. ens, P. sing 9, I. ey, stn, 10s, ent, 
'P. eunos 

Plur. eopey, D. apuss, P. eseo—|te . wos, I. seas 
at srousy " mS 

Optative Mood. 

Sing. enjy, I. soups Jecnc, I. sore sen, I. 208 
Plur. eer, E, sspev |ents sinoay, I. A. scev 

Imperative Mood. 
Sing. ego, P. saao, A. tot |eote 
Plur. Sots sotocay, A. sctay, P. 

sovtay ; 

Infinitive Mood. | 

ava, I. suey, scpsy, D. BEVEL, NEY, WNMEC, BLHES, KE Spare, 
P. eppey. 

Participle. 

Mase rs Fem. - NVeut. 

or, I. say, AL. sig ovga, I.zovea, D.evoa,|or, I. sov, AL. ey | 
sowwe, saooa, 2B. 
87a, BTR 
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Active Voice, Present Tense. 
- Sing. Dual. - - Plural. 

Indic, exus, eg or 8, eats |eouer, eotoy, eotoy |eopey, core, ston 
Subj. 0, 16, | joper, qytor, toy lope, ye, oor 
Opt. Biny, BNC, «= [EINUEY, ELNTOY, eLNTHY lsinpeY, eUNte,. SENTAY 
dnp. toFs OF 800, soT0 sotoy, eatow ecte, sotacay 
oo eves - 
Part. N. ey, ovoa, oy |G. ortos, ovuys, ovtos 

Imperfect Tense. | 

Indic. qr, 6 9 orm |nusy, ror, —sqeyy quer, te, our 
This tense in the other moods is the same a. as the Present. 

Middle Voice, Present Tense. 
be 

_ Opt. | 
Imp. 80 | rest wanting. _ 
Inf. and Part. wanting. | co fe 

NOTE. 

- IMPERFECT TENSE. 

Sing. nv, I. sa, qe, P. enyinc, I. 8s, 8005, P. nes,\y or qv, I. D. m2, 1S; 
By, NYY, OY, NOY,| sac, exes, Ki.noda,| P. soxs 

0 eoxoy eno a 

— Dual. qtoy, AB. sotoy, P.lntny, A qoTNY, P. 
oo 8tOY, NOTOY eotny 

Plur. npev, D. nyss, P. sev igre, I. cote _ [noan, P. scay, eovay, 
. - - 2oxoy 

| IMPERFECT MIDDLE. 
Plur. - | - . |nvro, I, earto, seorto 

| FIRST FUTURE TENSE. 
- Indicative Mood. 

Sing. scopes, Dor. scovpes,leon, A. soos, I. erent sostath, Dor. sosstat, 
soeupot, P. savopos| ecoect, D.eop, hd | eorsstans, P. sce 

P. soon TOs 
Plur. scoueda, HE eropao des soea D2 scovtat, D, scovrras 

Infin. soxaPat, P. ecoesSas «=| Particip. esopsvos, P. sacopevos 
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Enperfect Tense. 
Sing. Dual Plural. 

Indic. nuny, 00, to |nueFor, yoSor, yoIny|nneda, yo92, yrt0 
Wanting in all the other moods. 

First Future Tense. 

Indic. so-opos -7 -etas® |-opsdoy -ecFov -ecF0r|-opsda -e092 -ovtas 

Opt. sa-ospny -o10-o1r0 |-orpeFor -o1 Sov -oipsda-o1o Fe -o1vt0 
Imp. [-orr Dy» 
if. soca Sas 

art. ecopry-o¢ ~-y -oy 

* or ectas, by syncope. 

This verb is derived from s, signifying I exist, by prefixing s, 
see ; contracting by crasis ww; and changing o into ps, eps. 

Il. Eqs, I go, a verb of gesture. 

Active Voice, Present Tense. 

Indic. aps, ug or 8, soe lissy, story, stov ayer, ste, 06 OF 
[cave 

Opt. 
. wr, ite stoy, ster (38, sTOCAP 

Inf. covets 
Part. 

Indic. uv, es, se |aesy, tov, etyy |ysey, ote, wooy 
Wanting in all the other moods. 

Wants the First Future, which the Present supplies, in the Attic 
dialect. 

First Aorist esco-ag -s, etc. regular. 
Perfect stxa-as -s, etc. regular. 

Pluperfect Tense. 

Indic. nay, neu, nee |necssr, yertor, nestny |yeper, neste, neoav 
Not used in the other moods. 

Second Aorist. 

Indic. voy, ss, = 88 touey, eto, cetyy |vopey, Lets, LOY 
Subj. ow, ons, =n LOE, LATOY, ENTOY |LOIMEY, ENTE, LOIS 
Opt. «-otps,ots, 08 Oley, OFTOY, OFTNY |OUsEY, OLTE, OLY 
Imp. 8, Leto LsTOy, LTO” lsTé, LETWO AY 
Inf.- iva, 
Pari. N. sav, sovea, cov |G. covtos, covens, rovtos 

a 

ns , - 
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Middle Voice. 

Indicative Present, and Imperfect wanting. 

First Future Tense. 
Sing. , Dual. Plural. 

sic-opar -y ~etae |-ousPoyv -2ecFov -soFor|-oueda -sode-ovtot 

First Aorist ecapny, etc. regular. 

Perfect Tense. 

si-a@ = -ag 8 -apey -atoy -atoy |-ausy -ats -ace 
n-a -ag -s, etc.jregular. 
q-we -tag -8, etc./regular. 

This verb eu, I go, is a secondary application of sips, I am, to 
exist, formed in the same manner as above. 

Til. Ins, to go, of the same origin; formed on the general analogy 
of verbs in me. 

The few persons in use are formed regularly like verbs in ue 

Present Tense. 

Indic. noe eeey 
Opt. Ley 
ok Levee 

art. wis vice ev, etc. 

Imperfect Tense. 

Indic. | | Lecay 
The other moods wanting. 

Second Aorist. 

Part. N.as soa sv |G. evtos, sions, svtog,letc. 

Middle Voice, Present Tense. 

Indic. we-yor -car -tar |-pedov -cFor -oFov |-psPa -oFe -vrar 

Opt. 
wero, teoFo 

Pee Lepevog, uapern, spevor, etc.” 

Imperfect Tense. 

Indic. se-py» -co -to = |-nsPov -cSoy -cFnyy |-usda -cF8 -vt0 

IV. Inps, I send (actively), another ; in the middle, myself; (hence 
the signification, I desire or wish), is regularly declined like tye 
throughout, and therefore is not here inserted. 
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'V. “Hyon, to sit. This verb comes from the same aspirated root 
ben, 3 inut, colloco, I place or set ; and the regular Perfect Passive, is. 
Hpeat, I sit. | 

Sing. Dual, Plural. 

Indic. fi-per -cos. -tos |-usdor -oSor odor —peda -cFe -rtas 

Opt. | 7 | 
‘Imp. 700 Sede fo Sor joSer| jol_e joPocar 
Inf. noF-os a, : 
Part. jpysv-og -q -ov | 

Pluperfect Tense. 

Indic. juny, foo, gto — |iuedor, joFor, Hodyy |jusFa, jade, qvt0 
These are translated as if in the Present and Imperfect tenses, 

I sit, I sat, etc. 

VI. Eipas, to clothe one’s ‘self. This verb comes from ion, to g 
into, to.be sent or put into, to clothe ‘one’s self, and is the same in 

the Present Passive and Middle, and Perfect Passive. 

Indic. si-pos -car -tar and -otas fo sivtas 
The other moods: wanting. oo | 

Part. Present and Perfect siusy-og -n -oy 

| Pluperfect Passive. . | 

Indic. siuny, sioo, and éa00, eixo, three other forms ‘sivto 
of the third person, sioto, éaoto, Eore. 

The other moods wanting. 

Middle Voice. 

Present, ¢, Imperfect, and First Future wanting. 

| First ‘Aorist. 

tio | 
Indic. ico > -apny -e -ato 

bao 

- The other moods wanting. 

Part. isoapsy-05 - -ov | | 

VIL. Kespar, to lie down. This verb also from eo, signifying exis- 

tence, situation, position, etc. prefixes 2, ssw; prosthesis: Of x, xs20 ; 

let it pass into ys, xenut, Middle voice xeques, cont, by crasis xequas, 

saueSor-ao8or fem ~oobs -arvto 
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Middle Voice, Present Tense. 

| Sing. Dual. - Plural. 
_ Endic. xa-pos --cas -tas. |-pedov -c96y ~ofoy |-psPa -cGs -vrar 

Opt. 
Imp. xeon), xewoto | xecdIor, xsioIuy |xeots, xactwoay 
Inf. - — xaoFat 
Part. xsisv-og ~y -ov 

First Future Tense. - 

Endic.'xevwe-opat -y -etas |-oueor -20 Foy -209-09|-opede—e09a-ovtas 
£801, SYRCOP. xew, xeouer, gives Subjunctive and Optative forms, 

in use. 

‘VIII. yp. All the parts of this verb in use being regularly de- 

clined like iornys, it requires no particular observation. 
IX. Tongs, to know. . 

' Active Voice, Present Tense. 

Indic. wa-yus yg -yos = |-cpey -crt0y ~arey |-ausy —ate _ 
, On 8 —pay 6-18 § °°" 

t. , 

Imp. iad, wore watoy warty ficets warocay 
and whi, sorte & sotoy.- & ictay |S wts sostwoar & 

Inf. wavas . - _ [ coteoy 
Part. was, swaca, gay, etc. 

Imperfect Tense. | 
Indic. va-nv  -ng- -n ss |-eew -atoy orgy. |-opey -ate -aoas, 

— oe & -ay 

| Middle Voice, Present Tense. 
Indic. wo-por -oow to ~pedoy -oSor -0 Sov peta -ots ~vro8 

Inf. waode, | 
Part. waper-og -n -o, etc. 

— Imperfect Tense. | 

Indic. wa-pny -70 -to |-pedo» -cSov -cSny |-usPa -oFs -vt0 

N. B. The parts of thia verb defective or rarely used—(the 
Dorians only, use the singular of the Indicative Present)—are sup- 

- 

Imp. a | 
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plied from #8, to know; so that the two together, complete the 
flections, as sum, eo, and fuo in Latin, The Ionians have cdpey in 

first person plural for sozey, which may arise either from changing 
¢ into 6; or, be an abbreviation of cdousy -duer. Totapos, whence 
Enserapos, to understand, etc. from iotayzes may be considered the 
Ionic form of eqiotapes, rather than formed from sonps, apes, by 
the epenthesis of the +. 

§ 68. Or Monorensonat VeRss. 

Many verbs are occasionally taken monopersonally, as ageoxe, it 
pleases ; agxss, tt suffices ; oupqeges, it is profitable, etc. 

The following are those which are chiefly taken monopersonally. 
l. xoene, it is becoming ; sxosne, it was becoming ; ngeney, to be 

becoming ; to ngexoy, what ts becoming, ta xesnorta. 
2. pedes, it concerns ; sels; pshnoe; peptdnxs, and meunde. 
3. Soxet, it appears ; sdoxs (from dSoxsw), edots (doxw), ta Joxovrta. 
4. 3s, it behoves; der; Senoer; dev; to Gsov; ta deovsa. 

5. zon, tt ts necessary ; syony; zones; xenvas; xONY; TO ZOLOY. 

This verb is most naturally formed from zeaw, venus, third person 

singular yenos, by apocope xen ;- yet some would form it from zgeae, 
third singular ygeees, contr. ygsg, by a second contraction zon ; Imper- 

fect sypeae, eygea, exen, Ion. xen, and by paragoge yor. 

§ 69. Or ANomaLous VERBs. 

Verbs are said to be anomalous, when the root is altered by the 
addition of new letters, or by the alteration or change of the original 
elements. The letters added are vowels or consonants, one or more ; 

and either lengthen or multiply the syllables. 
Addition of vowels and consonants. Thus: 

. xdao, xdove, to weep ; xa, xato, to burn. 

» pian, pFavea, to anticipaie. 

ale, alae, to dry; alga, algawo, to discover. 

nvdo, nuySave; i7Iw, Lado, LovPave, etc. to lie hid. 

. poade, poate, to tell ; xludo, xdutw, to wash. 

Biaw, Bates, to force; av Few, avdifw, to cause to bloom. 

Il. Transposition ; as, 
Saga, sgadory ; meg9a, exgadSor, etc. But all these may be 

properly comprehended under the changes and elongation of roots, 
already explained. 
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§ 70. Or Derective Venss. 

There are few verbs found in all the numbers, persons, moods and 

tenses of all the voices of the Greek verb. In most cases this may 
be referred to euphony and the extreme delicacy of the Greek ear. 
The defective tenses are usually supplied from other verbs of kindred 
meaning ; or obsolete roots of the same verbs. Many of them are 

-formed only in the Present and the Imperfect tenses, as sgzopes, — 
nezouny; the other tenses of which are supplied from the obsolete, 
elevdm; as slevcopas, etc. 

New Verbs formed from old Roots. 

Used in the Present and Imperfect tenses. 
I. By elongation of root : thus postfixing to the root 

. e—as Jox, dox-2; thus: Sox, doxew,—1 Fut. dof. 

¥—Tt, Ti-¥, a8 tie, trv, I treat according to desert. 

yU—ay, ay-vue, as aye, ayryve, I break. 

vyvu—é, ivvve, as i-w, &-vvue, I clothe myself. 

- &¥—epe, ape—eeves, AS epee, egeerves, I ask or inqutre. 
. ww—ela, shavre, as shaw, elavve, I drive. 

N. B. When o precedes this radical suffix, it becomes e. 

7. vyrv—Lo, Cwvvvn, I gird or bind. 

8. ox—alds, aldnox, (lengthening the preceding vowel, and in 
some, changing ¢ or o into +), as lo, sige; dlsoxo, svgsoxes. 

9. av—apagt, apagraye, I err. 
10. asx—egsd, egidacves, I contend. 
II. By syncope or abbreviation ; as, 
1. syeigas, eyom, I excite. 
2. DSeien, Fela, I desire. 

HI. By reduplication. 
l. ay, ayay, as aye, and ayaye, I lead, (Att. redup.) 
2. So, d:do, as bdo, from the old dou, I give. 
3. ota, iota, as iornus, from cram, I stand. 

IV. By metathesis. 
1. dgax, degxe, I see, 2 Aor. sdgaxor. 

2. xgsd, nega, I burn, 2 Aor. sagador. 
V. Aphaeresis; as, 
1. eDsh, Peto, I am willing. 

2. epe, gee, I say. 

OO pm G9 WO 
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VI. In several, two or more of these modes are used. 

1. yvo, redup. yeyvo, postfix ox, yeyvocx, change to a, yeyvooxes 

2. per, redup. meyer, sync. pipves, [ remain. 

3. tex, redup. tetex, Metath. timer, SyNC. tixte. 

Verbal Nouns. 

These are formed from the Indicative Present, as Suvapis; from 
the 1 Aor. as dofa; 2 Aor. as guyn; from Perfect Active, as days ; 
from the Perfect Passive in all the persons, as so:yua, Aegis, Sotye 5 

from the Perfect Middle, as gFoga. Many others of various termi-. 
nations, are formed from the same source. 

§ 71. Or ApvEgss. 

An adverb is a.word joined to verbs, adjectives and other adverds, 
to explain some circumstance, quality or manner of their significa- 
tion, as 70sws Aedes, he speaks sweetly, etc. . 

I. Signification. 

1. Place—rest in it, ending mostly in 4, 1, ov, etc. as ovgavods, 
in heaven—motion from @ place, in de and Soy, as aygodey, from the 

field—motion to a place, in da, gs, fs, as aygords, to the field. 

2. Time, quantity, manner, etc. as »vy, now ; solv, much, etc. 

_ H. Derivation of adverbs ; a few are primitive, as vvy, now; xe, 

yesterday. 

1. From the oblique cases of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns, 

with a preposition originally expressed or understood, as-xgetoy or 
mowta, at first, xata understood ; xwxdy, around, sy understood ; 
ovdapou, nowhere, se understood. 

2. Verbs are occasionally used as adverbs, as ays, us, ds, etc. 
real Imperatives ; ogedoy, O that ; ey, etc. so be tt! 

3. Compounds of nouns, prepositions, and adverbs, as axxo8uy, out 
of the way ; magex, except ; eneita, then. 

4, From prepositions, as ave, avywSex, upwards, from ava; xare, 
xatadey, dounwards, from xara, etc. 

III. Comparison of adverbs. 
1. Derivatives from adjectives compared by tagog and retos, 

change o¢ into a, as copasg, gopategag, coqertat cic. 

2. From those compared by say and cotos, take the neuter singular 
of the comparative, and neuter plural of the superlative, as asezpns, 
asoztoy, acoyiota, from aoxgos. 
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3. Others, usually by tege and tare, as syyuc, eyyutege, eyyu- 
tate, etc. 

IV. Of inseparable adverbs. 
1. Of alpha in cdmposition, written ov before a vowel. 
(1) Privation, a fragment of avev, without, as avvdgos, without 

water. 

(2) Increase, a fragment of ayay, much, as atvios, much wooded. 

(3) Unton, from aya, together, as adoyos, a wife. 

2. The following signify tncrease, viz. 
ags, Bou, Bes, Sa, eps, Ca, Aa, dc, fragments of age, to furnish ; Bove, 

an ox; Besduc, strong ; Suave, thick; epw, to connect ; ASol. dia, | 

through ; Asay, much ; ds, much. 

3. Suc, difficulty, as Sveruyew, to be unhappy ; vs and »n, priva- 
tion ; ynlens, without pity. 

4. A metrical synopsis of these inseparables ; 
ag, sgt, Bov, Sa, fa, da, 4t, Bos, composita augent ; 
Gus, diff. ve et vx, priv. « privat, colliget, auget. 

§ 72. Or ConsuncTions. 

A conjunction, as its name imports, connects words and sentences 
together. 

The following classes may be specified. 
Copulative, as xo, ta; 132, nue, etc. 

Distinctive, as 9, rot, either, etc. 

Conditional, as 8, ay, ny, sav, unless, tf, etc. 

. Adversative, as alia, 5s,.atag, but, etc. 

. Causative, as yoo, for ; iva, that, etc. 

. Mlative or syllogistic, as aga, ovy, therefore ; Svo, dione, where- 

fore, etc. 
7. Concessive, as xzv, xavneg, even tf, although, etc. 
8. Potential, as ay, in prose; xe and xv, in poetry, expressive of 

potentiality, which may generally be rendered by may, can, might, 
would, could, etc. even with an Indicative or Infinitive mood. : 

9. Various conjunctive particles are denominated expletives, as ys, 
m8, tol, Ga, vv, etc. ‘These though not easily translated into corres- 

pondent particles in other languages, yet add both force and elegance 
to Greek composition, the want of which would not be unappreciated 
by an ear delicately critical in the elegancies of that noble language. 
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§ 73. Or Ereposirions. 

1. Prepositions are employed either in apposition to nouns to 
govern them in certain cases, as ev agyn, in the beginning ; or in 

composition with other words, generally modifying their significa- 
tion, as trodnyts, an undertaking ; tmopevgos, obscure ; tropeve, to 
sustain, etc. 

2. The use of the preposition is to express relations, and in this 
respect it serves the same purpose as the cases, or terminations of 
nouns. | | 

3. The cases, viz. Genitive, Dative, and Accusative, express the 

relations of origination, acquisition, and termination of action. 
4. The other relations, of tense and place, cause and effect, motion 

and rest, connection and apposition, are expressed by prepositions. 
5. The combination of the meaning of the preposition, with that 

of the case it governs is the principal cause of the multifarious sig- 
nifications ascribed to it; the meaning of the preposition being 
always adapted to and modified by, that of the case. 

6. To obviate the perplexity arising from the many different and 
even opposite significations assigned to the same preposition, one 
primary, radical, and genuine signification must be enucleated, 
which must pervade all its specific applications. This shall be 
attempted in the Syntax. 

7. There are only eighteen recognised prepositions in the Greek 
language, although many of the particles called adverbs, have a 
similar power in government. 

8. Of these eighteen, siz are monosyllables, sx (sf before a vowel), 
8¥, 266, 7790, Ngo, avy; and twelve, dissyllables, aps, ava, arti, ao, 

dia, ent, xata, peta, Naga, weQs, UnEQ, UO. 

9. Of these, four govern the Genitive only» OvTt, a0, ex OF ef, QO. 
Two, the Dative only, e, cvy. 
Two, the Accusative only, sus or s¢, and ave. 

Four, the Genitive and Accusative, dia, xata, peta, neg. 

Stx, the Genitive, Dative, and Accusative, ange, 1290, ens, naga, 

moc, and izo. 
10. In composition, five increase the signification, s1¢, 6x, ovr, meQt, 

inso; siz sometimes increase, and sometimes change, arts, axo, dia, 

xOTa, Haga, wECS; One diminishes, uno ; one changes, usta. 
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§ 74. Or Ivrensecrions. 

Exclamations expressive of sudden emotions of mind, ‘are called 
Interjections. 

1. Rejoicing, as sov, 10, on. 6. Condemning, as 0, gev. 
2. Laughiny, as a, &. 7. Praising, as ea, svys. 

3. Grieving, as 01, oo. at. 8. Wishing, as es, ee. 
4. Rejecting, as anaye. 9. Threatening, as ovas. 
5. Admiration, as BaBas, etc. 10. Raging, as svos, ete. 

§ 75. SYNTAX. 

Syntax is the construction of words in sentences, agreeably to 
admitted principles and usage. 

§ 76. GeneeaL PRincipces. 

1. In every sentence there must be a verb and a nominative case 
(or subject), expressed or understood. 

2. Every adjective must have a substantive expressed or under- 
stood. oO 

3. Every Nominative must have its own verb expressed or un- 
derstood. 

4. Every finite verb must have a Nominative expressed or un- 

derstood. . 
5. The Nominative is the only case that can be, and always is, 

put absolutely. 

6. The Genitive—as its name imports—expresses origin, source, 

etc. and is governed by a noun, verb, preposition, or adverb ; or 

ttself expresses the relation, by its termination. 
7. The Dative expresses acquisition, tendency to, or instrumen- 

. tality, and is governed by nouns, adjectives, verbs, and prepositions. 
8. The Accusative expresses the object on which any action or 

influence émmediately terminates, and is.governed by an active verb, 
or preposition. 

9. The Vocative, or Nominative in address, either stands alone, 

or is governed by an interjection. 
10. The Infinitive either stands absolutely, being itself, or in con- 
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nection with the clause where it is found, the Nominative to a verb; 
or is governed by a verb, an adjective, or adverbial particle. 

11. The subject of the verb, may be in the Nominative or Accu- 
sative. 

Syntax is usually considered under two heads, Concord and Gov- 
ernment. 

Or Concorp. 

There are twe concords, First, between the verb and its Nomina- 
tive case. Second, between an adjective and its substantive, ex- 
pressed or understood. | 

‘§ 77. Rois I.—Fiasr, or Concorp. 

The verb agrees with its Nominative case in number and person, 
as tues tuntere, ye strike ; opPaluw Lopneror, his eyes glisien; eyw 
Asyw, I say. . | 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. Monopersonal verbs, i. e. such as are used only in the third 
person singular, have generally some circumstance, sentence, clause 
of a sentence, or Infinitive mood for their Nominative, as oy ce 
nove, you should do it, literally, to do it behoves you. 

2. Sometimes the third person plural is used monopersonally, as 
Asyouci, seaPacs, they say, etc. avPgwnos being understood, and vz, 
tt rains; Bogovty, it thunders, have {eve and ang, for their Nomi- 
natives, . 

3. A neuter plural is generally joined to a verb singular, as Joe 
tosyet, animals run; such are to be considered collectively, viz. 
yevog, etc. So also, collective nouns, or nouns of multitude singular, 
may be joined to a verb plural, xgwtycay ro nindos, the multitude 
asked him. | 

4. A noun denoting multitude, or many, considered discretely, or 
as individuals, requires a plural verb; but when considered as a 
unit or whole, may be joined to a singular. 

5. A dual Nominative, may have a plural verb, ay auzqw eleyoy, 
both spake ; and a plural Nominative—limited to two—may have 
a dual verb, as ysuagdor motapor cvpBadlerov, two wintry torrents 
unite their streams. me 

6. When two or more nouns of different persons sonstitute the 
Nominative case, the verb usually agrees with the more worthy 
person, as syw xat ov esxopsr, you and I spake. . 

7. A singular Nominative taken in connection with nouns in other 
cases, constituting a plurality, may have a plural verb, as 6 Kugos ov 
tols otgatiotats axnddoy, Cyrus, with the soldiers, marched away. 
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§ 78. Ruze f.—Seconp, or Goncorp. 

An adjective agrees with its substantive in \gender, number, and 
case, as to ‘Aytoy IIvsupa, the Holy Spirit ; avdgec ayadot, good men. 

Modifications and Excepti 

1. The adjective is to be taken in its most qxtensive sense, em- 
bracing the article, pronominal adjectives, and participles. 

2. Substantives sometimes become deftnitide or possessive adjec- 
tives, and agree with the substantives to which they are attached, in 

ease, as Stew IIstgog Anoctodog, where the two last words are 
obviously definitive adjectives ; so “Eldag pwvn, the Greek language ; 
here “Eldacs is manifestly a possessive adjective, equivalent to “ElAy- 
“— gown, the Grecian tongue, or “Eliados pon, the language of 

eece. , 
' 3. Two or more substantives singular, may have an adjective 
plural; and if they shall be of different genders, the adjective shall 
agree with the most worthy. In inanimate things, the neuter is the 
most worthy. ) | 

4. The adjective is often taken substantively, its own substantive 
being understood. 

5. The substantive is often changed into the Genitive plural, as 
of ayado. tay avdgwr, honorable men. 

6. The adjective is sometimes put in the neuter singular, although 
referring to several nouns of different genders and numbers, as ta 
xahin, te Lyn—zoe ob 400var—enupoger, the beauties,—grandeur and 
Pleasures of eloquence—(are a thing)—contributory, etc. (Longinus 

7. The Genitive of the primitive pronouns is generally used in- 
stead of the possessive, as natep juny, our father, for mateg Hpetege ; 
adekpos euov, my brother, instead of adslqos suos, etc. 

8. The gender of the adjective sometimes regards the sense, 
-rather than the form of the substantive, as Bgepos qagorta totoy, a 
boy carrying a bow ; to Sov avtovs, the divinities themselves. 

9. Such combinations as tw yuvoxe, two (male) women ; ai xogas 
pshavtatoe, very black (male) damsels, are more likely to be either 
mistakes of copyists, or at that time, these adjectives were of the 
common gender. Did the ancient.classical authors make no blun- 
ders! Or must a rule be made legitimating every grammatical in- 
congruity | 

10. The relative involves no new. principle of construction. It 
may be considered either as a noun, subject to all the affections of 
its antecedent ; or as an adjective agreeing with it, again expressed 
or understood, afler the relative, in gender, number, and case, as 0 
Auxog ov (Avxov) extecye, the wolf which (wolf) he killed. . Thus Virgil : 
urbem quam statuo vestra est. scil. urbs quam (urbem) statuo ves- 
tra est, the city which (city) I build is yours. ! 

11. The relative, on principles of euphony, is sometimes attracted 
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into the case of the antecedent, as xgwroy av gone av (otc) Hues 
Oper, the first of men whom we have known. 

12. The article 6, 4, to, is an adjective of three terminations, and 
follows the construction of adjectives. 

§ 79. Or rue Uszs or THE ARTICLE. 

1. The natural use of the article is to define or determine, as 
arIgunos, a man; 6 ayFeumos, the man. 

2. Grammarians assign to it also an artifictal use, in distinguish- 
ing genders, 5, masc. 9, fem. to, neut. 

3. With de suffixed, it becomes a demonstrative pronoun, as ode, 

q08, sods, this, etc. the same in signification, as ovtos, airy, tovro, 

which is itself a compound of 6 and avtos. 
4. It is used to designate a class, as 0 avPganog ect: Syytos, man 

78 mortal. 
5. Itis prefixed to abstract nouns, in personifications and references, 

as 7 xaxie UxolaBovea ans, vice interrupting, said; thy alnDaay 

megs toutoy, the truth concerning these things. 
6. For distinction or emphasis, as Iwavyns 6 Bantiotns, John the - 

Baptist. | 
7. With an adverb, it stands for substantives or adjectives, as of 

neluc, the neighbors ; sv tp vuy xoorm, in the present time. 
8. With the Infinitive, it is equivalent to the Latin zerunds, as 

tw axovery, in the hearing ; tov isyey, of the saying, etc. 
9. With a participle, it is of the same value with the relative; and 

then the participle is to be rendered as a verb, as 0 pudagowy, (he) 
who guards. 

10. With the particles yey and 42, it is used distributively, as o 
pev; this, some; 6 ds, that, others; ¢ avFoumaoy yevos, ty usr aya- 

For, ty Os pavioy, mankind are, parily good, and partly bad. 

11. The plural of followed by seg: or azqs has a peculiar mean- 
ing, 1. of auqe Woropor xat Tav9ooy, Priam and Panthous ; 2. of 
mgt Aoy:Sapoy, the companions of Archidamus ; 3. of apqs Ieow- 
teator, Pisistratus and his troops. 

12. When one noun in the Nominative is predicated of another, 
the subject of the _Proposition has, and the predicate, wants, the 
article, as Sso¢g nv 6 loyos, the word was God. 

13. The article prefixed to the first only of two or more personal 
nouns, connected by xe denotes the personal identification of those 
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thus destitute of the article, with the first, as tp de Gen xac natgs 
nueay, to God, even our Father, Phil. 4: 20. (See Middleton.on ‘the 
Greek Article.) 

§ 80. Or GovennmENr. 

When by the principles and usages of a language, one word 
requires another connected with it or depending upon it, to be in a 
certain case, gender, number, person, mood, or tense, the former 1s 

said to govern the latter. 

§ 81. Or THE Genitive Cass. 

1. This case is of most extensive use in the Greek language. 
Many words followed by the Accusative or Ablative, in Latin, govern 

the Genitive in Greek. 
2. This case, as its name imports, denotes origination, beginning, 

source, etc. corresponding to, of, from, in regard of, in respect of — 
as looking back to the origin or cause.—See Div. Pur. V. I. p.278.— 
Hence it is denominated frequently in Latin, Patrius casus, etc. 

3. The Genitive case may be, and often is, used expressive of 
beginning, origin, generation, solely in virtue of the prepositional 
relation involved in its termination. This is equivalent to whose, the 
Genitive of the relative 6s, 4, 6. 

4. A Genitive may follow all Greek words, whose signification it 
limits, modifying the meaning, as Apyoc @eov, the word of God; here 
word is limited and restricted from unlimited generality, to one par- 
ticular thing, viz. to God. 

5. The Genitive in Greek expresses the relation of a whole to its 
parts, or is put partitively. ‘This use of the Genitive is of most 
extensive range, not only in the Greek, but also in other languages, 
as ontnaas xeswy, to roast (some) of the flesh ; egeo pecunis, I want 
(some) money ; donnez moi du pain, give me (some) bread. 

6. The Genitive is employed to mark the person or thing to which 
any thing belongs; hence possession, property, duty, material of 

’ which a thing is made, | etc. are put in the Genitive. 
7. This case is put also, to determine place and time, in answer 

to the questions, where ?-when ? Hence the adverbs ov, zov, omov, 

where? which are really old Genitives. 
8. To some one of these general principles may be referred all 

cases occurring under the following rules for the Genitive. 
~ 15 
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§$ 82. Rove H.—Genrrrve Case. 

I. Governed by substantives. 
Of two substantives of different significations, coming together, 

the one which is restricted, governs the other in the Genitive, as of 
sz Fveg tou notapou, the fishes of the river. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. Here the word fishes, is restricted to the river; they belong 
not to the sea, lake, pond, etc. The Hebrew language is more phi- 
losophical, for there, the noun restricted undergoes the change ; but 
here, it is the noun restricting. 

2. Frequently the governing noun is understood, MiAtradns 6 Ki- 
pwvos (vioc), Miltiades, the (son) of Cimon; ta tng tuys, (Sagn- 

pate), the (gifts) of fortune. , 
3. Sometimes the Genitive is governed not strictly by the preced- 

ing substantive, but stands selely upon the prepositional relation 
implied in its own termination ; such Genitives generally express 
the material, of which a thing is made, or the author or source from 
which it proceeds, as tov Sipeor enounas Evierv, he built the chariot oF 
wood ; xaxey pelsos, wretched FROM misfortunes. 

§ 83. Roie [V.—Genrrive Case. 

II. Governed by adjectives. 
Verbal adjectives, and such as signify any strong mental affection, 

as desire ; those implying tgnorance, guilt, remembrance, plenty, 
power, worth, and their contraries; partitives, comparatives, superla- 
lives, interrogatives, indefinites, and numerals, govern the Genitive, 

as gviaxtixos tov cupatos, guarding the body; euxegos povosne, 

skilled in music ; twv zoelenwv aneigos, inexperienced in hardships ; 
Eeotos SoguBor, full of confusion ; egnpos avdguy, destitute of men ; 
pores Bootar, the only one of mortals; ei veetego: avSquney, the 
younger of men ; xalliotes notapor, most beautiful of rivers ; tus 
tor, which of you? ris ter, some one of you; by tow moter, one 

of the ships, etc. : 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. As the connection between partitives, comparatives, superia- 
tives, etc. and the case governed by them in Rule IV. obviously re- 
quires plurality, the Genzlive plural is of course intended, although 
not specified. 

2.: Comparatives, besides as above governing the Genitive plural, 
govern either number preceded by than in English. The principle 
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in the former case is the relation of a whole to its parts, as 7 xallioy 
to adchpey, the fairer of the sisters; but the latter expresses the 
relation of limitation or restriction, as xaz to év (xegas) tyniotegoy tou 
&tegov, and the one (horn) was higher than the other. Dan. 

3. Some maintain that the Genitive here is really governed by a 
preposition, such as meget, 7g0, evt, understood, overlooking the fact 
that the Genitive termination expresses the relation between the 
governing and the governed words. Though such prepositions are 
occasionally used, as expressive of this relation, they are not neces- 
sary. They only serve to make it more emphatic. This is espe- 
cially so, where the meaning of the termination of the noun, and 
that of the preposition, are obviously the same. 

4. Participles used in an adjective sense are often followed by a 
Genitive, as xepuyusvog asSiuy, free from troubles ; o1avav ada, 
skilful in augury. 

5. Adjectives in the positive form, when they express in a super- 
lative sense, the quality of the subject, are followed by the Genitive 
plural, as efozog navtew, the most excellent of all. 

§ 84. Rure V.—Genrtive Case. 

lil. Governed by verbs. 
' Verbs signifying the operation of the senses or passions ; such as 
denote plenty or want, participation or separation, command or traf- 

fick, govern the Genitive, as xluS: ev, hear me; Pavyato cov, I 

admire you; ysue xaxey, he is full of evils ; owov deta, he wants 
victuals ; sav LaBwpsy oyoins, if we get leisure; 1) auaotia Stuotyowy 
qos tov Seov, our sin separates us from God ; xoldov sPvow agyzeuy, 
.to rule over many nations ; wrjcapyy tovto nevte Soazpoy, I bought 

this for five drachms. | 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. Sometimes verbs govern the Genitive by virtue of the noun 
implied in them, thus: stugayveve KogurPov, equivalent to yy rugay- 
vos, etc. he was king of Corinth ; or, by dertvation, involving com- 
parison, as “HrtacPas tevog, to be inferior to any one. 

2. Verbs of seeing govern the Accusative, as Gsoy oportat, they 
shail see God, and in the Attic dialect all verbs of sense govern the 
Accusative. 

3. This difference in case is not arbitrary and merely dialectical, 
but proceeds on a principle. The noun in the Genitive is viewed 
as the origin of the sensation or act expressed by the verb, and is 
appropriately put in this case, whereas the noun in the Accusative 
indicates a different manner of conception of the action. In this 
case the subject of the verb, is not considered as acting from an 
impulse received from, or originating with an external object, but 
as exerting its own action on it. 
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§ 85. Rote VI.—Genirive Case. 

IV. Governed by adverds. 
Adverbs of time, place, and quantity ; also of number, order, and 

exception, are followed by the Genitive, as ayps ty¢ onpegov quegas, 

to this day; ot yng et, where am I! rocovraw adn», abundance of 
such things ; anak rng aegas, once a day; syoperwc tourer, next after 

those things ; nin» suov, excepting me. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. Adverbs are followed by the Genitive, either because they 
were originally nouns, as yaguy “Extogos, for the sake of Hector; 
or are really prepositions, as avev ovouatoy, without names. 

2. Those derived from adjectives governing the Genitive, govern 
it also, as a&ies yur, in a manner worthy of us. 

§ 86. Roe VII.—Genirtive Case. 

V. Governed by prepositions. 

The following prepositions govern the Genitive, viz. 
Ayn, in front of, before ; ano, from, off from ; sx or #8, out, out of ; 

noo, before, in front; dia, through; xata, along, through; yste, 

with; vneg, over, above; angi, round, round about ; sgt, around 5 

stt, on, upon; naga, along, from beside; ngos, to, from, by; vno, 
under. 

Principles and Modifications, 

1. The primary use of prepositions seems to have been to indicate 
the relations of time and place, motion and rest, the various modifi- 
cations of which, and their application, embrace the whole doctrine 
of this class of words. 

2. These relations have been greatly modified and multiplied by 
the modern extension of science, literature, and the arts, which has 
created no small difficulty in making an accurate English version 
of the Greek prepositions. Hence many diferent meanings and 
even opposite senses have been assigned to the same word, as to and 
from, for and against, above and below, etc. 

3. To ascertain the accurate value of the Greek prepositions, 
particular attention should be paid to the generic signification of the 
oblique cases governed by them, viz. that the Genitive denotes origt- 
nation, the Dative acquisition, and the Accusative action termina- 
ting in or upon some object. 

4. The primary radical meaning of the prepositions must be as 
far as practicable, ascertained, and this can be effected only by 
tracing their roots, in the language itself, some cognate dialect, or 
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the common parent. ‘This will fix a generic meaning on each pre- 
position, which must be retained in all its applications. 

5. It must also be observed that the meaning of the preposition 
combines with, and is often modified by that of the case it governs ; 
yet so that both still retain their primary radical signification. 

6. It is manifest, that, in different states of society, peculiar com- 
binations of thought, mental associations, manners and customs, 
must of necessity give rise to very considerable idiomatic differences, 
of which a literal version in another language would be scarcely in- 
telligible, thus: eq innxow payeo9a:, to fight from horses, would 
be a very singular phrase in our language ; to fight on horseback, is 
the correct English version. How do you do? in Latin literally 
quomodo agis agere ? would be worse than barbarous. 

7. The first four, avts, azo, ex or e&, ag0, govern the Genitive only. 
(1) a», perhaps from m39, to act on, to return, reciprocate, sig- 

nifies, in front of, before. 
Opposition, as “Extug 38° avt Atavtog sicato, Hector made head 

against Ajax. 
Comparison, aigetos tots 6 xalog Savatos avtt tov caiazgou Srov, an 

honorable death is to be chosen rather than (compated with) a 
base life. . 

Preference, ave yonpator iecSon tqy dosar zon, we ought to choose 
glory before riches. 

Substitution, Bactisvoss ave exewvou, he shall reign instead of (substi- 
tuted for) him. 

Equivalence, opFadpos avt opFaluov, an eye for (an equivalent) an 
eye. 

In composition it generally retains its primary signification. 
(2) ano, from ax, father, root or origin ; hence from, ve etc. 

Departure, ano tyg Midlntov avsotncay, they departed from Miletus. 
Separation, Bads ano cov, cast it from you. 
Procedure, ag siavtov, of (proceeding from) himself. 
Whence, «9790 aq’ inzov, he hunted (from a horse) on horseback. 

(3) ex or ef, from 47 Chaldee, which regularly from ‘bn, to go, 
or Nx", fo go out; hence, out, out of, removal from; avefy ex modecsy 
he went up from the city. 
Causative, s& avrov ta mavta eyavero, oul of, i.e. from him (as the 

cause) all things are. 
Materials, noryguor st yovoou, a cup of, i. e. (made of) gold. . 

In composition it retains the same power and sometimes governs 
its own case (by transposition). 

(4) x0, possibly from “2, over, beyond ; hence before, in front 
of, but not in opposition. . 

cality, ngo Suey, before the doors. 
Time, xgo0 tov nodepou, before the war. 
Preference, nohsnov mgo svonvns aigertar, he chooses war before (in 

preference to) peace. , 
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Defence, xgo twv nardiow payetas, he fights for (in defence of) his 
children. 

In composition it retains its usual signification. 
8. The next four, dia, xara, peta, txeg, govern the Genitive, (and 

also the Accusative). 
(1) da, probably from mr, to thrust, compel, or drive ; hence 

ova signifies through. 
Medium, sladnos dca otoperos-ayiory noogrytoy, he spake by the mouth 

of holy prophets. 
, xeoae Oca wodlov, villages at a considerable distance ; space 

, passed through being much. 
Time, dca mevts juego, every five days, i.e. five days being the 

interval. 
(2) xera, may come from nm, from mm, to descend ; hence it 

signifies, downwards, a descending course or way, etc. 
Downwards, By 3s xat olvpxoto xagnyay, he descended from the 

heights of Olympus. 
Along, xata tng cdov, along the way. 
Onder, xara ts yn¢ anxonsune, I send him under the earth. 
Against coming down from a hostile source, 6 py wy pet spor, xar 

suou sott, he that is not with me, is agains? me. 
In composition, it has mostly its usual significations. 
3) peta, from may, nearness, from bY, to consociate, by aphe- 

resis or metathesis ; hence the meaning, with, sharing with, together 
with, seems to be its radical idea. 
Concomitancy, 6¢ nv pe gjuer, when he was with us. 
According to, peta xaigov, according to (i. e. connected with) oppor- 

tunity. 
Among, bere to vexowy, among (together with) the dead. 

(4) tzeg, from “29, beyond, over ; hence ineg means over, above. 
Higher in place, orm tneg ty¢ xepadys, he stood over (above) his 

head. 
Defence, ixeg cov paxyopot, I fight in defence of (i. e. over you for 

your protection) you. 
Substitution, Xovor0g txeg juoy anePave, Christ died in our stead, 

i. e. for, coming over into our room. 
9. The nect six govern the Genitive, together with the Dative and 

the Accusative. A ‘cinally £ Chala 
1) opg:, perhaps originally from 329 Chaldee, to connect, con- 

jou forme ordom all around, and when 3 passed from the middle 
to the aspirate, the 3 would by the force of euphony become 7, 
hence »729, whence the Greek apqu, round, round about, etc. 
Embracing, apes nolsog oxsovar, they dwell around the city. 
Concerning, apps aotguy yeagn, a treatise concerning the stars. 
On account of, paysecSov nidaxog apg olsyov, they fight about a 

small fountain. 
(2) segs, perhaps from “29, over, protection ; hence around. 
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About or concerning, d¢ o5 megs pev veug suazorso, thus they fought 
about the ship. 

In defence of, nage natgidSog payee cn, to fight for, i. e. round about, 
or in defence of, one’s country. 

Eminence, nee navtoyv epevas addoy, to be above all others. 
(3) ex, from mn, to cover, overlay, the aspirate being removed ; 

hence ez signifies upon, on, in. 
concerning, ent nasdog Asyov, speaking of, concerning, the child. 

Lfter, next, xo Ens Tovtwy tas tates twy Maxedovay, an after, close 

upon, next after these the ranks of the Macedonians. 
(4) mage, from 439, to pass over, or YP, to break through. 

Close beside, nage xgotagwy te mugeios, the cheeks near (close be- 
side) the temples. 

(5) zgoc, probably from 729, the same as 7¢0, and signifies tran- 
sition, passage, etc. 
Agency, gos avdgos noPero ndixnpevn, she perceived that she was 

injured, by-(the agency of) her husband. | 
Before, pagtvess eotay meos te Fewy paxager, let them be witnesses 

from before the happy gods. 
(6) to, from Nam, to hide; hence under, with the consequent 

modifications. 
Locality, ixo y3Sovoc, under the earth. 
By means of, tno xnguxos, by means of a herald. 
On account of, vg’ jSorng Saxgvey, to weep for (under the influence 

of) joy. 

_§ 87. Rouxe VII.—Genrrive Cass, 

VI. Governed by interjections. 
As tng tuyns, (w understood) what an incident ! i. e. nlnocopat, I 

am struck from the incident; or évexa, on account of the incident, 

as some would explain it ; gv tov avdgos, alas! the man. 

Or tHe Darrve Case. 

1. What is usually called the Dative case in Greek, has really 
the power of two cases, the Dative, properly so called, and the 
Ablative ; and some of the best modern grammarians, recognize 
the Ablative in declension. 

2. Functions have been assigned to the Dative both in Greek and 
Latin, utterly incompatible with its nature, e. g. eripuit mihi gla- 
dium, where mihi cannot, as grammarians tell us, be governed by 
eripuit, but by existentem understood. 

' 3. The Dative is the case of acquisition and expresses the distant 
object of the action of the verb, as d:dovas ts tes, to give something 
to some one. 
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4, This case also expresses the. relation of measure, degree, etc. 
with the comparative ; hence zoddq, olsyq, are Datives used with 
the comparatives. 

§ 88. Rute IX.—Darive Case. 

J. Governed by substantives. 
The Dative case, sometimes follows substantives derived from 

verbs, of the same government, as tov Osov 4 Soot tps, the gift of 
God to you; 7 svt Ttoleum tog qidorg BonPeaa, the assistance to 

| friends i in war. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. Such constructions are frequent, when, as shall appear after- 
wards, the Dative is not governed by the substantive, but by a verb 
expressed or understood. 

2. A Dative sometimes follows a substantive, when, it is evident, 
some adjective of adaptation is understood to govern it, as ysgour 
novos, labor for the hands, i. e. ixavos, competent, understood. 

§ 89. Rote X.—Darive Cass. 

II. Governed by adjectives. 
Adjectives signifying profit, disprofit, likeness, unlikeness, fitness, 

equality, obedience, resistance, and all such as are put acquisitively, 
govern the Dative, as opedisoc ty mods, Profiiaite to the city; BiaBe- 

905 tp pile, hurtful to his friend, etc. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. There are many adjectives in Greek, as in Latin, which are 
followed by either the Genitive or the Dative, QS O"0L0g TH TATEL, OF 
sou nargos, like his father ; ouovupos t» mates, Or tov matgos, of the 
same name with his father. 

2. Adjectives compounded with ovs, OLOV, META, AS GUYTEO@OS TE, 
brought up with any one ; ouogos avtm, a borderer with him ; pssas- 

tiog tvs, an accomplice with some one. 
3. Verbals in tos, ts0¢, etc. govern a Dative of the agent and re- 

semble the Latin gerundive, AS TOUTO OV ENtOY ETL ol, this 1s not to 
be spoken by me; but those in-tzov, while they govern the Dative of 
the agent, resemble the Latin gerund in dum of the Nominative case, 
QS tavta navta moaxtsoy pot, all these things must Ido; npaxtsoy is 
equivalent to avayxy tou meacosiy satu, there ts a necessity of doing, etc. 

4, The pronoun adjective, o 0 avtosc, followed by a Dative, does not 
properly govern it; but it is governed by ovy understood, or by 
virtue of its own termination, aS ¢ autos tos ekapagtavouds, the same 
with the guilty, cvy understood. 

7 
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§ Rure XI.—Darrve Case. 

Ill. Governed by verbs. 
Substantive verbs signifying possession, or put for ey; verbs of 

acquisition with the signs to or for after them; such as mean, to 
please, displease, to profit, hurt, to obey, to command, to serve, to 
resist, to persuade, etc. govern the Dative case, as ecrs pos yonuata, 
I have possessions ; BonFeyv ty margcds, to assist his country; pa- 
zertas tog modsusors, to fight the enemy, etc. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. sot, yvopet, tragye, for sya, govern a Dative, as Telle noay 
modes xalos xayadot, Tellus had sons honorable and brave. 

2. The agent is put in the Dative after Passive verbs, as wexorytas 
pot, tt has been done by me. But this Dative is rather governed by 
the preposition vo, understood. 

3. Verbs implying connexion or companionship, govern the Dative, 
as outdey tivt, to associate with any one. 

4. Monopersonal verbs govern the Dative, as edofs eure, tt seemed 
proper to him. 

_ 5. Bes, edhecrer, Scaqsges, psteots, evdexetas, and xgocnxet, with their 
compounds, govern the Dative of a person, and the Genitive of a 
thing, as des xodley cor, you have need of much. 

§ 91. Rove XI.—Dative Case. 

IV. Governed by adverbs. ° 

Some adverbs govern the Dative. They are virtually preposi- 
tions and have the power of cvy, as dua ty jusga, at day-break. 

§ 92. Rore XI.—Darrve Cass. 

V. Governed by prepositions. 

The following prepositions govern the Dative, ev, ov» (Dative 
only), ava (the Accusative also), ayes, ens, wage, megs, 1905, tno, 
(besides, the Accusative and Genitive). 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. The first two, ev, ovr, govern the Dative only. 
(1) 2», from sss, as Dr. Jamieson thinks, which from ms, éo de, 

the primary idea being that of the place in which any object, at 
resent 7s, or exists. 

Place, sy Ty orx exaDileto, she sat in the house. 
Time, ev tag nysgais tavtacs, in these days. 

16 
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_ Within, shazvorn ev fiytpows Tovéa, least (within the line: of, i. e.}.- 
among the princes of Judah. 

In corhposition, it has generally the force of én, or among. 
(2) ovy, from Dw, to place in order, to place or join fogether ; 

hence the primary meaning of ovy, is together wiih. 
With, Bavireve ovy ty otgarevyat, the king, with his army. 
During, ovr tio Oercvery, at supper, or together with supping. 
On the side of, ovr vos Edgar, on the side of (i. e. along with them 

_ in their interest) the Greeks. ; 
2. The third ava governs (an Accusative, as well as) thé Dative, 

from 72%, to move up to, meet, or advance forward ; hence ava sig- 
nifies motion upwards or rest, on or upon. - 
On, y eube a ava oxnnton Avg aetos, the eagle sleeps upon the sceptre 

of Jove. 
In composition, its various shades of meaning easily accord with . 

the primary. - 
The last siz, viz. aut, megt, ent, nage, 90s, and: + tno, govern (the 

Genitive and Accusative, as well as) the Dative. - 
N. B. ‘The radical and primary meaning of these was settled i in 

discussing the government of the Genitive. 
3. (1) Ag, (already traced to its origin, with all that govern the 

Genitive. In such, therefore, the page and meaning simply, : will be 
- Feferred to, see p. 105), round, about, etc. with-the notion of rest or - 
continuance,’ as aug wpoiwiy ‘Svea tugse xele, he put the fine 
armour around (so as to rest on) his shoulders. It has also a great 

_ variety of meanings, as governing a Dative, thus concerning, among, 
upon, near, in defence of, etc. 

2) megs (vid. p. ss, like paw around, with the idea of rest or 
continuance, negt gpofy, from fear, i. e. remaining round about. . 

(3) ex: (vid. p. 105), upon, on, continuance, as sxsivto sx orvry, 
they lay close upon him, with many other specific applications, ag 
for, after, against, among, along, etc. 

(4) xage (vid. p. 106), over, close, besides, at, near, among, etc. 
as nag oyFors, at the banks, etc. 

(5) mgo¢ (vid. p. 106), towards, near, in addition to, a8 %g0¢ tov- 
40%, besides or tn addition to these. ° 

(6) uno (vid. p. 106), under, as exgupSn yag in coms5., he was . 
hid under (defended by) a shield. 

4. The circumstances of cause, manner, instrument, place (where), 
time (when), measure of excess, are put in the Dative, governed 
either by a preposition understood, or rather in virtue of their termi- 
nation ; thus: gofo exgattoy, they did it for fear; agyugeas loy- 
qos payor, xa navta xeargees, fight with silver weapons and you 
will conquer the world ; syeveto tds ty tgony, it happened im this 
manner ; (ev) IIvAg, in Pylos ; juega toitn, on the third day; nelieo 
pedo, greater by much, all which : are really either governed by e, 
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em, etc.. understood, or are put in the Dative, whose termination '. 
expressive of the relation. . . 

5. There is a singular construction of the participle - and sorne 
_ adjectives in the Dative, after the third person of eae or “yivopet, aS 
sit Bovlousry eote, literally, if it is to you 4 wouleng Le. tf you 
are willing, ete. | 

-§ 93 Rove XIV. —Accosaniva Case. _ 

YT ‘Governed by verbs. Co 
-Verbs, Active, or used actively, ‘govern the Accusative, as xuliy- 

Ges tyv opargar, he rolls. the ball ; on Buoy idiovon, he lives a very : 

agrecable Ye : | 

| Modifications and Exceptions. 

“1. The’ Accusative expresses ‘the object on'which the action or 
infuence of the verb terminates, as erupa Tyy Fearehay, I struck the. 

é . . 

—- Q.- Its name indicates the final cause, exciting the action, ‘influence, 
or feeling, which terminates on it, as adeopos tovs agzortas, I 
respect the rulers, they excite this feeling, and on them it terminates. 

_: 8 When a Genitive, Dative, or other Accusative follows’ the 
- Accusative governed by. the verb, ‘these: cases ‘are not properly. - 

| governed by the verb;. but either stand upon their prepositional.ter- 
mination, or are governed by a preposition understood, a8 anoluw as 

' eetsag (i. @. sgt) E acquit you of. blame; tnvezveopos cor Sexo to- 
" “dayra, I promise you ten talents, here co: involves the‘idea of acqui- 

, sition in its termination ; Oidaoxoves tovg madas Topgor yyy, they 
teach their children probity, i 1, €, xata-capoorurns . 
4, The Accusative is of universal use, governed by xore under- 
sfood, as-dewvos woyny, terrible in fight ; thus ‘are ‘governed . -Accusa- - 
tives in the beginning of a sentence apparently without regimen. 
“ 5, The Greeks have a very peculiar idiom, in making what should 

. be the Nominative to one verb, the Accusative governed by another, 
. as 0a os.tig a, I know thee who thou art, instead of. obo Tig ¢ av 8, I . 

know who thou art. . - 
- 6. In the Attic dialect, verbs of sénse govern the Accusetive, a 

. axovo tavta, I hear these things. _ 
: YA sentence or clause is often the object, or + Accusative after 
the transitive verb, as sheyov 6 ont Kugos steFynxer, they satd that Cyrus 
was dead ; here oti Kugos, etc. is the object or Accusative of elsyoy. 
It is denominated a transitive proposition, because the action. of the 

| Principal verb passes upon it. | 

S§ 94, RvLe XV —-Acoteantve Case. - 

Il. Governed by prepositions. . 
The following prepositions govern | the Accusative ;' ss or ¢¢, Accus. 
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only ; ava, Accus. (and Dat.); dsa, xara, eta, ase, Accus. (and 
Gen.) ; aygi, segs, est, nage, gos, and imo, the Accus. (Gen. and 
Dative). 

Illustrations and Examples. 

1. es or e¢, (from est, fo go, which from sw, the verb of existence, 
from m'm, to be, to exist), signifies into, to, as nley ss tyv ‘Eliada, 
he came info Greece. Some of its specific applications are, toward, 
against, among, beforé, concerning, etc. 

2. ava (vid. p. 111), up, up on, up along, as ava toy norapoy, up 
along the river. . 
Place, xaz ev xsd. nos ave to ogex sucyorto, they fought both in the 

plain and upon the mountains. 
Time, ava tov Bor, during (through) life. 
Distribution, ava nevte, up to fives, i. e. five by five, or by fives ; 

ava psoos, by turns, aliernately. 
3. 4a (vid. p. 103), through, through means of, on account of, 

not instrumentality, for this requires the Genitive, but occasion, ex- 
citing, or final cause. 

inal cause, to caBBatoy da toy ayPouxoy eyeysto, the sabbath was 
made for (on account of) man. os 

Through means of, xgohaBwy tyy Ogaxny Ss tovrove, having pos- 
sessed himself of Thrace through means of (viz. xgsaBers) these 
ambassadors, i. e. by their negligence furnishing the opportu- 
nity or occasion. . 

4, xata (vid. p. 103), down along, according to, etc. 
Through, xata atgatoy suguy Azoiwy, through (down along) the wide 

army of the Greeks. 
According to, xata loyor fny, to live according to reason. 

5. peta (vid. p. 104), to, after, as Zeue 88n ueta Satta, Jupiter went 
to a feast ; ust avtoue 7192, he came after them. 

6. ing (vid. p. 104), over, beyond, ineg tov Souor, over the house ; 
Surapis ineg avFemnor, a power beyond that of man. 

7. apg evi. p- 105), round, round about. In connection with 
this primary meaning, it has, when governing the Accusative, the 
idea of tendency to, or approximation ; hence, 
Near, Aysgousvos Iogdavov cugs gsePoa, collected about (i. e. near 

to) the streams of Jordan. 
Concerning, thus it is used periphrastically, of apps tyv Onoay, 

hunters, i. e. those occupied about the hunt. 
8, megs (vid. p. 105), round, round about, like aug:, and including 

tendency or approximation modified by the nature of the case. 
Concerning, xas megt yovsag xau natgida, concerning (about) parents 

and country. 
Near, nsgs tovtovs rove xoovous, near, verging towards, (about) these 

times. 
9. ens (vid. p. 105), on, upon, at, with the Accusative modified as 

usual by the idea of tendency to, towards, . 
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To, epxeaDe ens Seenvoy, come to supper. 
On, exe yasay, on the earth. 
10. saga (vid. p. 106), near, close, beside. 
Near, Bn nega Siva Falacons, he went along (near) the shore of 

~ the sea. 
Above, xoga ta alia foo, in comparison (when beside found above) 

of other animals, 
11. xgog (vi 106), to, towards. 

According to, ake somous moog to Felnua, nor did according to his 

With» - mg0¢ tov Osoy, was with God. 
In comparison of, ngo¢ to peysFog tng molses, In comparison with the 

size of the ci 
12. ixo (vid. p. 106), under, the termination of motion as modi- 

* fied by the case. 
Under, tn Thov nide, he came to Troy. 

§ 95. Rute XVI.—Or Prepositions 1n Composirion. 

While prepositions in composition, sometimes augment, sometimes 
diminish, and sometimes alter the meaning, they still retain their 
radical, primary signification, under all the modifications thus pro- 
duced. 

1. Here follows an example of each, compounded with a verb, in 

alphabetical order. . . 
(1) Auge, around, angiBadiey, to throw around. 

(2) Ava, up on, avaBavey, to ascend. 
(3) avts, in front of, avtitaccsy, to array against. 
(4) Ano, from, amsozer$as, to go away from. 
(5) Ata, through, Svankesty, to sail through. 

(6) Eig, to, into, suregyso Fas, to go into, to enter. 

(7) Ex or sf, out of, exBa:veiy, to go out. 
(8) Ey, in, within, evoixsiy, to dwell in, to inhabit. 

(9) Ext, upon, eniddovas, to give upon, in addition to. 

(10) Kata, down, along, xataBaddey, to throw down. 

(11) Mera, with, petalouBavey, to participate. 

(12) IHaga, from, near, beside, nagapsvsiy, to abide near, to remain. 
(13) ZHegs, round about, msgredewy, to look around. 
(14) go, before, xgoBatvey, to advance, to go before. 
(15) x06, towards, by, to, neooxalsaDat, to invite, call to one, 
(16) ovy, together with, cvprovessy, to labor with another. 

(17) insg, over above, imegezety, to hold over, to excel. 

(18) ino, under, inoyelgy, to amile—to laugh a little, 
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2. Nothing short of experience and practice can teach the various 
modifications, and: shades of ‘meaning attached to the words thus 
compounded ; “yet in all these, it will be no difficult matter to trace 
the primary signification of the preposifion. 

3. The preposition alone is sometimes used in the sense of the 
verb, as evs for avert, at ts lawful 3 avo for avers Dt, | arise, ete. 

§ 96: Rute XVI. —L. Or THE inpicatrvs Moon. : 

The- Indicative, denies or afirms ; declares the proposition to be 
true or false, as a matter entirely independent of the thoughts and 
ideas of the speaker, as itavtor ds’ avtou eyaveto, all things were made 
by him; ovx sxowjos, he did not - do tt; “or, asks a question, aS Tig 

ehsts; : who said it’ 2 oo . . . 

- Observations and Modifications. 

}. Even in oblique discourse, in quoting the language of another, 
when the. quoter “intimates no doubt, after ot: and oi, the Indicative 
is used, as-sdeyes a ate Zig Ssxavoowryy ss you satd. that Jugiter 
sent justice. - : 
2. In. conditional propositions after implying a condition in the 

Statement, without any.expression of uncertainty, as s ee + Boxsos, , 
Berk Kee $50, if there are altars, there are also gods. — 
. 3. When the condition and consequence are -both past actions, 
and so connected, that if the one did take place, so must: the, other ; 
the Indicative of the. past is twice used; the protasis (the. antecedent 
or supposition) with a, and the apodosis (the consequent or conclu- 

- gion) with a»; as Kugss, ex 4¢ 00s, 6.adehpos pov ovx cy eredynst,. Lord, 
tf thou hadst been here, my brother had not died. . 

_ 4. The Indicative with a» (synonymous with the Epic xs and xsv)— 
“the potential particle—assumes usually. the signs of' would, could,- 
‘might, etc. ag ovx ay etys, he would not have had ; nFehov a», "I could , 
have wished. This particle is sometimes, but not often, joined to 
the Present and Future. . 
5. arte, wis, r wish, etc. govern the Indicative mood. 

-§ 97. Row XVII. —, Or THE IMPERATIVE Moon. 

The Imperative mood. commande, persuades, or T petitions, § as a dere 

i Bacrhse gou, ay kingdom come. : . - 

_ Modifications. and Enceptions 

1. The second person is sometimes uséd indefinitely, and n may be 
rendered as the third, as tofeve mag tog, let every one draw. the bow, 
i.e. draw thou the bow, viz . each one (of you) ; mehas tis #91, go 
thous some neighbor, freely, ie jet some neighbor go. 
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2.’ As in our own language, thé plural is sometimes used for the 
singular, as ngogeA Pera, 0 at, mates, come (plur.) child to thy father. 

_ 3. The Imperative is sometimes used by the Attics as a dependent 
roposition after ova9a.6, o79 dt, orc tc, as oa og womnsor, 

‘knowest thou.what thou must do? All willbe easily resolved by — 
transposing the words, thus: so:mjcov, owPa 0; do! knowest thou 
what | 

4. From the nature ofthe Imperative, it and the Future are inter- 
changeable, as. ov xlawas, 1. @. un xdente. . | 

5. The Imperative must -necessarily in the nature of things be 
Future, i. e. though the command be in the Present tense, the exe- 
cution must be Future. The past.tenses in this mood therefore; 
must respect the having the order executed before some future 
eriod, or imply expedition. .We say in English, have done, which 

is quite analogous to rupoy, have struck. 
6. «7, in prohibition,.governs the Imperative. 

§ 98. Rove XIX.—IL. Or rue Supsoxcrive Moon. 
The Subjunctive- mood, as its name imports, presupposes some- 

‘thing on which it is dependent, as the condition of its existence, and 

is used in connection with the primary tenses, i. e: the Present, 

Perfect, or Futures, as negeyus iva a, I am present, that I may see. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. This mood has frequently the power of the Imperative, as px~ 
days cuupogay ovedions, reproach no one with misfortune. ‘This 
power it has especially in the first persons, as says», let us go. 

2. The Subjunctive is used in a supplemental proposition, wher 
this proposition appears conditional with a», as Kugos umecysto, avdps 
ixactw Jucew nevte agyugiou Ooazpas exay erg BaBviowa jxwor, Cyrus 
promised that he would give each soldier five drachms of silver, when- 
ever they arrived at Babylon. ; 

3. Transitive propositions are either 1. Objective, i. e. employed 
in stating the object of the transitive verb ; and when used uncondi- 
tionally, they take the Indicative, as elsyor ot» Kugog steSyyxei, they 
reported that Corus was dead ; but the Optative, when they merely- 
express the ideas or the opinions of others, Ticceqegyngs Osafadin toy 
Kvugoy moog toy adsigoy, as exiBovievor, Tissaphernes accused Cyrus 
to his brother, that he was plotting against him. Here this is 
stated by Xenophon, not as a fact, but as the opinion of Tissa- 
phernes ; therefore it is in the Optative. 2. Intentional, i. e. exe . 
pressive of the aim or design of the action of the verb of the princi- 
pal proposition. When this verb is not in the Present or Future, 
the intentional particles, iva, onms, opoa, oi, wc, and uy, are joined 
with the Subjunctive, as leyw iva sedns, I speak that you may know ; 

~ 
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but if it is a past time, with the Optative, as sata ive esdsens, I spake 
that you mighi know. 

4. The particles av, say, if ; euxep, although ; ius av, until, etc. 
govern the Subjunctive mood. 

§ 99. Ruts XX.—IV. Or rae Orrative Moop. 

The Optative denotes a thing purely imaginative or ideal, ab- 
stracted from all reality or condition, and is joined with the secondary 
or historical tenses (i. e. the Imperfect, Pluperfect, and Aorists), as 
nagny iva cCocus, I was present, that I might see. 

Modifications and Exceptians. - 

1. Every occurrence employed by the imagination, whether as 
an expectation, hopes apprehension, or mere assumption, may be 
expressed by the Optative, usually with the particle ay, as sows ay 
TIVES ENITiLNosAY TOLS eLenusYots, some perhaps, might find fault with 
the things that have been said. 

2; Sometimes, particularly among the Athenians, to express a 
definite assertion with modesty and politeness, as ovx ay anogevyoi¢ 
any voooy, you will not escape the disease, (literally, possibly you 
might not escape) . 

3. It is used atso sometimes for the Indicative to give an air of 
indeterminateness, where the thing is determinate, as tor vewy ag 
xataducsay, the ships which they may have sunk, i. e. which they 
have sunk. 

4. The Optative may stand in the protasis or supposition, in a 
sentence, instead of a Preterite Indicative, to signify the repetition 
of an action, as ots av ios, evtextog xos orem Lovtac, TagelLovyoy 
WUTOLE OSTE¥ES BEY NOTE, xOE ETeL TUT OstO, and whomsoever he saw, i.e. 
as often as he saw any, etc. 

5. The following particles govern the Optative, ae, a:Fe, iva, etc. 

§ 100. Rute XX1.—V. Or rae Infinitive Moon. 

The Infinitive mood may be considered as the genus of the verb, 
or a gerundial substantive, capable of all the affections of the gerund, 
as to Asya, the speaking ; tov Isyey, of the speaking ; t Leyes, to 
the speaking ; to ideyety, the speaking. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. Asa verbal or gerundial noun, the Infinitive may be the Nomi- 
native to the verb, the substantive to the adjective, be governed by 
a substantive, an adjective, verb, or preposition, like any other noun, 
as to pn grnou yodsnoy, not to love is hard; eovorny yever Pac, 
power to become ; ov dsuvog isysy, not powerful in speaking; dele 
Asyey, I wish to speak ; ivexa tov isyay, for the sake of speaking. 
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2. In transitive propositions, where ot, iva, or such perticies are 
not used, the Infinitive takes an Accusative before it as its subject, 
as pryoi— Heaxlsea—nadno 3a, he says that Herculés sat down: here 
“Heaxisa the Accusative case is the subject to xadyoF-as. 

3. When the subject of: the Infinitive is the same person with 
the Nominative of the preceding finite verb it is attracted into the 
Nominative case, as Zogoxlns ey avrog wey olovs Ses mores: Evgeni 
Ong ds oto sot, Sophocles said that he represented men such as they 
should be; Euripides, such as they are. 

4. The Infinitive admits a noun or pronoun before it in the Accu- - 
sative, in whatever case it may be, as mgo tou os Dilinnoy purycat, 
before that Philip called thee; eta to nadey avroy, afier his suffer- 
ing. This admits of a double solution, before the calling thee (tov 
gyornoa: oe) in relation to Philip (xatae being understood), as the 
agent, or person who called; or, it may be resolved by supposing 
an ellipsis of yenua, or some such word understood ; seo tov ygovou 
Pilinnov pornoas oe, before the time that Philip called thee. 

5. The Infinitive is used in an Imperative sense governed by 
some other verb understood, as Slene:, cxome, etc. yarpery ueTH Yatgor— 
tov, xlacey usta xdatovtan, rejoice with those that: do rejoice, and 
weep with those that weep. 

6. The Future is sometimes expressed by the Infinitive of the 
Present, Future, and Aorists preceded by the verb meddo, as pelle 
te9vavar, I am about to die. 

§ 101. Rete XXI.—Or Parriciryes. 

As the participle partakes of the nature both of a noun and verb, 
its governments and agreements have been both already provided 
for in the syntax of these parts of speech respectively ; but it may 
be added, that it is often put periphrastically with ej, yevopor, exon 

xo, xugoi, Exagyo, patyoucs, for its own verb, as ovx exFgos inngyer 

ow, he was not an enemy, for nv; Favyacas eyo, I have- admired, for 

tePavuaxa, etc. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1, In Greek the participle is often used, where in Latin or Eng- © 
lish, the Infinitive would be employed, as oge os yeaqaysa, in Latin, 

- video te scribere, I see you writing ; here, however, the English 
- idiom is similar to the Greek, as also in many other instances. 

2. With a participle, tvyyayw signifies, accidentally ; lavPavea, 
privately or ignoranily ; pdavw, previously ; as eqn tuysv env, he 
said that he happened to be. _ 

3. The participle is used after dxdos, pavsgas, agarns, etc. while 
these are taken adverbially, as avrog tovro mu:wy pavegos yy, he mani- 
Sestly did this. 

17 
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4. The Greek language has a manifest advantage over the Latin 
and English, in having a participle in all the leading tenses, Active, . 
Middle, and Passive. Thus: yeawas, having written, whereas the. 
Latins have no word exactly corresponding, and must employ a 
periphrasis, as cum scripserat; so also in English, having written. 

Yeagopevoc, must be rendered by inter scribendum. 

§ 102. Remagxs ON SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL PARTICLES. 

I. These frequently contribute to the abbreviation of speech, and 
stand for whole clauses, as avi, here, equivalent to, in this place. 

Some serve to modify and give point to the words they affect, as 
magezer Sautov xalwc, he behaved himself handsomely. 'The mean- 
ing and perspicuity of sentences are much dependent on the proper 
use and location of these. 

2. A preposition without its casual word, is used in an adverbial 
sense, as sy, amongst others; mgog, besides, ‘etc. This, however, 
proceeds on the principle of their case being understood. 

3. Some particles are postpositive, i. e. never stand first in a sen- 

tence, as yao, wer, Je, te, toryvy; others are both prepositive and post- 

positive, as ay, aga, bn, ive. The rest are prepositive. 
4. The Greeks have two simple negatives, ov, (ovx, before a 

vowel, and ovy, if the vowel be aspirated), and yy; the former direct 

and independent, expressing a positive denial, as ovx ects tavte, 
these things are not so; the latter dependent on some verb expressed 

or understood, significant of thought, suspicion, will, etc. as yn tovte 
dpacns, (see dea), that you do not do this. When pn expresses a 

wish, it is joined to the Optative, as uy yevouro, God forbid, or may 
it not be. 

5. Hence arises the grammatical distinction between the two 
negatives, viz. fhat ov denies, as ovx oda, I do not know; but uy 

forbids, as un xdewess, thou shalt not steal. 

6. Two or more negatives qualifying the same verb, deny more 
strongly, a8 ovx exormos ovdapov ovdeis, no body ever did this ; when 
joined to different verbs, they are equivalent to an affirmation, as ov 
Suvapos py yedgy, I cannot but laugh or I must laugh. 

7. That two negatives make an affirmative, may be illustrated 
by the fact in mechanics, viz. that two equal and opposite forces, de- 
stroy each other. So when the negatives affect each other, and not 
the verb, they are equivalent to an affirmative, but when they both 
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affect the verb, they strengthen the negation. This principle, being 
universal, of course pervades our own language; “ There is none 
that doeth good, no, not one.” Ps. 

8. Aga, when inlerrogative, as agu, is it so? stands at the begin- 
ning of the clause ; when syplogistic or illative it stands afler some 
word in the clause, and may signify, of course, in the nature of 
things, then, consequently, truly, indeed ; age ov, interrogative, re- 
quires an affirmative answer ; but aga un, a negative. This particle 
is written, gu, by apheresis, and ag, by apdcope. 

9. The potential particle ay is used both in prose and poetry ; in 
poetry, with an equivalent meaning xe and xe», before a vowel are 
used. This particle is very properly called Potential, in as much 
as it imparts a potential meaning to the verb with which it is con- 
nected, even although in the Indicative. The signs of this connec- 
tion are, should, would, should have, would have, could, could 

have, etc. as exgatror ay, I would or could do ; exgayov ay, I would, 
could or should have done. With the Optative and Subjunctive, it 

adds emphasis to the usual signs of these moods. It gives a signifi- 
cation of contingency to Infinitives and Participles ; and throws an 

air of modesty, on even a positive statement, as ovx gy oda, I could 

hardly know. 
10. vag, for, always follows other words, like the Latin enim. 

As a responsive or causal particle, often there is no correlative reason 
expressed, but it is left to be understood. This, however, the sense 

and connection of the passage will readily suggest, as var, ov, og Fos 
dsyers, or something else, as the case may be. 
_11. 8s and 8, are frequently used synonymously, as truly, indeed, 

certainly, ete. and by lexicographers, Jy is considered as only 
another form of de. When de is alone, it signifies, but, yet, however, 

but as a correlative with its adversative wey, and the definite article, 
it is used distributively, as 6 ysy, this (person), 6 Je, that (person); or 
the one, and the other. - 

§ 108. PROSODY 

Treats of the quantity of syllables and versification. 
The quantity of a syllable is the time spent in pronouncing it. 
A short syllable occupies one time, a long one, two. 
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§ 104. Or rae Narure or VowExs. 

In Greek there are seven vowels, ¢, 0, short by nature ; 7, 0, long 
by nature ; a, «, v, doubtful, i.e. sometimes long, and sometimes 

short, sometimes in different words, and sometimes in the same. 

§ 105. Or rae Quantity or SYLLABLEs. 

Roz I. Of Long Vowels, etc. 
H, , all diphthongs and contracted syllables are long, as 4410, | | 

sxsi, Borgvés, contr. Borgis, etc. : 

| Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. From contracted syllables there is no exception. __ 
2. The rationale of exceptions in long vowels and diphthongs is, 

that being severally composed of two constituents, one of these ean 
be suppressed in pronunciation, as oso sy for ore ev. | 
_3. This shortening occurs when they are followed by a vowel, 

either in the middle of a word, or in the beginning of the following, 
QS moist; ate Eo»; oixw sy, a8 above. | 

-§$ 106. Ruts Il.—Or Posirton. 

Though ¢, 0, are always short, yet, when either of them, or a - 
doubtful vowel is followed by two consonants, or a double one, a 
syllable. is constituted, which becomes long by this position, as ¢»- 
Solos ; woddac, ipFipous, Uwos. . | 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. In these positions, the short vowel is not lengthened, but. the 
consonanits.in position with the short vowel, constitute a long sylla- 
ble. Légo, légi, léctum, here it is obvious that é is short in lécium, 
but the syllable dect is long. 

2. When a short vowel or a doubtful is followed by a mute and 
a liquid, the syllable in which said vowel is, will be long or short 
according as it is connected with, or detached from, the mute and 
liquid, in pronunciation, as ITatgo-xdos, Horgox-hos 5 téx-va, Te-x¥On 

§ 107. Roxe Iil—Or a Dovsrruz, ETC. | 

A doubtful vowel before a single consonant, or before another 
vowel, or diphthong, is usually short, as xaxoc, uyvir, aside, Sea. 

| Exceptions. — 

1. The Doric a used for 7, as adu for 43; wor for pyr | 
2. The Zolic Genitive singular and plural, Argedao, povcaey.. 
3. In the penult of nouns in iwy, iov-0¢, as Aupioy, lovos, except xeeur. 
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§ 108. Route IV,—By Diarect. 

The Doric lenghthens «, used for 7, as yuva for yuvj. The Holic 
shortens it, as yyzpa gidyn. The Ionic shortens it in the penult of 
preterites, as yeyau for yeynna; yeyaus for yeynxes, and tetupatas, and 
terupato. ‘The Ionic a, in verbs in aw, preceded by a long syllable, 

is long, as pevorvao noleurtey. IL +. 164. The emphatic u for a, ¢@, 0, 
Is long, as tavti for ravre; 63: for ode, etc. 

§ 109. Rure V.—Or Derivatives Np Compounns. 

- Derivatives and compounds for the most part follow the quantity 
of their primitives and simples, as vixae, vixy ; tin, atiuos. 

Modifications and Exceptions. 

1. Derivatives generally follow the quantity of the part of the 
verb-from which they are derived, as puyn from neptya. . . 

2. «@ privative is generally short, yet sometimes lengthened, when 
it precedés many short syllables, as oxaxaros. 

3. Doubtful vowels are generally short in the first part of com- 
pounds, as ayyivous, etc. 

§ 110. Rute Vi.—Incazase or Nouns. 

The quantity of the final syllable of the Nominative, usually re- 
mains in the oblique cases, tutay, retr-0¢ 5 TMUE, THpA-TOS. 

Exceptions. 

1. vg, in the Nominative, shortens the increase, as pagrig, paxo-~ 
TUQOG. 

2. A syllable long by position is shortened in the oblique cases, 
as aviak, aviexocs; but -a%, after a vowel, is lengthened, as vee’, vea- 
xog, With 1 many others in @§, zw, st, and vy 

3. o¢, pure in the Genitive from a long syllable in the Nomina- 
tive is doubtful, as devs, Sevos, Sgvos. 

4. The penult of the Dative plural after a- syncope is short, as 
TATA, avdopact. 

§ 111. Rove VIL—Or tae Quanriry OF Douarruns IN THE 
FLEXION OF VERBS. 

The final vowel of the first root of verbs in ew pure, or in gae, 
soo, eI, and vw, is long, unless: followed by a vowel, as eao, saxon ; 

dgaa, Sono ; tiw, tide; Boida, Boicw, [here gi, isnot followed by a 
vowel, like ax, in caw, but by the consonant 3]; Ava, 400m; but 
doubtful before £ in the Present, is short before s in the Future. 
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Observations. 

1. The secondary tenses generally retain the quantity of the root 
in their primaries, except in the 1 Aorist, Active and Middle, of 
liquid verbs, the last syllable of whose roots is always long, though 
their primaries are always short, as xgivo,, exgiva, exgivapny ; parvo, 
sQava, epavapyny. 

2. The final syllable of the second root is always short unless 
lengthened by position, as omagw, the second root ezagw; eonagea, 
Perfect, becomes long by position. 

3. All liquid verbs shorten their first root in the First Future, as 
Paves, pave ; Bailie, Baio, etc. 

4. In verbs in ys, the proper reduplication is short unless lengthened 
by position, as tidyus; the improper is common, as “enfas. 

4. a, not before ~ca or -c1, is always short, as iorate, iorach 
5. v, is always long in dissyllables ; in polysyllables only in the 
ET of the Indicative Active, as Sexvuus, derxyvuat, etc. 

The initials b and v, in all augmented tenses are long, as 
“ine, “ixoy; vBorto, tBgitor. 

§ 112. Roe VII.—Quantiry oF Dovstro.s in PENULTS. 

A doubtful a, «, or v, in the penult, before a vowel, diphthong, or 

simple consonant, is short, as aylaos, Sasi, xaxog; aevia, tov, ti- 

Sos; Vos, xves, Luyos. 

Exceptions. 

1. From each of these there are numerous exceptions, some of 
which have been provided for in the rules already specified. 

2. The doubtful «, is long in ang, Eupaous, etc. 
3. The doubtful «, is long in Agia, dipos, etc. 
4. The doubtful v, is long in wvmy, aBvdoc, etc. . 
5. In the penults of verbs, a doubtful before vt, is always long, as 

rerepair dsixvver, etc. 
6.. A, and v, are long in the penult of all participles in eve and vea. 

§ 113. Rute IX.—Or Unrimarss. 

A doubtful vewel final, or followed by », g, ¢ final, is short, as 
povec, peli, ov, uslay, naliv, Borguy, danag, daunas, nolkic, Badus. 

From this rule there are many 

Exceptions. 

1. From « are excepted, nouns in -da, Sa, -ea, and -ca, as Ida, etc. 
duals, as woven ; the Doric Genitive of the First Declension, Bogea; 
Vocative of the same, also poetic Vocative of the Third Declension, 
as Halla, with ritay, xeig, tpos, etc.. 
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2. From + are excepted, names of letters, as &:, m1, gs, ¢ paragogi- 
cal, as tovtovi, yuri, etc. ; +, as tui, Jelqiv, etc. monosyllables in is, 
as duc, but 1s indefinite in common ; nouns which have two termina- 
tions in the Nominative, as extis, axriy, etc. 

3. From vare excepted, (1) Namesof letters, as uv, vv; ” Verbs 
in ups, as ep; (3) Adverbs, as peragv, and yeu, v, etc.; (4) rus, 
mg, “vs, etc. which use will teach. 

§ 114. Rote X.—Avrtnoriry anp Poetic LicEnse. 

Authority always respects some doubtful vowel, depending for its 
quantity, entirely on the usage of the language, as employed by the 
best authors, as ages, ages, Beotodotys, uraipove tetyeotninta. 

1. What is usually denominated poetic license proceeds on a 
principle. (See Clarke’s Note to 51st line of the 1st Book of Iliad). 

2. A short syllable in certain circumstances, becomes long, by 
the very stress of the voice in pronunciation, this is called the arsis, 

or the ictus metricus, as psyads Savoy te. Tliad, XI. 10. 
3. Besides these infractions on the usual rules of quantity, the 

poets sometimes 

(1) Lengthened a syllable, 1. By doubling or inserting a conso- 
nant, as <0dsce for edsos, etc. 2. By changing a vowel into a diph- 
thong, as devoyos for dsouar. ; 

(2) Shortened a syllable, 1. By rejecting one vowel of a diph- 
thong, as éloy for sihov. 2. By metathesis, as exgadoy for stagdov. 

(3) Increased the number of syllables, 1. By resolving a diph- 
thong, as avro for evro. 2. By inserting a letter, or adding a sylla- 
ble, as aaayetos for aaystog; nedtog for yacog; Binge for Bin. 

(4) Lessened the number of syllables, 1. By apheresis, as vegas 
for vig3e. 2. By syncope, as sygeto for eyeigsto. 3. By apocope 
and apostrophe, as de for duoua; pues for urgia. 

§ 115. Or Porricat Ficures. 

1. Prosthesis adds a letter to the beginning, as opcxgos for uixgos. 
2. Apheresis takes away a letter or syllable from the beginning, 

as avo for youve. 

3. Epenthesis inserts a letter or syllable into the middle of a word, 
as s00sioev for sdsioey. 

4. Syncope takes away a letter or syllable from the middle of a 
word, as evgayny for evenoopyy. 
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6. Paragoge sda a letter or eyllable to. the end of a word, as 
esreoxey for etme. 
-6. Apocope cuts off a letter or syllable from the end of a word, 

as Oe for dupa: 
7. Metathesis transposes letters or syllables, as xgadeny for xagdiny. 
8.. Antistotchon substitutes one letter for another, as xon¢ for 

xotdoic. . 

9. Diasiole Jengthens a short syllable, as ala’ 6 Balog exenovns. 
10. Systole ‘shortens a tone syllable, as as rexvas s|yarge: for texvas 

ey eiges. 

1l. Diaeresis divides one 29 syllable into two; as, . 

+ Bureag | 8s Hote 008 700" lis, etc. Il. r, 314. 

12. Crasis i is a contraction with a change of: vowels, @ AS TexE0s, 

terzovs. 
“38. Metaplasmus is is a change of termination in the same case, as 

olxs for adxy. 

14. Tmesis divides a word and puts another between its parts, as 
Sd ag etero for xadefero. 

15. Synalaepha cuts off a vowel or diphthong when the next word 
begins with either, as amsgzo:” amowve. In Greek poetry all such 
elisions are made by the poetic ecthlipsis. + 

16. Caesura, as its name imports, is the cutting off a syllable, 
remaining at the end of a word, after the foot has been finished. It 
makes a short syllable long ; as, - 

Ov zon | ravvuzslor etd ler Bov|Anqogor | arden. Hom. ; 

17. Synecphanesis or synaeresis, joins into. one, two syllables, 
which do not stand in any diphthongal relation to each other ; as, 

LOvTsea ava cunnrtey nas ehovesso waytas “evens 

here the -ey a must be read yo-a 
18. Synapheia is the connecting, or linking of verses together, 

no as to make them run.on in continuation, as if not. divided izito 
‘separate verses; in consequence, the initial syllable of a subsequent 
verse influences the final syllable of the preceding. 

The synapheia prevailed in Anapaestic and lonic a minoré verse, 
in which, strict attention was paid to it. 

§ 116. Or FEET. 

A foot is composed of two or more syllables strictly regulated by 
time. 
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Feet are so called, because by their aid, the voice, as it were, 

moves along through the verse in a measured pace. 
Feet are either simple or compound. 
Of the simple feet, four are of two; eight of three syllables; the 

compound are sizteen, consisting of four syllables each. 

Simple Feet of Two Syllables. 
1. Pyrrhic, ~~ | ‘P&0g, so named from mvggizn ogynots, a Pyrrhic 

dance, in which this foot was much used. 

2. Spondee, — — | Suuo, from onovdn, libation, particularly em- 

ployed at sacrifices, from its majestic gravity. 
3. lambic, - - | H&a», from santa, to hurt or assail, Perf. topmpat, 

hence sopfos, at first peculiarly appropriated to satirical composi- 
tions and lampoons of all sorts. 

4. Trochee, —~ | cowpea, from toeys, to run, because peculiarly 

adapted to quick motion. It is also denominated choree, as being 
well adapted to the chorus or dance. 

Simple Feet of Three Syllables. 

5. Tribrach,- ~~ | noheuos, from tes, three, and Boayus, short, 

consisting of three short syllables. 
6. Molosse, - — - | svyadn, from Molocoo, a people of Epirus, 

with whom it was a favorite foot, in their military expeditions. 
7. Dactyl, ~~~ | pagrigos, from Saxtvios, a finger, the compara- 

tive length of its three syllables resembling that of the three joints of 
the finger ; the first, long, and the two last, short. 

8. Anapest,-- — | weyadny, from avenat, to strike back, the beat- 

ing of the ground to the cadence of this foot, being directly the re- 
verse of that of the dactyl. 

9. Bacchic, ~ — — | avacosi, from Baxzevos, Bacchian, because fre- 
quently used in the hymns of Bacchus. 

10. Antibacchic, — ~~ | deixvvpi, from avtiBaxysos, Antibacchian, 

from being used in opposition to the Bacchic. 
11. Amphibrach, - — ~ | ti9jui, from apy, on both sides, and Bea- 

21s, Short, as it consists of a long between two short. 
12. Amphimacer, -— - — | Seonotis, from apgu, on both sides, and 

pexgos, long, consisting of a short between two long. 

Compound Feet of Four Syllables. 

13. Choriamb, - ~~ — | navdapatwe, consists of a choree or tro- 
chee, and an iambic, or two short syllables between two long. 
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14. Iambotroch, v - -~ | ‘cpagtijuc, consists of the iambic and 
choree or trochee, or two long between two short. It is the reverse 
of the choriamb, as its name imports, and the ordinary name (antis- 
pastus). from avtionacdet, to be drawn in an opposite direction, 

‘““ because it passes from a short to a long, and then, reversing the 
order, from a long to a short” is equally applicable to its immediate 

predecessor, the choriamb. 
15. Ionic a majore, — —~ ~ | xoountogé, consists of a spondee and 

pyrthic, i. e. of two long, and two short. 
16. Ionic a minore, ~ ~ — — | 26vt79ay, consists of a pyrrhic and 

a spondee, i. e. of two short, and two long syllables. Its name origi- 
nated from the circumstance that it was used chiefly by the lonians. 
‘The greater and less regards the location of the long and short sylla- 
bles respectively. 

17. Protopaeon, - ~~ ~ | avtgodovos, composed of a trochee and 
a pyrrhic, or of one long syllable, and three short. 

18. Deuteropaeon, ~ ~ ~~ | Bovdets, composed of an iambic and 
pyrrhic, or one short, one long, and two short. 

19. Tritopaeon, - ~ —~ | Aadtorte, consists of a pyrrhic and a 
trochee, or two short, one long, and one short. 

20. Tetartopaeon, ~ - ~ — | d&dvévns, composed of a pyrrhic and an 

iambic, or of three short, and one long. This word paeon or paean, 
from am, vibro, to strike, a name of Apollo, god of the Lyre, was 
peculiarly used in hymns to that deity. Here the words first, second, 
third, etc. are given in Greek, combined with paeon, because in 

technicals, it is presumed, that, one word, if equivalent, is preferable 
totwo. The reason of first, second, etc. is obvious from the con- 

stant shifting of the short syllable from the beginning to the end, 
from the first to the second, third and fourth place. 

21. Protepitrit, ~ — — — | “éuaotod;, composed of an tambic and 
a spondee, consisting of one short syllable, and three long. 

22. Deutepitrit, - - — — | uijzavotgyov, composed of a trochee and 
& spondee, or consisting of one long, one short, and two long. 

23. Tritepitrit, ——~ — | Snunydgeiy, composed of a spondee and 

an tambic, or consisting of two long, one short, and a long. 

24. Tetartepetrit, -——~ | nantaiwoved, composed of a spondee 

and a trochee, or consisting of three long, and one short. The name 
of this foot is derived from snxitgitos, which denotes a certain num- 

ber, together with a third part added. This third part in the 
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present case, is the additional short syllable, whose shifting locality 
in the foot gives origin to first, second, etc. 

25. Proceleusmatic, ~~ ~ | pidocdgos, composed of two pyrrhics, 
or consisting of four short syllables, from Tooxelsvauntixos, adapted 
to excitement, well calculated to produce celerity. 

26. Dispondee, - — — — | auydovisiow, composed of two sponden, 
or four long syllables. 

21. Dijamd, - —» - | Exiorarye, is, composed of two tambics, or a 
short and a long, a short and a long. 

28. Ditrochee, —» —~ | Svortiynua, composed of two trochees, or 

a long and a short, a long and a short. 

§ 117. Or MErRE (wuergor). 

Metre, in a general sense, is an arrangement of syllables and feet 

in verse, according to certain rules. Thus it applies to a verse, 
part of a verse, or to any number of verses ; but in a specific sense, 
it means, sometimes only one foot, and sometimes two, or a syzygy. 

One foot makes a metre in all kinds of verse save the anapestic, 
iambic, and trochaic, which may be easily recollected by this tech- 

nical word alt containing the initials of these three species. 
Rhythm and metre differ in this, that the former regards only the 

quantity of the syllables in a foot, or the time taken up in pronounc- 
ing them ; the latter includes both the time and order of syllables, 
not interchanging feet of the same quantity, for example a dacty] or 
spondee, for an anapest, although all of the same time or quantity. 

By transposing words, the metre of the verse will be changed; the 

rhythm will remain the same. 

§ 118. OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF VERSE. 

1. Of metres there are nine genera. 

1. Lambic, 4. Dactylic, 7. Ionic a majore, 
2. Trochaic, 5. Choriambic, 8. Ionit a minore, 
3. Anapestic, 6. Iambotrochaic, 9. Paeonic. 

2. The names of the nine genera have been derived (1) From 
~ the name of some celebrated poet who invented, or used chiefly 

that kind of verse, as Alcaic, Sapphic, etc. (2) From the frequent 
occurrence, in the verse, of some particular foot (of which perhaps 
it was, originally, entirely composed) it has been called by that 

name, as lambic, Dactylic, etc. (3) From the number of feet in 
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each verse, as Hexameter, Pentameter,etc. (4) Sometimes the kind 
of poetry"was named from its appropriation to religious ceremonies, 
as Prosodiac (from mgocodos) so called from its being used in the 
approach to the altars on solemn festivals. (5) The parcemiac (ra 
goiusor), from being much used in writing of proverbs. 

3. The conjunction of two feet is called a basis, the foundation of 
every verse. 
A verse’is a certain number of feet joined together, ¢ and disposed 

according to a certain order. 

4, A’verse is also characterized by the number of metres which 

it contains, and is accordingly designated Monometer, Dimeter, Tri- 
meter, Tetrameter, Pentameter, Hexameter, etc. 

5. The substitution of one foot for another, is called antipodia; as, 

yevelor peoo|ror av|Sounwr. Hom. 

Here i in'the fifth place, a spondee is put for a dactyl, in which case 

the verse is denominated spondaic, and may be resolved into the 
dactylic form, unless its last syllable of the fifth foot be long by 
‘position. 

6. A verse may be (1) complete, i. e. have exactly tl the number 
of feet, metres, or syllables required, and neither more nor less; it 

is then denominated acatalectic (axatainys), from a, negative, and 
xatadnyo, to fall short or stop by the way. (2) It may want a syl- 
lable, it is then called catalectic. (3) It may want a foot, it is then 
called brachycatalectic. (4) It may have a syllable or whole foot 
redundant, in that case it is denominated hypercatalectic, the mean- 

ing of which must be obvious. (5) Acephalous, (a, negative, and 
xepady, the head), when a syllable is wanting at the beginning. 

§ 119. OF Tamaics. 

I. Genus. : 
1. It would be a difficult thing to compose a poem of any con- 

siderable length, of pure iambics. How cramped must be the com- 
_ position which should be confined to a series of syllables in uniform, 

alternate succession, a short and a long, a short and a long, etc. 

But were it possible, it would be offensive to the ear, from its mo- 

notony. 

2. The iambic, therefore, admitted for sake of variety, a resolu- 

tion of the iambic, into its equivalent in time, the ériérach—which, 

in the trimeters, may occupy any of the first five places ; the spon- 
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dee may occupy any odd place ; the dactyl, the first or third ; and 
the anapest, the first; and in proper names, any of the five first. 

3. The species of iambics are four. 
(1) Monometer, this species is not much used, it is found rather, 

occasionally mixed with dimeters ; as, 

ww | tales. Eur. Hec. 1074. —pouqay | syov. Soph. Aj. 180. 

This is found in all the forms of completion and redundancy. 
2. Dimeter ; as, 

texvow euov | pudat, brachycat. Eur. Hec. 1083. 

3. Trimeter, the most common in this sort ; as, 

tuyevta maid’ | Onovor adlovay, brachycat. 

As this species is most common, a synoptical table shall be given. 
Let it not be forgotten that the anapestic, the iambic, and the tro- 
chaic, require two feet to make a metre. 

Metres, I. I. Ii. 

Feet, 1. Q. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

This is also denominated senarian, having six feet. 
4. Tetrameter, of which the following verse is a specimen, of the 

catalectic form. 

tn xovoonen|i Mowe zovolour vuyor dla ~meg. 

5. Another species of this verse is named scazon or choltambus, 
i. e. the lame or limping iambic, in which the last foot must be a 
spondee ; as, ; 

‘O povooror|os sv9-ad° Inn|ovas xevtas, 

The claudicant condition of this line must strike any ear, that has 

the smallest experience in iambic harmony. 
The anapest is admitted only in proper names. 

‘§ 120. TrocHaic VERSE. 

Il. Genus. 
The trochaic approaches nearly to the laws of iambic verse ; it 

admits, in the odd places, a trochee only; in the even places, a éro- 

chee or a spondee. 
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The trochee may in any place be resolved into a tribrach, and 
the spondee into a dactyl, or anapest. 

Of the érochaic, there are various species. 
1. The monometer ; as, 

acts | vaxtog. Eur. Hec. 689. 

This is acatalectic. 
2. The dimeter brachycatalectic. 

totar eviol|ynoo. Eur. Hec. 468. 

3. The trimeter catalectic. 

Zev wateg, ya|uov pevov s\Saccapuny, catalectic. 

TaBLeE, TRIMETER. 

Metres, I. Il. It, 

Feet, 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

www ww we 

. vw wv a -_ C. 

aw VW mm VW 

a Vv -_ vv 

A dactyl in the odd places occurs only in the case of proper 
names. 

4. The tetrameter, which is generally catalectic. 
“If from this trimeter, the second metre be taken away, the mo- 

nometer will arise; this is always either hypercatalectic or acata- 
lectic. If the first be removed, the remainder will be a dimeter, 
and if a metre be prefixed it will become a tetrameter, which is gene- 
rally catalectic.” 

_ § 121, Anapestic Metre. 

Ill. Genus. 
An anapaestic verse, every where admits an anapest, spondee, or 

dactyl. 

1. Species, monometer, acatalectic ; as, 

Kata yay | ome». ASesch. Eum. 841. 

2. Species, dimeter, acatalectic. 

Hogs xas | oregoraig | 6 Atos | yevetars, Cidip. Tyr. 470. 

3. Yet the dimeter catalectic, called also paraempacus, requires 
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an anapest in the last place but one; and in some instances, the 
anapest is resolved into a rythmical equivalent, a proceleusmatic. 

4. The annexed table is dimeter. Prefix one metre, it becomes a 

trimeter ; by removing one, it becomes a monometer, which 1s called 
an anapestic base ; by prefixing two it becomes tetrameter, which is 
always catalectic. 

TasLe oF ANAPESTIC MetRE.—DIMETER. 

Metres, I. Il. 

Feet, }. 2. 3. 4. 

=a vv — Vw -—-vw m_wv v 

rarely, -» » + wwyww wwew ww www w& C 

§ 122. Dacryiic Merae. 

IV. Genus. 
Dactylic verse consists solely of dactyls and spondees. In this 

and all the remaining genera, one foot constitutes a metre. This 
genus contains various species. 

1. Species, dactylic dimeter, acatalectic. 

Towde | Kaiyos. Esch. 

2. Species, trimeter, acatal. 

‘Ai pov|oas tov é|owta. Anacr. 

3. Species, tetrameter, acatal. 

advupslies yage|ecoa xeldcdou.: Anacr. 

4. Species, pentameter, acatalectic, closing with a spondee, as 
some others above. 

Sota: | t avdgav | xa wad tx’ | asFege | cepves. Asch. 

5. Species, herameter, acatal. 

avtag s|nst ov|toior Beldoc axelmevxes | pessc. 

6. Species. There is an irregular species of dactylics, denomi- 
nated /Eolics, from having been much used by Sappho, the olian 
maid. In this the first place may be occupied by any foot of two 
syllables, the remaining feet, are all dactyls ; as, 

Hous | doipt xi | navodpé|vos zadijne 2090. Theocr. 
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Tasie, PENTAMETER. 

Metres, I. Il. Il. IV. 

7. Species. Logaoedic (Aoyaotdixos), from Loyos and aodos, thus 
named because the verse by the conjunction of dactylic and trochaic 
numbers appeared to occupy a middle rank between song and com- 
mon speech. It is for the most part terminated by two trochees; as, 

Myre na|tgmoyr ilxoct eg | oor. Eur. 

8. Species. Elegiac pentameter, in which the first and second 
foot must be either a dactyl or a spondee, the third must be a spon- 
dee, and the two last, anapests. Thus: 

tov toinalvoupyor Eloat enldacev sv | xgadsg. Meleag. 12. 4. 

The best prosodiaas, however, such as Hephestion, Hermann, etc. 
consider this verse as consisting of two dactylic ms»Pnurusgy con- 
joined. | 

9. Species. Meiurus (usvovgos ending in a point), is a hexame- | 
ter verse, in which the last foot is a pyrrhic or an iambus. Thus: 

§ 123. CaortamBic METRE. 

V. Genus. 
In this verse, the principal foot, and generally, every foot but the 

last, is a choriamb. An iambic syzygy, sometimes ends and some- 

times begins, this sort of verse. 
1. Species, monometer ; as, 

anol zyo. Eur. Hec. 1056. 

2. Species, dimeter, catalectic. This consists of a choriambic 

and a bacchic ; as, 

qooiy ag|uetevsas. Eur. 

It is found also in acatalectic and hypercatalectic forms. 
3. Species, wrimeter, this verse consists.of two choriambs and a 
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bacchic ; but the first foot is frequently a dijamb, ditrochee, or 
deutepitrit. 

Emot tives | ng Did wav|tds svpew. Ajax. 715. 

Here the verse begins with a dijamb. 
4. Species, tetrameter, which, in its pure state consists of three 

choriambs and a bacchic ; as, 

Gla pofou|pas 1082 posw | “votégonovs | Bondo. Aristoph. 

A dijamb is sometimes found in the third place, but in all such 
cases, when any other foot of four syllables is joined with it, the 
verse becomes more properly epichoriambic. 

§ 124. lamporrocuic MErRE. 

VI. Genus. 
This name is substituted for antispastic, which conveys no defi- 

nite idea, while tambotrochic presents at once, the meaning by the 
order of combination, of the constituent elements, of this compound 
foot. It thus contrasts with choriambic, of which foot it is the direct 

eonverse. 

1. Species, monometer, hypercatalectic, of five syllables com- 
posing the foot called dochmius or dochmic (from Soypsos, oblique, 

rather an awkward foot, composed of one short, two long, one short, 

one long), thus : . 

Wov wecFo| uae. 

2. Species, dimeter, catalectic: each half of this compound foot 
was exchanged for a tribrach, spondee, dactyl, or anapest, which 
might be admitted in the first place ; and even a tritopaeon, tetarte- 
pitrit, dijamb, or ditrochee supplied the place of a pure iambotroch. 
Thus : 

Toi pay yao m0|ti zugyous. Asch. 

Here instead of the first half of the iambotrochic, we have the 
spondee toi per. 

3. Species, trimeter, catalectic. 

avdoog toi to | psy sv Jixas|ov sinzix. Soph. 

Here a dijamb supplies the iambotroch in the second foot. 
4. Species, tetrameter, catalectic; this combination contains three 

lambotrochic feet, and a bacchic or iambotroch deprived of its last 
syllable. 

19 
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tativ 3° dior | tye yas aloias ovx é|zax0vm. Soph. 

There are also acatalectic forms, and numerous varieties. 

5. By the addition of a syllable to the tambotroch, a dochmiac is 
formed. The following is a dochmiac metre : 

Sina xav Fioiloty ov Evpnitvet. Eur. 

Two iambotrochs, followed by an iambic syzygy, is called Ascle- 
piadean ; one, followed by the same, Glycontan iambotrochic dimeter 
catalectic, is called Pherecratian. 

§ 125. Ionic 4 Majore Metre. 

Vil. Genus. 
This verse admits a trochaic syzygy promiscuously with its proper 

foot. It ends either with the trochaic syzygy, or the proper foot in- — 
complete. 

The deutopaeon is frequently followed by a deutepitrit, which two 
are together equal to two ionic feet. This is called an avaxdaots, a 
repercussion or reflecting, the defect in time of the preceding foot, 
being in this case, supplied by the redundant time of the subsequent, 
reflected, thrown back, as it were. Hence such a verse is said to be, 

avaxlopevog; long syllables may be changed into equivalents wher- 
ever they occur. 

If an iambic syzygy, a tritepitrit, a choriamb, or any discordant 
foot of four syllables be found in the same verse with an ionic foot, 
the verse, in that case, is termed Epionic. 

1. Species, monometer’, hypercatalectic or penthemimer. 

atwccovst pilyor. Eur. Hec. 1065. 

2. Species, dimeter, brachycat. (Hipponactic). 

ghwgass “txd | Baoooss. Soph. 

This measure contains just a foot and a half. ‘The following i is 
an acatalectic example : 

Ti tou rote | tacg ankaotov. Eur. 

Here we have the deutopaeon and the deutepitrit occupying both 
places, or avanlaeros. 

3. Species, trimeter, brachycat. which contains two feet and a 
spondee, or the first half of an ionic a majore subjoined. 

GAhoig ént|youa otiqeldi~ear. Soph. 

It is also in the acatalectic form, with the last foot a deutepitrit. 
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4. Species, tetrameter, brachycat. called Sotadic, from Sotades 
who frequently used it. ‘This contains three Ionic feet and a half. 

ay 3s cupgo|yns touts Fé\av Sagor “v|sragzei. 

Here we have in the first place, a trochaic syzygy, and the next 
two pure tonics. 

§ 126. Iontc a minor Metre. 

This verse is often entirely composed of its own proper feet. It 
admits, however, promiscuously, an iambic sygygy, and sometimes 
commences with the tritopacon followed by one of the epitrits form- 
Ing an avexleoi. A molossus is also admitted into the odd places, 
preceded by a dijamb to prevent the concurrence of too many long 
syllables. Resolutions of long syllables take place as in ionic a 
majore. 

1. Species, monometer, hypercatalectic, penthemimer. 

Ega tw devlgo. 

2. Species, dimeter, brachycat. 

Ext tad’ so|cuSe. Heb. 1082. 

3. Species, trimeter, brachycat. 

xinol poteg | uakegay poovt | day. 

4, Species, tetrameter, catalectic. 

Gsoanevar | puyas aviay | piyas cori | Déxcxis. 

Here we have two proper ionic a minores, a tritopaeon with a 
catalexis. 
5. Species, when a choriamb precedes or follows an ionic foot of 

either kind, it is called prosodiac, from xgogodog, used in approach- 

ing the altar, supplication, in religious services. 

§ 127. Pazonic MErRe. 

IX. Genus. . . 
A Paeonic verse requires all the feet admitted into it, to have the 

same rhythm ‘with its proper foot, 1. e. to consist of five times, or be 
equal to five short syllables. This metre is sometimes called cretic, 
as an amphimacer, or cretic is admissible in every place of the verse ; 

a. bacchic is‘also admitted which has procured the name, sometimes, 

of bacchtas. 
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It does not follow, however, that every foot of five times, is ad- 
missible. A cretic, a bacchic, a protopaeon (by resolution of the 
last of the cretic), a tetartopacon (by resolution of the first of the 
same), a deutopaeon (by resolution of the last of the bacchic), a tri- 
byach (by resolution of the first and last of the cretic). These feet 
alone, are the constituents of the paeonic verse. 

This verse is most elegant when a part of speech terminates with 
each metre. 

1. Species, dimeter, acatalectic, two entire feet. 

Pilorovay | adiaday. Soph. Two tetartopaeons. 

2. Species, trimeter, catalectic. 

Bahotui x96\vq piyada | wzdétor. Phoen. 171. 

Here' is a deutopaeon, in the first place, a protopaeon in the 
second, with the catalexis. 

3. Species, tetrameter, acatalectic. 

niDeg ov | noiv ElGeiv | io Fi caqes | GAL “ona. 

Here are four admissible feet, each equal to five times, viz. the 
’ ereticus, or amphimacer, the bacchic, the protopaeon, and cretic. 

4.' Species, pentameter, acatalectic. 

Lav yada | 84 yéyover | avdgaciv éluns and civ | ovoias. 

Here the first four feet are protopaeons, and the last a cretic, 
equal to five times. 

There are hexameter forms of this genus ; but those who desire to 
prosecute this subject farther, are referred to Morell, Hermann, 

Dunbar, Willson, etc. , 

The Galliambd, consisting of two anacreontics, of which the last is 

catalectic, used at first by the Galli, or priests af Cybele; the asynar- 

tetic or inconnectible, as the name imports, when two verses of a 
different character are united, sp as to form one; the polyschema- 

tist or anomalous, wholly irregular ; the hemoholius, a whole metre 
and a half, or a dimeter brachycatalec ; these occurring sometimes 

in the choral pieces of the tragic poets, will be understood with- 
out much difficulty, by attending merely to their definitions. 

§ 128. Or rHE Cazsurat Pause. 

In addition to the metrical division of a verse into feet and syzy- 

gies, there is another, on which the rhythmical effect, is, in a great 
‘ 
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measure, dependent. The caesura, regards 1, whole verses; 2. sin- 
gle feet. In the former acceptation, it means the division of the 
verse into two portions so as to furnish a pause or rest of the voice, 
in consistency with harmony. This is called the- caesural pause, 
and ends with a word in the verse, or is a syllable remaining at the 
end of a word, after the foot is finished, thus cut off, whence its name. 
Heroic verses and trimeter iambics are considered to be most har- 
monious, when the caesura falls on the fifth half foot, which is thence 

denominated the penthemimeris caesura. This designation with some 
others, arises from the particular location of the caesura. As in 

"every hexameter, there are twelve half feet, the caesural pause may 
fall on any odd one save the first; when it falls on the third, it is 

‘called, triemimeris, from eeu, three, and jus (for jusors), half, and 
Legos, part or foot ; when on the fifth half foot, penthemimeris ; on the 
seventh, hephthemimeris ; on the ninth, ennemimeris; on the eleventh, 

hendecemimeris, from mevte, five; inta, seven; evven, nine, and ey- 

dexa, eleven, combined with the elements mentioned before. In 

anapaestic and paconic metres no place is assigned to a pause, be- 
cause the metres would end with a word. The same applies to the 
onic a minore. 

END. 
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ERRATA. 

Preface p. 7, 1. 3. for Greek, read Greeks. 
Remarks, &c. p. 6, }. 16, for sidyxdeiv, read esdyxsiy. 

p. 7,1. 11, for Aenotorians, read Oenotrians. 
p. 11, 1. 22, dele T, (the sixth letter.) 

last line, for Qarvdoxev, read Pavodixou. 
P. 13, 1. 11, for xopse, read xupsecs. 

, 1. 25, for Go, aw, read Goaa. 
1, 22, for evixes, read svexos. 

4,1. 6, for man read near. 
], 25, for seatersius read sestertius. 
1.8, after Pauloposifuture, add or Future 

Preterite, same line, for I shall have 
struck, read I shall have been struck. 

p. 58, 1. 26, Perf. Active, for «, read a. 
]. 27, Pluperf. for es», read és». 

bottom for epxw, read spxw. 
2 3 

p. 70, last line, for > read 4. 
p. 72, Imperative Mood, Passive voice for cAe:@9y74, 

read Asi@Iars. 
p. 84, L 4, for letter, read letters. 

]. 4, of note for subjective, read subjunctive. 
p. 95, prefix 64 to the note. 
p. 101, near the bottom, for Imus, read ‘Ines. 
p. 107, 1. 17, for colliget, read colligit. 
p. 120, L 13, from bottom after usa, insert govern 

the dative. . 
pp. 122, 124, 125, the references (vid. p. 105,) &c., 

do not correspond to the printed pages; they 
should be 118, 119, or 122. 

p. 123, 1. 26, for probity, read sobriety. 
p. 127, 1. 8, from bottom for accused, read accuses. 
p. 182, 1. 15, for axaxaros, read axapares. 
p. 135, 1. 16, for wsyads, read meya te. 
p. 161.1. 3. for four, read five. 
p. 142, |. 14, from bottom insert first and, before se 

cond. 
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